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CRICKET SOUTH AFRICA’S VISION:

The year under review was once again
governed by the vision of Cricket South Africa:
to make cricket a truly national sport of
winners.

This vision has two parts to it:

• Making cricket a truly national sport
• Making cricket a sport of winners

Work-shopping the vision:

To ensure that CSA and its Affiliates had
operational structures in place to carry out this
two-pronged vision, ground-breaking
Presidential/CEO workshops were held for
amateur and professional cricket.

Cricket – a truly national sport:

The amateur workshop achieved its four
objectives and a process has begun to:

• Establish a pipeline from grassroots to the
Proteas to enable all stakeholders to know
and understand the system of advancement
through cricket

• Establish a uniform system of development
for amateur cricket, with a special focus on
youth and club cricket

• Ensure sustainability through financial
controls and a proper return on investment

• Build capacity in previously disadvantaged
communities

All four of the above objectives are aimed at
making cricket a truly national sport – accessible
to the majority of South Africans through
transformation and development.

The base of the pipeline is Bakers Mini Cricket,
and we are thrilled that our oldest sponsorship has
been renewed again during the year under review.

The pipeline is designed to take the Bakers Mini
Cricketers – boys and girls – into hardball cricket
through the schools system.

These objectives are also aimed at keeping
players in the system, especially after they leave
school which is why we are putting so much
emphasis on the development of club cricket.

CSA is building Centres of Excellence in its six
cricketing regions which will drive both club
and schools cricket in these areas.

In turn, the Centres will feed into regional and
national academies where the players’ skills are
honed on a holistic basis.

They are now in a position to play senior
provincial, and can then move onto professional
cricket – the franchises and the Proteas – through
the Standard Bank High Performance Programme.

Three years ago, Cricket South Africa put into
place a strategic plan to broaden the base and
sharpen the pinnacle of the game.

SA Cricket - a sport of winners

Two factors have been built into sharpening the
pinnacle by narrowing the gaps between
domestic and international cricket:

• Reducing the professional domestic
competition from 11 provincial teams to six
franchise units

• Putting a high performance programme in
place to prepare promising players for
international cricket

CSA works on the premise that the Proteas drive
most of the revenue for cricket. Therefore it is
important to ensure that the team focuses on
winning. We have created structures that must
achieve victory in most of the matches played
by the Proteas around the cricketing world.

Consequently, a workshop for professional
cricket was held in the year under review
following the amateur workshop to put three
strategic pillars in place to make the Proteas a
winning team:

• Efficient and effective governance

• Financial sustainability

• Excellence in cricket

The workshop translated these pillars into inter-
linking operational areas which were joined to
the amateur thrusts. Together, they now form
one seamless pipeline with CSA and Affiliates
working to a standard model.

In coaching for instance, there is now a single
focus going through all coaching structures
so that players meet minimum skill and fitness
requirements as they move through the
pipeline.
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Cricket pipeline

CSA is building Centres of Excellence in its
six cricketing regions which will drive both
club and schools cricket in these areas.



There are now standard financial reporting
systems in place for CSA and its Affiliates as
well as differentiated funding from CSA to the
Affiliates to meet different needs in different
environments.

There is also a common understanding of the
alpine revenue flows which fluctuate from year-
to-year depending on the income from television
rights for match programmes that are set by
the International Cricket Council through its
Future Tours Programme.

CSA has now adopted a streamlining effort
over a four-year cycle to allow Affiliates to plan
and operate their structures on a regular basis.

There are also governance systems in place
which allow for a clear division of operations
and policy making, and independent monitoring
structures – all of which fall in line with the
King II Report on Corporate Governace, which
has been adopted by CSA.

All these efforts are aimed at ensuring that we
have structures that will build capacity in the
pipeline to make the Proteas a winning team
on a sustainable basis.

IMPLEMENTING CSA’S VISION IN 2006/7:

A review of 2006/7 shows that cricket continues
to make its mark on South African society
as a whole.

As far as becoming a truly national sport of
winners, CSA and the Proteas received accolades
on two important fronts.

Parliament gave an unprecedented thumbs-
up for South African cricket when the ANC
Chief Whip tabled a motion of good wishes
to the Proteas squad at the World Cup and
also congratulated CSA in its transformation
policies and outstanding development
programme. The motion was accepted
unanimously.

The Proteas finished the season at the top of
the ICC’s ODI log, beating Australia into second
place for the first time since the log was initiated.

The Proteas completed the most successful SA
international season since unity, and won 13
consecutive ODIs, equalling Australia’s record.

On the popularity front, cricket rose to
unprecedented heights during the year under
review.

Independent research for the year showed that
cricket is the fastest growing major sport in
South Africa, and is second only to football in
the popularity stakes.

Makhaya Ntini was again voted South Africa’s
most popular sports personality, having
achieved this feat the year before as the first
cricketer to have done so.

The Standard Bank Pro20 tournaments
achieved record crowds for domestic cricket.
The popularity of this form of the game in
South Africa bodes well for attracting new
audiences to the game.

CSA’s proven ability to host world-class
cricket events led to the ICC selecting South
Africa as the hosts of the inaugural ICC World
Twenty20 South Africa tournament in
September this year.

This is going to be another opportunity to show
case South Africa to the world, both from
sporting and tourism aspects and we have been
pulling out all the stops in the year under review
to ensure its success.

As can be seen from the above achievements,
CSA’s pursuit of excellence takes place across
the board and is on-going.

ICC Cricket World Cup West Indies 2007:

There was one major blip on CSA’s excellence
screen and that was the inconsistent overall
performance of the Proteas at the ICC Cricket
World Cup West Indies 2007. And indeed,
this was one of the lowest points in my tenure
so far as CEO.

These inconsistencies came as a major surprise
because virtually the same squad had been
extensively prepared for two years and had:

C E O ’ S  R E P O R T
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The Proteas completed the most successful
SA international season since unity, and won

13 consecutive ODIs, equalling Australia’s record

Makhaya Ntini was again voted South Africa’s
most popular sports personality



• Just completed the most successful SA
international cricket season since unity

• Taken the number 1 ODI spot ahead of
Australia for the 2006/7 season

• Won 13 consecutive ODIs, equalling
Australia’s world record

• A support group of 12 specialists, including
a psychologist, at the Cricket World Cup

However, the CWC has shown weaknesses in
the makeup of the Proteas and these have been
identified as:

• A lack of maturity off the field by some of
the senior players

• A lack of a strong manager who can enforce
discipline and take off-the-field pressure
from the captain

• Stereotyped bowling attack, lacking top
class spin and swing

• Selection policies not taking local conditions
into account

The following remedial measures will be in
place before the 2007/8 season:

• The appointment of a new
“independent” manager to enforce
disciplines to be set by Cricket South Africa,
and not the touring party, for both playing
and non-playing days

• The new manager to handle more public
affairs issues to take the pressure off the
captain, and also leaving Goolam Rajah to
concentrate only on his logistical duties

• The adoption of a youth policy to build
skills for the future, continuing to take
transformation targets into account

• Capacity building of swing and spin bowlers
at the High Performance Centre

• Introducing an academy exchange
programme with the Sub-Continent
countries to gain experience on these
conditions for our spin bowlers

CSA has decided to retain the captain
Graeme Smith and coach Mickey Arthur who
spear-headed the Proteas most successful
season yet, and to continue to build on this
success – but adding the above remedial
measures to this recipe.

South African cricket has strong development
programmes in place, coupled to a high performance
programme aimed at achieving excellence.

We also have loyal, blue-chip sponsors who
make this progress possible and most
importantly, sustainable.

We believe that with the continued
transformation of South African cricket, we will
be able to harness our biggest strengths, our
diversity and our will to win.

We SHALL overcome.

The Proteas:

It was not all doom and gloom from the Proteas
at the World Cup, with their win against
England being one of the best performances at
the tournament from any team. There were also
several record performances from individuals
including:
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Fans celebrate South Africa’s emphatic victory during the Pro20 match between South Africa and Pakistan
at Wanderers Stadium in Johannesburg.



• Scoring the Proteas’ highest World Cup
total – 356-4 vs West Indies at St George’s

• Herschelle Gibbs became the first South
African to score 1000 World Cup runs and the
first player to hit six sixes in an over in ODIs

• Mark Boucher set the record for the fastest
World Cup fifty off 21 balls against the
Netherlands

The Proteas had their most successful season
yet before the World Cup and here some of the
individual highlights included:

• Shaun Pollock took 400 Test wickets
during the match against India in
Johannesburg

• Makhaya Ntini took 300 Test wickets
during the match against Pakistan in
Port Elizabeth

• Mark Boucher played his 100th ODI against
Pakistan at Centurion

• Jacques Kallis scored his 9 000th ODI run
against England at Bridgetown

• Graeme Smith became the second youngest
player to score 4 000 Test runs after Sachin
Tendulkar aged 25 years and 337 days, with
Tendulkar aged 24 years, 224 days

Domestic cricket:

One of the key elements to the CSA’s pursuit
of excellence is to have strong domestic
competitions.

During the year under review, the franchise
season was again a resounding success.

There were many tight finishes in the
three forms of the game, and with the
i n v a l u a b l e  s u p p o r t  o f  S u p e r S p o r t
(four-day), MTN (one-day), Standard Bank
(Pro20), the professional season was a
cracker.

The SuperSport Series was won emphatically by
Nashua Titans after sharing the trophy with Nashua
Dolphins in 2005/6. Their eight wins in a domestic
first-class season are the most since unity.

Their win by one run against the Gestetner
Diamond Eagles also equalled the record for
the narrowest margin in South African first-
class cricket.

The MTN Domestic Championship was won
by Nashua Cape Cobras which was a
remarkable feat considering they finished last
in the previous year’s Standard Bank Cup.

T h e  G e s t e t n e r  D i a m o n d  E a g l e s ’
batsman/wicketkeeper Mornè van Wyk turned
in the best performances of the season and was
the leading run scorer on 558 runs (av. 69.75).
He also took 22 dismissals.

The Highveld Lions won the Standard Bank
Pro20 in surprisingly easy fashion against
Nashua Cape Cobras, with skipper Neil
McKenzie leading them to victory with 73 runs
off 55 balls.

The Standard Bank Pro 20 continued to give
audiences great entertainment, and a feature of
the record crowds was the number of families
who attended.

This augurs well for a successful hosting by
CSA of the inaugural ICC World Twenty20
SA 2007 tournament in September.

C E O ’ S  R E P O R T
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Shaun Pollock took 400 Test wickets during the match
against India in Johannesburg

Mark Boucher, President Thabo Mbeki and Jacques Kallis



Another feature of the 2006/7 professional
domestic season is that its strength-vs-
strength is developing players who can step
straight into the Proteas fold successfully –
such as Mornè van Wyk and Vernon
Philander.

The amateur season was equally hard-fought,
with Gauteng and Kwazulu-Natal Inland
winning the South African Airways Provincial
Three-Day and One-day Challenges
respectively.

A special word of gratitude goes to SAA
who has made it possible to hold these
competitions so that gifted and committed
amateur players can make their way up the
ladder to franchise and international cricket.

The national weeks for school, youth, club and
tertiary levels were again successfully organised
and have produced another crop of promising
players.

The events depend on the commitment of
voluntary officials and CSA is most grateful
that so many have chosen to give their time
and energy to cricket.

A standout feature of the season was the
re-introduction by CSA of the national U19
competition, this time on a regional basis.
A team of talent spotters has been appointed
to ensure that the cream of the crop goes into
the high performance and academy
programmes.

A special tribute must be paid to Ray Jennings
whose coaching at the u19 level has been a
revelation and it is certain that the Proteas
and the nation will reap the rewards in the
future.

High Performance Programme:

The Standard Bank High Performance
Programme really got under way under Vince
van der Bijl during the season under review.
The programme in the main is a conduit
from franchise cricket into the Proteas

and its aims remain the following:

• Make potential Proteas ODI and Test ready
within two years

• Act as a rehabilitation centre for Proteas
who lose form

• Support the transformation policy o
 CSA by building capacity

• Play a key role in CSA’s vision of
making cricket a truly national sport
of winners

Specialist camps were held throughout the
season, with experts such as Gary Kirsten, Allan
Donald and Shafiek Abrahams in attendance.

A valuable addition to the programme during
this season was the SA Emerging Players Squad
that won the inaugural 2006 Emerging Players
Quadrangular Tournament in Brisbane against
Australia, New Zealand and India.

This tournament allowed the players to show
their mettle under pressure and is an excellent
exercise in preparing them for bigger things
to come.

Coaching:

The year under review saw the start of a national
campaign to integrate player and coaching
programmes in South African cricket.

The reason for this is to streamline coaching
methods and standards set at the top of the
pipeline, flowing down through the ranks until
we have a South African blend of cricket.

At the forefront of this has been the national
coaching department under Anton Ferreira,
incorporating the Proteas, the Standard Bank
High Performance Programme, the Coaches
Forum, Franchises and amateur cricket.

Again, this is aligned with the national vision
of making cricket a national sport of winners.
Building capacity is at the heart of this and in
turn, coaching is the lifeblood of capacity building.

CSA is most fortunate to have both its
National Academy and its High Performance
Programme housed mainly at the High
Performance Centre at the University
of Pretoria.
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run scorer on 558 runs (av. 69.75).
He also took 22 dismissals.

Mornè van Wyk during the Standard Bank Pro20 match
between the Gestetner Diamond Eagles and Nashua Dolphins



This is a world-class centre and is also being
used extensively by the ICC in developing the
emerging cricket nations.

E m p o w e r i n g  S A C r i c k e t  t h r o u g h
transformation:

Transformation through building capacity and
harnessing diversity remained a major thrust
during the year under review.

It is worth noting why we do this, how we do
it and the results that have been achieved.
Until unification in 1991, South African cricket
was divided on racial lines for more than 100
years, with Blacks being historically
disadvantaged at all levels of the game and
Black Africans the worst off of all.

For this reason, the transformation (or
empowerment) of South African cricket is
paramount in all we do and is the cornerstone
of our vision and our constitution.

South African cricket voluntarily adopted its
own Transformation Charter in 1998, and
followed this with a Transformation Policy to
guide stakeholders on the operational
implementation of the Charter.

Consequently, the vision of CSA is to make
South African cricket a TRULY NATIONAL
SPORT OF WINNERS.

As stated earlier, this vision has two key
elements to it:

1. Cricket has to be supported and played by
the majority of South Africans for it to be a
truly national sport.

2. To be a truly national sport of winners means
that we have to build capacity at levels,
especially in the previously disadvantaged
communities for historical reasons.

Affirmative action is a principle accepted and
implemented by all structures of CSA. At the
centre is capacity-building to unlock South
Africa’s true cricketing potential.

We set transformation targets for all our
structures, and we monitor them constantly
and review them annually.

The majority of Cricket South Africa’s turnover
is spent on empowerment projects through
amateur cricket structures, and targeting mainly
the previously disadvantaged.

The transformation of South African cricket has
been remarkable in its growth and its depth,
and Blacks are now in the majority in what used
to be a White-dominated sport.

The empowerment levels across the board in
South African cricket include the following:

• The first South African as President of the
International Cricket Council, the late Adv.
Percy Sonn, SC

• The President of Cricket South Africa,
Mr Ray Mali, now Acting President of ICC

• The Acting President of CSA, Advocate
Norman Arendse, SC

• The Chief Executive Officer of Cricket South
Africa, Gerald Majola

• The majority of General Council Members

• The majority of cricketers nation-wide,
including women and the disabled

• The majority of cricket television viewers
in South Africa

• The most popular South African sports
personality by national vote, Makhaya Ntini

C E O ’ S  R E P O R T
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Cricket has to be supported and played
by the majority of South Africans for it

to be a truly national sport

Jonty Rhodes during the SA Cricket Jonty Rhodes World Cup coaching clinic with Warriors players at Buffalo Park in East London



CSA also has procurement policies that require
BEE involvement, and more than 80% of these
contracts now comply with this policy.

We also take pride in the fact that CSA has
been voted in the TOP 300 BEE companies in
South Africa for the third successive year.

During the year under review, CSA was
congratulated by both Parliament and the
Parliamentary Committee for Sport and
Recreation for the depth and quality of its
development programme in all communities.

KOLPAK and SA cricketers:

The move of South African players to the United
Kingdom as Kolpak players continued in the
year under review and CSA now regards the
matter as serious drain on its elite player pool.

To add salt to the wound, CSA has been
spending time, effort and considerable money
on developing these players only to see English
counties reaping the benefits.

It has also become clear that it is not CSA’s
transformation policies that are causing the
exodus, but the strength of sterling against the
rand.

Kolpak has also become a problem for the
England and Wales Cricket Board as they are
witnessing an increasing number of foreign
players blocking the development of their home-
grown talent.

CSA have had talks with the ECB on the matter,
and it is likely that the issue will now go to the
ICC as the Kolpak regulations fall under
European and not British law.

They also affect other ICC full member countries
that fall under the EU regulations.

SA players and franchises sign MOU with CSA:

A South African cricketing landmark has been
achieved during the year under review with the
finalisation of the Memorandum of Understanding
that regulates the relationships between Cricket
South Africa, the Franchises and both National
and Franchise contracted players.

The agreement will allow contracted players to
become true stakeholders in cricket through a
revenue share model.

Besides providing more certainty to all parties,
this also ensures the orderly management of
cricket and will contribute most positively to
the feasibility of the Franchises.

CSA’s thanks go to the CEO of the SA Cricketers’
Association, Tony Irish, and CSA’s Acting
President, Adv Norman Arendse, SC, for their
major contribution to the creation of this very
professional document.

International Affairs:

The year under review was dominated again
by the ICC’s Future Tours Programme,
regarding both the crowded fixtures of and the

imbalance of home and away matches allocated
to certain countries.

CSA has expressed strong reservations
concerning the scheduling and financing
principles allied to the FTP, with the main
issues relating to the absence of equality and
fairness.

CSA believes there is an urgent need to address
the current disparities in the interests of
changing a system that lets the big ICC members
get bigger, and the smaller get smaller. This
matter is under further consideration by the
ICC executive.

During the year under review, CSA worked
closely with the ICC in amending its Anti-
Racism Code to give it more teeth on the one
hand, and to educate the public on the other.

There were some ugly incidents during the
international season, and this must be stamped
out before it gets a hold on the game.

During the year under review, CSA has also
been working closely with the ICC on planning
the inaugural ICC World Twenty20 South Africa
2007 World in September.

This joint planning recently resulted in two
outstanding ICC World Cups being held in
South Africa for both men and women.

The season finished on a sad and tragic note
with the untimely passing away of Advocate
Percy Sonn, SC, President of the ICC and former
President of Cricket South Africa.

It was a tribute to South African and world
cricket that Mr Sonn could rise from playing
on the dusty township streets of Cape Town to
hold the highest office in world cricket.

South African and world cricket’s tribute to
Mr Sonn appears in this publication. Mr Ray
Mali was appointed Acting ICC President, and
Advocate Norman Arendse SC was appointed
President of CSA until the AGM in August
this year.

CSA Human Resources:

On the CSA HQ staffing front, a major exercise
has been completed to update CSA employee
profiles, both from a “Job Output and
Competency Profile” to a “Performance Profile”.
This bottom up initiative ensures that we have
a practical way of measuring performance based
on a shared effort by employer and employee.

We also adhere to equity principles and
succession planning on an on-going basis.

During the year CSA’s driver, Mr Sam
Nontshinga, retired after almost a decade of
loyal service. He will be missed at CSA.

Tax initiative:

CSA, together with Professor Kader Asmal,
have begun a tax initiative with Finance Minister
Trevor Manual and the head of SARS, Mr Pravin
Gordon, to review tax issues concerning cricket
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in particular, and sport in general. The aim is
to provide incentives and relief for those sports
who have efficient and sustainable development
programmes in place.

The first meeting went off very successfully,
and a task team with Don McIntosh representing
CSA is now in place to draw up a proposal for
the Minister to study.

Finance:

The year under review firmly indicates that
CSA continues to remain financially healthy
and the outlook is expected to be positive.

Cricket revenues, fluctuate massively therefore
our four-year view continues to underpin our
budgeting process.

This year represents the anchor year of this
four-year period due to increased revenues as
a result of the Cricket World Cup and the
increased broadcast revenues resulting from
the tour by India.

The next two years, while good cricket years, do
not represent good revenue years as a result of
decreased foreign broadcast rights revenues.
Reserves play a key role in allowing us to plan
for poor financial years, yet maintain funding
to all Affiliates and Associates. A critical priority
is to first ensure reserve adequacy for the lean
years and 2006/7 financial year will be the anchor
revenue year for the next four-year cycle.

It is most heartening that the financial
administration continues to improve, both at
head office and at Affiliate level.

CSA’s gratitude goes to the Treasurer, Prof.
Hentie van Wyk, and current Chief Operating
Officer Don McIntosh for their commitment to
ensuring sound finances to develop the game
at all levels.

Sponsors and Suppliers:

CSA is a multi-faced organisation that operates
within the framework of a democratic South
Africa and has a lot of catching up to do for
historical reasons.

C E O ’ S  R E P O R T
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Cricket in South Africa has become big business
and an indication of this is that annual

revenues have grown from R5-million to over
R250-million in 12 years.

Fireworks explode as a wicket falls during the Standard Bank Pro20 Final between Highveld Lions and Nashua Cape Cobras
at the Liberty Life Wanderers Stadium in Johannesburg



This makes us different from other
administrative bodies in world cricket because
our activities go well beyond the field and into
the socio-economic factors that govern the lives
of South Africans.

Supporting cricket financially in South Africa
is therefore not only a commercial venture but
carries with it plenty of social responsibilities.

CSA is most fortunate to have a number of
blue chip companies who subscribe fully to
this policy and the vision of CSA. We have
paid tribute to them on a full page of this
publication and once again we say a heartfelt
thank you.

2007 Mutual & Federal SA Cricket Awards:

The year under review ended on a high note
with a glittering 2007 Mutual and Federal SA
Cricket Awards function.

Again, this was a wonderful celebration of the
achievements of the whole cricket family from
grassroots to the exploits of the Proteas on the
international stage.

Shaun Pollock took top honours by winning
the coveted Mutual and Federal SA Cricketer
of the Year award which was richly deserved
after taking his 400th Test wicket during
the season.

A special award was also presented to Rudi
Koertzen, South Africa’s leading umpire, for
his outstanding service to the game.

CSA’s gratitude goes to Mutual and Federal for
making this celebration of South African cricket
possible. This has now rightly taken its place
as one of the most outstanding events on our
annual calendar.

The business of cricket:

Cricket in South Africa has become big business
and an indication of this is that annual
revenues have grown from R5-million to over
R250-million in 12 years.

The majority of funding comes from
professional cricket, and amateur funding is
almost totally funded by professional cricket.

It is vital that these funds go to the right areas
for the development of the game on the one
hand, as well as into producing match-winners
at the other end.

It is also vital that the flow of these funds is
monitored as well as the outcomes of the
projects they finance.

CSA’s General Council is the policy-controlling
body of South African cricket and as such is
responsible for seeing that the game develops
and prospers in the context of a democratic
South Africa.

General Council appoints a number of Sub-
Committees which consult with the operational
sectors, and some of them are there to
independently audit the activities of South
African cricket.

Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd is responsible for
the management of professional cricket, with
General Council focusing on amateur cricket and
the overall health of the game in South Africa.

All activities and stakeholders are governed
by King ll Report in terms of a decision taken
by General Council.

This was certainly true for the year under
review, and all sponsors and other stakeholders
are assured that the sport is governed under
these principles at all times and is transparent
at all times.

Conclusion:

The year under review shows the continued
success of South African cricket and the
strengthening of structures to sustain this
success in the future.

This is a credit to all professional and amateur
stakeholders who have worked together in the
true spirit of the game.

SISEBENZA SONKE!

Gerald Majola
Chief Executive Officer ( Cricket South Africa)
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Mark Boucher scored the fastest century for South Africa in
One-day Internationals off 44 balls

Jacques Kallis scores 9000 runs in
One-day Internationals

I N T E R N A T I O N A L  M I L E S T O N E S
1 June 2006 to 30 April 2007
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Graeme Smith became the 2nd youngest
player to score 4000 Test runs

Shaun Pollock takes 400 Test wicketsMakhaya Ntini takes 300 Test wickets
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TEST CRICKET

UCB / Castle Lager Milestone Programme achievements:

Platinum Shaun Pollock 400 wickets v India (Johannesburg)

Gold Jacques Kallis 100 catches v India (Cape Town)
Mark Boucher 100 matches v Pakistan (Centurion)
Makhaya Ntini 300 wickets v Pakistan (Port Elizabeth)

Silver Herschelle Gibbs 75 catches v India (Durban)
Makhaya Ntini 75 matches v Pakistan (Cape Town)

Bronze Nicky Boje 100 wickets v Sri Lanka (Colombo-Sara)
Graeme Smith 50 matches v India (Durban)
Graeme Smith 4000 runs v India (Cape Town)

Records

• Graeme Smith became the 2nd youngest player to score 4000 Test runs after Sachin Tendulkar (India)
in the match v India at Cape Town, aged 25 years, 337 days. Tendulkar was aged 24 years, 224 days
when he reached the milestone.

ONE-DAY INTERNATIONALS

UCB / Standard Bank Milestone Programme achievements:

Platinum Jacques Kallis 9000 runs v England (Bridgetown)

Gold Shaun Pollock 100 catches v Pakistan (Mohali)

Silver Herschelle Gibbs 200 matches v Scotland (Basseterre)

Bronze Boeta Dippenaar 100 matches v Zimbabwe (Bloemfontein)
Graeme Smith 100 matches v Pakistan (Centurion)
Graeme Smith 50 catches v Netherlands (Basseterre)
Shaun Pollock 3000 runs v Bangladesh (Providence)

Records

• Mark Boucher scored the fastest century for South Africa in One-day Internationals off 44 balls against
Zimbabwe at Potchefstroom. This is the 2nd fastest in the world after Shahid Afridi’s 37 balls for Pakistan
v Sri Lanka at Nairobi in 1996/97.

• Justin Kemp and Andrew Hall set a world partnership record for the 8th wicket – 138* v India at Cape Town.

• Mark Boucher set a South African record and equaled the world record when he took 6 dismissals
(all ct) in the One-day International v Pakistan at Cape Town.

• Herschelle Gibbs became the first player to hit 6 sixes in an over in One-day Internationals off the
bowling of Daan van Bunge v Netherlands at Basseterre.

• South Africa achieved their largest victory margin in One-day Internationals when they beat Netherlands
by 221 runs at Basseterre.

• Shaun Pollock became the 2nd all-rounder to score 3000 runs and take 300 wickets in One-day
Internationals after Wasim Akram (Pakistan) during the match v Bangladesh at Providence.

WORLD CUP RECORDS

• South Africa scored their highest World Cup total – 356-4 v West Indies at St George’s.

• Herschelle Gibbs became the first South African to score 1000 World Cup runs during the match v New
Zealand at St George’s.

• Mark Boucher set the record for the fastest World Cup fifty off 21 balls v Netherlands at Basseterre.
Brendon McCullum who scored a fifty off 20 balls for New Zealand v Canada at Gros Islet subsequently
broke this.

• Andrew Hall took South Africa’s best World Cup bowling figures of 5-18 v England at Bridgetown.
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The 2006/07 cricket season started off earlier
than planned. The Proteas had a very short
break and they were on a plane to Sri Lanka
by mid July for a two match Test series and a
tri-angular ODI series including India.
The previous season ended in May, with the
departure of New Zealand after losses in both
the Castle Test and ODI Series. This season
was one of many records being set and broken
too as can be seen later in the report.

SOUTH AFRICA ‘A’ TOUR TO ZIMBABWE

In January 2007 a Robin Peterson-led South
African ‘A’ team undertook a tour of
Zimbabwe for a three-match limited-overs
series against Zimbabwe ‘A’ at Queens Sports
Club in Bulawayo.

The series opener started on a positive note
when Robin Peterson won the toss and elected
to bat. Loots Bosman and Mornè van Wyk put
on 62 for the first wicket before Alviro Petersen
joined Mornè to add another 116 in a second
wicket partnership. Mornè and Alviro ended
up on 76 and 60 respectively to lay a foundation

for the 274 for 7 that South Africa ‘A’ scored in
their innings. Zimbabwe ‘A’ could only manage
227 for 6 in their allotted 50 overs, thus South
Africa won by 47 runs.

The second ODI was a more convincing victory
for the South African ’A’ team. Chasing 160 to
win, after losing the toss, South Africa’s batting
stars from the first match – Alviro Petersen and
Mornè van Wyk – shone once more, with both
notching up half centuries as Zimbabwe ‘A’
failed with bat and ball. The pair put on 138 for
the second wicket as South Africa ‘A’ chased
down the target with 12 overs to spare. Alviro
scored an unbeaten 87 and Mornè scored 60 to
give SA ‘A’ an eight-wicket victory. Alfonso
Thomas took 3 for 26.

With the possibility of a whitewash series
victory looming, South Africa ‘A’ put on 247
for 9 with Alviro Petersen getting the only
century of the series, top scoring with a 102 and
Mornè van Wyk equaling his second ODI 60.
Having had a run in the second ODI, Charl
Langeveldt was the pick of the bowlers taking
5 for 30 and securing a facile 3-0 whitewash
over Zimbabwe ‘A’ with 126 run triumph.
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SOUTH AFRICA TOUR TO SRI LANKA

Having left South Africa in the winter season,
the Proteas arrived in Colombo having to take
a second breath because of the heat. Once all
the bags had been loaded and the media had
their arrival interviews with both captain and
coach at the airport, the team went on their
way to the Taj Samudra hotel.

Ashwell Prince became South Africa’s eighth
Test captain since unification on this tour.
Graeme Smith had an operation to his ankle
and could not tour with the team. The Proteas
started their tour with a convincing victory
against a Sri Lanka ‘A’ side.

Jacques Rudolph scored 157 in 327 minutes and
shared a third-wicket stand of 242 runs with
Hashim Amla in the first class practice match
at the Colts Cricket Club. Jacques became the
third youngest South African, after Graeme

Smith and Jacques Kallis, to score 2 000 Test
runs during this series having scored 90 in 213
minutes in the second innings of the first Test.
South Africa lost both the Test matches by an
innings and 153 runs and by one wicket
respectively. The matches were played at
the Sinhalese Sports Club Ground and the
P. Saravanamuttu Stadium.

The tri-angular ODI series, which was to
include India, didn’t not materialize as
torrential rains prevented any play from taking
place. A bomb blast close to the South African
team hotel forced the CSA Board to call the
team home for safety reasons on the advice of
an independent security company who
assessed the situation for CSA.

ZIMBABWE TOUR SOUTH AFRICA

MTN ODI SERIES

As a result of the abandoned triangular series
in Sri Lanka, the CSA approached Zimbabwe
to assist the Proteas in their preparation for

the upcoming ICC Champions Trophy to be
played in India.

Zimbabwe arrived in South Africa looking
to utilize this tour for their preparation for
the ICC Championship Trophy too, played
the Gestetner Diamond Eagles in a Standard
Bank Pro20 match at the De Beers Diamond
Oval in Kimberley in front of a capacity
crowd. The Eagles won by 9 wickets with 50
balls to spare. Roger Telemachus, Thandi
Tshabalala and Victor Mpitsang took three
wickets a piece.

The first MTN ODI was played at Goodyear
Park in Bloemfontein. On his home franchise
ground, Boeta Dippenaar played his 100th ODI
for South Africa. Boeta celebrated by scoring
an unbeaten 85 and with Jean-Paul Duminy,
who scored 60 off 70 balls, they put on 121 for
the fourth wicket. The Standard Bank ODI team
comfortably beat Zimbabwe by five wickets in
reply to Zimbabwe’s 201 for 7. Loots Bosman
made his ODI debut on his home ground too.

The second MTN ODI went to Buffalo Park in
East London. This match had to be played the
following day as rain prevented play from
taking place on the scheduled day. The Proteas
clinched the series by walking away with a six
wicket victory in which Jacques Kallis became
the first in the world to have scored 8 000 runs
and taken 200 wickets in both forms of the
game. Despite a top-order wobble, the
Standard Bank ODI team took an unassailable
series lead over Zimbabwe. Loots Bosman top-
scored with an aggressive 38 off 29 balls in 48
minutes at the crease. The Proteas were set a
target of 153 to win. It took them 27.4 overs to
get the score.

Jacques Rudolph became the third youngest
South African, after Graeme Smith and
Jacques Kallis, to score 2 000 Test

Boeta Dippenaar played his
100th ODI for South Africa.

Loots Bosman makes his ODI debut
against Zimbabwe.

Jacques Rudolph during day four of the First
test between Sri Lanka and South Africa
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Potchefstroom’s Sedgars Park was the venue
where the Proteas were to stack up more than
400 for the second time in four matches.
The previous was the epic chase of 434 against
Australia six months earlier. Jacques Kallis
didn’t hesitate to bat when he won the toss for
the first time in the series. Loots Bosman and
Alviro Petersen added 160 off 126 balls in a first

wicket stand scoring 88 and 80 respectively.
Mark Boucher reached his first One-Day century
after being promoted up the order to come in
at number four. Mark scored an unbeaten 147
off 68 balls after a 91 minute stay in the middle.
He scored his century off 44 balls  - the fastest
for SA and second fastest overall. South Africa
swept the series 3-0, necessary preparation
complete for the ICC Champions Trophy and
a positive note that returning captain Graeme
Smith was very pleased with.

ICC CHAMPIONS TROPHY – INDIA

The Proteas arrived in Mumbai after a three
day compulsory stay in New Delhi for open
media session and many sponsor activities to
play New Zealand as their first opponents in
the ICC Champions Trophy.

This was a captain’s game as both countries’
skippers top scored with Stephen Fleming
making 89 and Graeme Smith amassing 42 –
none of the other batsmen contributed much.
The Standard Bank ODI team lost this match
by 87 runs after Graeme Smith won the toss
and chose to field. Jacques Kallis was the pick
of the bowlers taking three for 28 in seven overs.
Justin Kemp made a valiant 26 not out towards
chasing New Zealand’s 195.

A superb bowling performance by the Proteas
gave them their first win of this Champions
Trophy and kept them in the tournament as
they eased to a 78-run win against Sri Lanka.
The Proteas total of 219 for 9 – built around an
80-run partnership for the fourth wicket
between Jacques Kallis (43) and AB de Villiers
(54) seemed a gettable target, but the seamers
hit the deck hard with Shaun Pollock and
Makhaya Ntini being their economical selves
and both picking up two wickets a piece.

Shaun’s figures of two for 21 in 10 overs and
Makhaya’s two for 24 in nine overs set the tone
for Andrè Nel took take advantage of a fragile
Sri Lankan middle order on a pitch that had
many wondering whether this tournament was
taking place on the sub-continent. Andrè backed

the openers by taking three for 41 in nine overs.
South Africa took two valuable points forward.

Against Pakistan, another Sub-Continent team
at the Punjab C.A. Stadium in Mohali,
Chandigarh, Graeme won the toss and elected
to bat. The top order failed. Reeling at 42 for 5,
Mark and Justin consistently pierced the infield

using the sweep shot effectively and running
extremely well between the wickets. They ended
up with 69 and 64 respectively. Makhaya’s five
for 21 off six overs won him the Man of the
Match award to see the Proteas eliminate
Pakistan from the tournament and book a place
into the semi-finals by topping the group.

The West Indies were South Africa’s opponents
in the semi-final at the Sawai Mansingh Stadium
in Jaipur. Chris Gayle’s run-a-ball unbeaten 133
and his opening wicket 154-run stand with
Shivnarine Chanderpaul turned the game into a
no-contest in what all anticipated to be a close
match. Herschelle Gibbs steered the Proteas to
amassing 258 for 8 with a gallant 77. The Standard
Bank ODI team thus crashed out of the ICC
Champions Trophy having reached the semi-finals.

INDIA IN SOUTH AFRICA

MTN ODI SERIES

India arrived in South Africa after their poor
performance on home soil in the ICC
Champions Trophy. Determined to do well,
India were beaten by 37 runs by the Rest of
South Africa led by Ashwell Prince at
Willowmoore Park in Benoni.

Mark Boucher scored an unbeaten 147 off 68
balls after a 91 minute stay in the middle.

He scored his century off 44 balls

Mark Boucher hits another 6 during the Third One Day International
between South Africa and Zimbabwe



Jacques Rudolph and Albie Morkel, scoring
72 and 57 respectively, in the total of 255
for 8 for the Rest of South Africa. Dale Steyn
took an impressive five for 22 in his allotted
10 overs displaying his sheer pace and
hunger to get an ODI call up for the Proteas.

The first MTN ODI at Liberty Life Wanderers

Stadium in Johannesburg was abandoned as
rain prevented the covers from being taken
off the square.

Sahara Stadium Kingsmead in Durban
hosted the second MTN ODI that saw the
Standard Bank ODI team win by 157 runs.
Jacques Kallis top scored with 119 with the
Proteas putting up a 248 run challenge for
their visitors. Andrè'8f Nel stooped any
ideas of a chase after coming on as second
change and taking four for 13 in eight overs.
India were bowled out for 91.

At Cape Town’s Sahara Park Newlands,
the Proteas went two nil up in the five match
series. Batting first after winning the toss
Justin Kemp came in at number seven to
score 100 off 89 balls ably assisted by
Andrew Hall who scored a better than run
a ball 56 in 65 minutes at the crease.
Their partnership of 138* was a world record
for the 8th wicket in ODIs.

India had no reply to South Africa’s 274
for seven and were all out for 168 in 41.3
overs. Shaun taking four for 26 off nine overs.
Andrew Hall and Jacques Kallis made
it an all rounders day by grabbing three for
45 and two for 29 respectively.

Port Elizabeth’s Sahara Oval St. George’s
was the next stop were the penultimate
MTN ODI and possible series clincher was
to be played. Man of the Match, Herschelle
Gibbs’ 93, Jacques’ 49 and Shaun’s 37 all
helped to get the Proteas to 243 for eight.
India only resistance came from middle
order batsmen Pathan who scored 47 in an

innings that saw the Proteas bowlers share
the wickets amongst themselves. Justin’s
three for 21 off 4.1 overs was the pick of the
bowlers. Three nil up in the series and the
series was won.

On World Aids Day, both teams were back
on the Highveld. India were to participate
in their first Pro20 (Twenty20) match at
Liberty Life Wanderers Stadium. South
Africa batted first and scored 126 for nine
to which India replied by getting the total
with a ball to spare and winning by six
wickets.

SuperSport  Park  Centur ion  saw the
Proteas back to their winning ways with
an emphatic nine wicket victory with
AB scoring an unbeaten 92 off 98 balls
on his home ground. His opening partner
and captain, Graeme scored 79 in a very
workmanlike approach to their opening
s tand .  Ind ia  managed  to  s core  200
for nine.

South Africa passed the 201 target in 31.2
overs. Shaun Pollock was awarded both the
Man of the Match and Man of the Series
award in South Arica’s four nil MTN ODI
Series win.
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South Arica win four nil in the MTN ODI Series win, against India



CASTLE TEST SERIES

This series started with a four-day tour match
in Potchefstroom’s Sedgars Park. This also saw
the return of India’s Saurav Ganguly to the
team against a Rest of South Africa. The match
ended within three days. The Rest of South
Africa was outplayed in the first innings and
bowled well in India’s second innings to bowl
them out for 142. Alfonso Thomas ripped
through the Indian team to take seven for 56
in 21.4 overs. India won the match by 96 runs.

The first Castle Test was played in Johannesburg
and ended in four days with India winning by
123 runs. Ganguly and Tendulkar were the main
contributors with the bat for India scoring 51
and 44 respectively. In a display of poor shot
selection, the Proteas were bowled out for 84
in the first innings in reply to India’s 249 all
out. A determined Ashwell Prince (97) and
Shaun Pollock (40) could only get South Africa
to 278 in the second innings. Shaun and

Makhaya took match figures of seven for 72
and 6 for 134 respectively in their efforts to win
the game with the ball.

Pollock became the first South African and 10th
overall to take 400 Test wickets.

Revenge was sweet in Durban as South Africa
was level in the series during the ‘Boxing
Day’ Test. Ashwell Prince’s patient 121,
Herschelle hard fought 63 and Mark’s
valuable 53 help the Proteas post 328 after
electing to bat. Mornè Morkel, making his
debut and replacing the injured Dale Steyn,
wheeled the willow to score an undefeated

31 at the end of the South African first innings.
India could only manage 240.

AB de Villiers (47) opened the innings with
Graeme Smith (58) in this match and in the
second innings they put on 99 for the first
wicket. Shaun Pollock entertained his home
crowd by scoring 63 including 10 fours. South
Africa made 265, setting India a target of 353
to get and bowling them out for 179. Makhaya
Ntini took 5 for 48 after destroying the Indian
top order and guiding the Proteas to a 174 run
win to level the Castle Test Series.

Paul Harris, the Nashua Titans left arm spinner
got his first call up to the national team in Cape
Town and with Shaun were the key destroyers
in bagging four wickets each. A dream debut
for Paul with figures of 4 for 129 in 37 overs
with three maidens. Dale Steyn’s return to the
squad and his four for 30 in seven overs in the
second innings sealed a 2-1 series win after
Shaun was promoted up the order to bat at

number four.  Kallis became the first South
African to take 100 catches as a fielder.

The Castle Test series win made the Proteas
the second South African side and the eighth
in Test history to win a three-Test series after
going 1-0 down.

PAKISTAN IN SOUTH AFRICA

CASTLE TEST SERIES

Pakistan opened their tour of South Africa
with a drawn match played at Kimberley’s

 A dream debut for Paul Harris with figures of 4 for 129 in 37 overs with three maidens.
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Victory celebrations
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De Beers Diamond Oval. Centuries by Mornè
van Wyk (102) and Arno Jacobs (143) ensured
that the Rest of South Africa get to within 100
of Pakistanis 485. Albie Morkel contributed
by taking five for 113 in 26 overs.

Ashwell Prince scored 138 and Hashim Amla
71 to give the Proteas a 104 run lead in the first
Test played at SuperSport Park. Pakistan
succumbed to Makhaya and André’s pace as
they secured eight wickets between them.
South Africa only needed to score 199 in their
second innings after Pakistan scored 302 in their
second innings. Hashim added an unbeaten
64 not out to his name and was rewarded by
being named the Man of the Match. Jacques
Kallis was unbeaten on 60. Paul Harris took
four for 46 off 20.2 overs with a economy rate
of 2.26.  Boucher became the 3rd South African
to play 100 Tests.

Port Elizabeth hosted the second Test and
Pakistan leveled the series by winning this

match by five wickets after South Africa were
knocked over for 124. Their second innings
of 331 was a better effort to try clinch the
series, but Mohammad Asif’s five wicket haul
put a damper on those ideas. Makhaya took
six for 59 in the first innings. Ntini became
the 3rd South African after Donald and
Pollock to take 300 Test wickets.

Cape Town hosted the deciding third Test in
which low first innings scores were the order
of the day. The wicket was low and slow and
batsmen really had to knuckle down to score
runs. Makhaya and Jacques complimented
each other by taking four wickets apiece in

the first innings. Jacques (51) and Ashwell (59
not out) put the heads down to secure a 2-1
series victory. Jacques went on to get the Man
of the Match and Series awards.

MTN ODI SERIES

The One-Day Series started with a Standard
Bank Pro20 match in which the Proteas walked
all over Pakistan by trouncing them by 10
wickets. Set 130 to win Graeme and Loots
attacked the Pakistani bowlers from the start
and scored 71 off 40 and 53 off 32 balls
respectively.

The Standard Bank ODI Squad continued their
winning ways by beating Pakistan by 164 runs
after being put into bat in the first match at
Centurion. A 140 run opening stand and
Jacques’ 88 not out set Pakistan a target of 393
to win and they only managed to get 228 after
Makhaya (three for 51) and Jacques (three for

34) gave them very little opportunity to score
freely. Smith played his 100th ODI.

Pakistan won the second ODI in Durban by 141
runs after choosing to bat and putting up a total
of 351 for four to which the Proteas could only
reply by scoring 210 all out.

Sahara Oval St. George’s hosted the no result
third ODI after the sky’s opened with
Pakistan having won the toss scored 245 for
eight in 49.5 overs. Andrew Hall took four for
35 off 10.

The fourth ODI played in Cape Town had
Graeme and AB de Villiers chase down 107 in
65 minutes. The spoils were shared amongst all
the bowlers. Graeme (56) and AB (50) treated
this as a Pro20 match and showed no mercy
from the word go. Boucher equaled the world
record of 6 dismissals in an ODI.

The final ODI played on Valentines Day had
AB and Jacques, both scoring 71 not out,
showing no love to their visitors after Graeme
went early. South Africa comfortably scored the
156 runs required to win the MTN ODI Series
3-1. Shaun walked away with both the Man of
the Match (5 for 23 off 10) and the Man of the
Series awards.

South Africa were on their way to a confident
preparation in their World Cup campaign.

Makhaya took six for 59 in the first innings.
Ntini became the 3rd South African after
Donald and Pollock to take 300 Test wickets.

Makhaya Ntini with a memento plaque for his 300 Test wickets
with Donovan May (EP Cricket), Rob Fleming (SAB)



ICC CWC WI 2007

WORLD NUMBER ONE ODI TEAM

After Pakistan left our shores the Proteas hoped
to get some time off but their ‘14 day break’
was filled with coaching sessions, signing
sessions at stadia and shopping malls and
sponsors corporate engagements. Individual
training was key as the Proteas were given a
few days to re-unite with family and friends
that they would not have had much contact
with since India landed in November 2006.

Confident about their preparations throughout
the season, the 15-man Cricket World Cup Proteas
squad regrouped in Johannesburg to go through

last minute touch ups and final sponsor
commitments, two days prior to leaving for the
Caribbean. The Proteas had also become the
number one ranked ODI team in the World
disposing Australia of the honour since the rankings
were introduced in 2002. A position, that further
lifted the prestige of the team and just reward for
hard work over a two year period. The South
African public had great expectations too.

On the 28th February 2007 a SAA chartered flight
flew the Proteas to Port of Spain, the capital city
of the island of Trinidad and Tobago, their first
destination on the Caribbean islands, en-route to
Washington D.C., in the USA.

Ireland and Pakistan were drawn with the
Proteas to play their warm-up matches at the
University of West Indies’ Frank Worrell
Grounds. The Irish sent warning bells into the
Proteas calm set up when they had the South
Africans 66 for 7 and in trouble.

All rounder Andrew Hall and wicket-keeper Mark
Boucher instigated a mini-recovery with a eight
wicket stand of 25. Left-arm spinner, Robin
Peterson (29) joined Andrew after the departure
of Mark and then fast-medium bowler Roger
Telemachus assisted Andrew add a priceless 101
runs for the final two wickets. Ireland’s chase of
the 193 target seemed to be off to a good start
until the Proteas death bowling duo of Andrew
Hall and Charl Langeveldt came into the attack
after the openers had little success. Charl took the
scalps of four of the last five wickets for nine runs
to bag an impressive four for 31 in 8.2 overs. The
Proteas won by 35 runs.

Onto Pakistan, who clearly had the memory of
two weeks prior in mind as Younis Khan scored
79 to guide them to a comfortable seven-wicket

victory. The Proteas were 27 for 3 early on a tricky
pitch. Jacques and Ashwell added 66 for the fourth
wicket and Loots Bosman scored a typically quick
53 off 57 balls to get South Africa to a respectable
199 all out. Pakistan reached the target with
5.3.overs to spare.

Group Stages – Basseterre, St. Kitts & Nevis
Group A: South Africa, Australia, the Netherlands
& Scotland

The Netherlands’ Dan van Bunge will go down
in the history books as the bowler that Herschelle
Gibbs set up to record and become the first
batsman in One-Day cricket to hit six-sixes in an
over. The Netherlands won the toss and chose to
field first on a small Warner Park field where

everyone of the five Proteas batsman, but AB de
Villiers, that got to the crease scored at better than
a run a ball – Graeme Smith (67 off 59), Jacques
Kallis (128 not out off 109), Herschelle Gibbs (72
off 40) and Mark Boucher (75 off 31).South Africa
set the Netherlands a target of 354 to win to which
they only managed to reply by scoring 132 and
the Proteas CWC campaign got off to the ideal
start and two points in the pocket.

Scotland were next in the group stages and Graeme,
out to toss opposite former Old Edwardians Club
mate and captain of Scotland – Ryan Watson,
immediately  put them in to bat, with a Proteas
team bolstered by the arrival of Makhaya Ntini,
who joined the squad three weeks after the birth
of his second child. The openers were their usual
accurate selves and laid the foundation by giving
nothing away, for the reverse swing duo of Hall
and Langeveldt to work their magic to restrict
Scotland to 186. Graeme (91) and AB (62) established
a 134 run opening partnership with the Coach,
Mickey Arthur looking to give all the batsman
some time in the middle, changed the batting order
having Ashwell, Justin and Shaun coming in to
bat in that order. The Proteas won by a comfortable
seven wickets in 23.2 overs, scoring at 8.05 runs
per over. Gibbs played his 200th ODI.
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Herschelle Gibbs became the first South
African to score 1000 World Cup runs during

the match v New Zealand at St George’s.

Mark Boucher and Robin Peterson of South Africa congratulate Charl
Langeveldt after he dismissed Mahela Jayawardene of Sri Lanka



The clash between Australia, the former number
one ranked ODI team and the current world
number one ODI team, South Africa threatened
to be a repeat of the epic 438 match at the
Wanderers exactly 377 days before (a year and
12 days before).

Australia scored 377 for 6, which was spearheaded
by the Hayden’s fastest World Cup century off 66
balls. Once again Graeme and AB laid the
foundation by scoring 160 before AB (92 of 70 balls)
was run out. Graeme (74) tried to keep the
momentum going until cramps got the better of
him. South Africa lost by 83 runs but managed to
go through to the Super Eights. Guyana was the
Proteas home for the next two weeks. Sri Lanka
was first up and what should have been a easy

victory for the Proteas turned out to be a nail biting
affair. Chasing 209 set by Sri Lanka after Charl had
snapped 5 for 39 in 10 overs, South Africa were
cruising at 182 for five. A One-Day four wickets in
four balls record by Malinga sent the half century
efforts of Graeme Smith (59) and Jacques Kallis
(86) into the gathering clouds. Robin Peterson and
Charl Langeveldt held off the Malinga onslaught,
with the former scoring a boundary that narrowly
missed his off-stump to have South Africa win by
one wicket.

Against Super Eight surprises Ireland, South
Africa won the toss and took advantage of the
overcast conditions to peg Ireland against the
wall. Rain interrupted play twice and the match
was reduced to 35 overs. The Proteas reached
the D/L adjusted target in 31.3 overs with
Graeme’s 41, Jacques’ 66 not out and Ashwell’s
undefeated 47 illustrating their experience.

Bangladesh’s Mohammad Ashraful was a thorn
in South Africa’s attempts to gain maximum
points with a win. Andrè Nel’s maiden five-
wicket haul in ODI’s set Bangladesh back
reducing them to 84 for four, but they recovered
to end up on 251 for eight. Herschelle was the
only batsman to offer resistance scoring 56 not

out. Jacques 32 also contributed to a 184 runs
that was not enough to see the Proteas triumph.

South Africa buried the West Indies and with it
the ghosts of their shock defeat to Bangladesh.
The Proteas sealed a 67-run win made possible
by a maiden century from AB de Villiers (146 off
130 balls). Jacques (81), Herschelle’s 61 not out
and Mark’s 52 off 23 balls built towards South
Africa’s 356 for four. The host nation could only
manage 289 for nine at the new National Cricket
Stadium in Grenada.

South Africa’s next Super Eight match was
against New Zealand. Herschelle scored 60,
Ashwell 37 and Shaun 21 to post a total of 193
for seven. With ten balls remaining New Zealand

booked their place into the semi-final with a five
run victory.

England in Bridgetown, Barbados was a quarter-
final match as far as the Proteas were concerned.
They rolled England for 154 and leading from
the front Graeme scored 89 not out. In the sixth
over he and AB launched South Africa to their
fifty. The Proteas eventually and rather clinically
crushed England with only the wicket of AB (42)
fall. Andrew Hall took a career-best five for 18
while Andrè supported him with three for 35.
South Africa was through to the semi-finals to
face Australia in a repeat of the 1999 CWC in
England. Kallis became the first South African
to score 9000 ODI runs.

The Proteas CWC hopes were dashed as Australia’s
tactical plan worked in their favour. History
suggested it would be a close encounter, possibly
even an epic but alas it was not to be. South Africa
chose to bat and tried to attack the Australian
bowlers from the word go. An unsuccessful plan
that saw the Proteas collapse to 27-5 and only
manage to score 149 with Justin Kemp not out on
49 after a patient innings. Charl gave some hope
early on when he removed Gilchrist in the first
over. Australia beat South Africa by seven wickets.
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These are the CWC records the Proteas achieved:

• Herschelle Gibbs became the first player to hit 6 sixes in an over in One-day Internationals off
the bowling of Daan van Bunge v Netherlands at Basseterre.

• South Africa achieved their largest victory margin in One-day Internationals when they beat
Netherlands by 221 runs at Basseterre.

• Shaun Pollock became the 2nd all-rounder to score 3000 runs and take 300 wickets in One-day
Internationals after Wasim Akram (Pakistan) during the match v Bangladesh at Providence.

• South Africa scored their highest World Cup total – 356-4 v West Indies at St George’s.
• Herschelle Gibbs became the first South African to score 1000 World Cup runs during the match

v New Zealand at St George’s.
• Mark Boucher set the record for the fastest World Cup fifty off 21 balls v Netherlands at Basseterre.

Brendon McCullum who scored a fifty off 20 balls for New Zealand v Canada at Gros Islet
subsequently broke this.

• Andrew Hall took South Africa’s best World Cup bowling figures of 5-18 v England at Bridgetown.
Gibbs set up to record and become the first batsman
in One-Day cricket to hit six-sixes in an over.
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BOWLING

 Name Overs Mdns Runs Wkts Avg RPO BB 4I

R Telemachus 8 0 33 2 16.50 4.12 2-33 0

AJ Hall 129.5 7 546 28 19.50 4.20 5-18 2

SM Pollock 218 31 697 33 21.12 3.19 5-23 2

JM Kemp 46.2 1 228 10 22.80 4.92 3-21 0

A Nel 142.2 15 631 27 23.37 4.43 5-45 2

JH Kallis 152.1 9 686 27 25.40 4.50 3-3 0

M Ntini 189.5 17 821 31 26.48 4.32 5-21 1

CK Langeveldt 131.5 8 681 23 29.60 5.16 5-39 1

GC Smith 56.4 0 296 8 37.00 5.22 2-56 0

RJ Peterson 56.4 1 275 7 39.28 4.85 2-27 0

AG Prince 2 0 3 0 - 1.50 - 0

J-P Duminy 6 1 35 0 - 5.83 - 0

JJ van der Wath 8 0 43 0 - 5.37 - 0

SA LIMITED OVERS INTERNATIONAL AVERAGES 2006/07

South Africa played 26 Limited Overs Internationals in the season, winning 18 and losing 7 and

having 1 'no result'

BATTING & FIELDING

 Name M Inns NO Runs HS Avg SR 100 50 Ct St

J-P Duminy 3 3 2 115 60  115.00 90.55 0 1 2 0

JH Kallis 26 22 6 1010 128 * 63.12 78.53 2 6 8 0

AN Petersen 2 2 0 100 80  50.00 111.11 0 1 0 0

AB de Villiers 22 21 3 888 146  49.33 92.69 1 7 9 0

HH Gibbs 23 17 3 581 93 * 41.50 85.56 0 6 11 0

MV Boucher 26 18 2 609 147 * 38.06 114.47 1 4 41 1

GC Smith 23 22 2 737 91  36.85 101.93 0 8 21 0

JM Kemp 23 16 5 353 100 * 32.09 67.49 1 1 4 0

HH Dippenaar 5 5 1 110 85 * 27.50 55.27 0 1 1 0

LL Bosman 9 8 0 202 88  25.25 91.40 0 1 3 0

RJ Peterson 9 5 3 49 22  24.50 106.52 0 0 3 0

AJ Hall 17 7 2 110 56 * 22.00 88.00 0 1 6 0

AG Prince 15 8 1 148 47 * 21.14 78.72 0 0 6 0

SM Pollock 25 18 7 227 37  20.63 79.09 0 0 8 0

A Nel 17 9 3 48 22  8.00 53.33 0 0 5 0

CK Langeveldt 17 5 2 16 9  5.33 27.58 0 0 5 0

M Ntini 22 7 2 26 9  5.20 57.77 0 0 3 0

JJ van der Wath 1 1 0 5 5  5.00 83.33 0 0 0 0

R Telemachus 1 0 0 0 0  - - 0 0 0 0
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SA TEST AVERAGES 2006/07

South Africa played 8 Tests in the season, winning 4 and losing 4

BATTING & FIELDING

 Name M Inns NO Runs HS Avg 100 50 Ct St

M Morkel 1 2 1 58 31* 58.00 0 0 0 0

AG Prince 8 15 2 711 138  54.69 2 4 7 0

JH Kallis 5 10 1 397 91  44.11 0 4 7 0

SM Pollock 6 11 3 337 63* 42.12 0 2 4 0

MV Boucher 8 13 1 448 85  37.33 0 4 30 2

JA Rudolph 2 4 0 147 90  36.75 0 1 0 0

GC Smith 6 12 0 394 94  32.83 0 4 6 0

HH Gibbs 7 13 1 344 94  28.66 0 3 17 0

AB de Villiers 8 16 1 367 95  24.46 0 2 14 0

HM Amla 8 16 1 321 71  21.40 0 3 12 0

N Boje 2 4 1 64 33* 21.33 0 0 1 0

AJ Hall 4 7 0 138 64  19.71 0 1 2 0

A Nel 5 8 1 65 23* 9.28 0 0 3 0

M Ntini 8 12 3 81 18  9.00 0 0 2 0

PL Harris 4 7 1 26 11* 4.33 0 0 2 0

DW Steyn 5 8 2 20 6* 3.33 0 0 0 0

HH Dippenaar 1 2 0 3 3  1.50 0 0 0 0

BOWLING

 Name Overs Mdns Runs Wkts Avg BB 5I 10M

SM Pollock 203.5 64 507 22 23.04 4-39 0 0

M Ntini 264.1 47 908 39 23.28 6-59 3 0

DW Steyn 130 25 493 18 27.38 5-82 1 0

PL Harris 117.1 20 314 11 28.54 4-46 0 0

AJ Hall 92.1 16 311 10 31.10 3-75 0 0

JH Kallis 118 10 414 13 31.84 4-42 0 0

M Morkel 24 1 111 3 37.00 3-86 0 0

A Nel 187.5 33 634 14 45.28 3-57 0 0

N Boje 124.3 22 403 5 80.60 4-111 0 0

AG Prince 2 0 7 0 - - 0 0

AB de Villiers 4 0 22 0 - - 0 0

GC Smith 3 0 26 0 - - 0 0

JA Rudolph 7 0 45 0 - - 0 0
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SUPERSPORT SERIES

P W L D Bat Bowl Penalty Pts

Nashua Titans 10 8 0 2 34.24 35 0 149.24

Highveld Lions 10 4 3 3 33.18 34 0 107.18

Gestetner Diamond Eagles 10 3 2 5 39.72 26 0 95.72

Fidentia Warriors 10 1 3 6 35.84 34 1 78.84

Nashua Dolphins 10 2 5 3 30.16 24 0 74.16

Nashua Cape Cobras 10 0 5 5 25.94 23 1 47.94

Nashua Titans won the SuperSport Series emphatically, after sharing the trophy with Nashua Dolphins in 2005/06.
Their 8 wins in a season are the second most in a domestic first-class season behind Transvaal’s 9 wins in 1984/85.
The Titans beat the Eagles by 1 run at Centurion, equalling the record for the narrowest victory margin in South African
first-class cricket. Martin van Jaarsveld (Titans) was the leading run-scorer with 828 (avg 55.20), while the Eagles’ Ryan
McLaren was the leading wicket-taker with 54 (avg 17.55). Dean Elgar made the highest first-class score by a South
African teenager when he scored 225 for Eagles v Titans in Bloemfontein.

MTN DOMESTIC CHAMPIONSHIP

P W L T NR Bonus Penalty Pts Net RR

Gestetner Diamond Eagles 10 7 1 1 1 0 0 32 0.17

Nashua Cape Cobras 10 5 4 0 1 3 1 24 0.35

Nashua Dolphins 10 4 4 1 1 0 0 20 -0.15

Fidentia Warriors 10 3 4 0 3 0 0 18 -0.20

Highveld Lions 10 3 6 0 1 3 0 17 -0.24

Nashua Titans 10 3 6 0 1 1 0 15 0.01

Semi-finals: Fidentia Warriors beat Gestetner Diamond Eagles by 12 runs.
Nashua Cape Cobras beat Nashua Dolphins by 5 wickets.

Final: Nashua Cape Cobras beat Fidentia Warriors by 18 runs.

Nashua Cape Cobras won the MTN Domestic Championship in a big turnaround after finishing last in the Standard
Bank Cup the previous year. In the final at Sahara Park Newlands they beat Fidentia Warriors by 18 runs with Man of
the Match Con de Lange taking 4-40 in 9 overs. Mornè van Wyk (Eagles) was the leading run-scorer with 558 runs
(avg 69.75) including a score of 160* v Nashua Dolphins at Kimberley. He also took 22 dismissals (17 ct, 5 st) behind
the stumps. Con de Lange (Cape Cobras) was the leading wicket-taker with 20 wickets (avg 20.55).

STANDARD BANK PRO20

P W L T NR Bonus Penalty Pts Net RR

Highveld Lions 5 4 1 0 0 0 0 16 0.24

Nashua Cape Cobras 5 3 2 0 0 0 0 12 0.57

Fidentia Warriors 5 2 2 0 1 0 0 10 -0.72

Nashua Titans 5 2 3 0 0 1 0 9 -0.21

Gestetner Diamond Eagles 5 2 3 0 0 1 0 9 0.61

Nashua Dolphins 5 1 3 0 1 0 0 6 -0.74

Nashua Titans finish ahead of Gestetner Diamond Eagles by virtue of winning the match between them.

Semi-finals: Nashua Cape Cobras beat Fidentia Warriors by 2 wickets.
Highveld Lions beat Nashua Titans by 45 runs.

Final: Highveld Lions beat Nashua Cape Cobras by 6 wickets.

Highveld Lions won the Standard Bank Pro20 with a comfortable 6 wicket win in the final against Nashua Cape Cobras
at Liberty Life Wanderers Stadium. Captain Neil McKenzie led them to victory with 73 off 55 balls. Mornè van Wyk
(Eagles) was the leading run-scorer with 214 runs (avg 42.80, SR 134.59), while Martin van Jaarsveld (Titans) had the
best strike-rate, scoring his 155 runs at a rate of 184.52 per 100 balls. Vaughn van Jaarsveld (Lions) hit the most sixes
– 11. Arno Jacobs (Warriors) was surprisingly the leading wicket-taker with 11 (avg 11.36), while Johan Botha (Warriors)
was the most economical bowler conceding 6.50 runs per over in the 20 overs he bowled.
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SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS PROVINCIAL THREE-DAY CHALLENGE

  Pool A P W L D Bat Bowl Penalty Pts
Gauteng 8 7 0 1 51.52 32 1 152.52
Namibia 8 5 2 1 38.34 29 0 117.34
Northerns 8 4 0 4 45.66 29 0 114.66
Griqualand West 8 3 3 2 48.74 30 0 108.74
Easterns 8 3 2 3 30.90 32 0 92.90
North West 8 3 4 1 23.06 31 0 84.06
Free State 8 1 4 3 29.64 28 1 66.64
Limpopo 8 0 5 3 29.88 26 0 55.88
Mpumalanga 8 0 6 2 25.98 26 0 51.98

 Pool B P W L D Bat Bowl Penalty Pts
Eastern Province 7 5 1 1 35.50 27 0 112.50
KwaZulu-Natal 7 4 1 2 35.54 28 0 103.54
Western Province 7 4 0 3 29.02 27 0 96.02
KwaZulu-Natal Inland 7 3 1 3 30.72 26 0 86.72
Boland 7 2 3 2 26.42 24 0 70.42
Border 7 2 3 2 22.18 22 0 64.18
South Western Districts 7 1 5 1 19.88 22 0 51.88
Kei 7 0 7 0 16.96 22 0 38.96

Final:Gauteng beat Eastern Province by 95 runs.

Gauteng dominated the South African Airways Three-day Challenge with 7 wins in their 8 league games before beating
Eastern Province in the final at Liberty Life Wanderers Stadium. Jean Symes (Gauteng) was the leading run-scorer with
847 (avg 70.58), while Western Province’s Dominic Telo averaged 111.40 for his 557 runs. Neil Wagner (Northerns)
was the leading wicket-taker with 39 (avg 16.43). Diaan van Wyk (Gauteng) took 42 dismissals (ct 38, st 4) to go with
his 24 (ct 20, st 4) for the Lions in the SuperSport Series. He set a new record for the most dismissals by a wicket-keeper
in a first-class season in South Africa with 66 (ct 58, st 8) passing the 65 by Ray Jennings in 1982/83.

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS PROVINCIAL ONE-DAY CHALLENGE

 Pool A P W L T NR Bonus Penalty Pts Net RR
Griqualand West 8 6 2 0 0 2 0 26 0.92
Northerns 8 6 2 0 0 2 0 26 0.58
Namibia 8 5 3 0 0 2 0 22 0.45
Easterns 8 4 3 0 1 2 0 20 0.12
Gauteng 8 4 4 0 0 3 0 19 0.93
North West 8 4 4 0 0 3 0 19 0.33
Free State 8 4 4 0 0 2 0 18 -0.63
Limpopo 8 2 5 0 1 1 4 7 -1.20
Mpumalanga 8 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 -1.69

Griqualand West finish ahead of Northerns by virtue of winning the match between them. Gauteng finish
ahead of North West by virtue of winning the match between them.

 Pool B P W L T NR Bonus Penalty Pts Net RR
Western Province 7 7 0 0 0 3 0 31 1.04
KwaZulu-Natal 7 5 2 0 0 3 0 23 0.66
Boland 7 4 3 0 0 3 0 19 1.06
Eastern Province 7 4 3 0 0 3 0 19 0.72
KwaZulu-Natal Inland 7 4 3 0 0 1 0 17 0.20
Border 7 2 4 0 1 1 0 11 0.04
South Western Districts 7 1 6 0 0 1 0 5 -1.69
Kei 7 0 6 0 1 0 0 2 -2.41

Boland finish ahead of Eastern Province by virtue of winning the match between them.

Semi-finals: Northerns beat Western Province by 5 wickets.
KwaZulu-Natal beat Griqualand West by 7 wickets.

Final: KwaZulu-Natal beat Northerns by 8 wickets.

KwaZulu-Natal won the South African Airways One-day Challenge with a comfortable 8 wicket victory against Northerns
in the final in Durban. Adrian McLaren (Griqualand West) was the leading run-scorer with 472 runs (avg 67.42) while
Yadene Singh (KwaZulu-Natal) was the leading wicket-taker with 17 (avg 14.47).



The annual Mutual & Federal South African
Cricket Awards, held on the 9th May at a
gala banquet in Johannesburg, saw Shaun
Pollock walk away with the prestigious
Mutual & Federal SA Cricketer of the Year
Award. The legendary fast bowler finished
the season as the world’s top ranked ODI
bowler and all-rounder and was placed 3rd
and 4th on the Test all-rounder and bowling
logs respectively. Pollock, who played in his
100th Test match this season, was the only
player to be nominated in all five of the SA
team categories.

Last year’s winner Makhaya Ntini was voted
the SuperSport Fans Cricketer of the Year,
while vice-captain Jacques Kallis won the
Standard Bank ODI Cricketer of the Year.

Ashwell Prince, the Proteas leading Test run
scorer, received the Castle Test Cricketer of
the Year award. The Proteas voted Mark
Boucher as their Players’ Player of the Year,
while spinner Paul Harris, who made his
long-awaited debut during the 3rd Castle Test
against India, was named the SA Newcomer
of the Year.

On the local scene, the Gestetner Diamond
Eagles Mornè van Wyk won three of the five
awards in the domestic category. Mornè’s
outstanding performances this season were
recognised by him taking away the MTN
Domestic Championships Cricketer of the
Year, the Standard Bank Pro20 Cricketer of

the Year and the Domestic Players’ Player of
the Year awards. Team mate Ryan McClaren
was named SuperSport Series Cricketer of
the Year and Warriors fast bowler Lonwabo
Tsotsobe received the season’s Domestic
Newcomer of the Year award.

In the operations category, Chris Scott from
Liberty Life Wanderers won the Mutual &
Federal Groundsman of the Year award for
an incredible fourth consecutive year, while
Marais Erasmus received the Mutual &
Federal Umpire of the Year award, to add to
his 2006 win.

In  the  Amateur  category,  the  Club
Championships Player of the Tournament
Maurice Aronstam also received the Khaya
Majola Amateur Cricket Award for his
contribution to the development of cricket.
South African U19 Captain Richard Levi was
named the U19 Coca-Cola Cricketer of the
Year and Gauteng’s leading run scorer Jean
Symes concluded an excellent season by
winning the SAA Provincial Cricketer of the
Year award.

The SA Womens team made great strides this
past season and seam bowler Ashlyn Kilowan
was awarded the Womens Cricketer of the
Year for her outstanding performances in the
ODI Series win over Pakistan.

The Mutual & Federal SA Cricket Awards
recognise outstanding achievements from U15
level through to the National team, and the
event saw 28 awards for the 2006/07 season
being presented to amateur and professional
cricketers, as well as match officials,
administrators and coaches.

2007 MUTUAL & FEDERAL SA CRICKET AWARDS
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Gestetner Diamond Eagles Mornè van Wyk
won three of the five awards

in the domestic category.

Multiple award winner, Mornè van Wyk Paul Harris, SA’s Newcomer of the Year, and wife MariletThe Domestic Newcomer of the Year, Lonwabo Tsotsobe
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  AMATEUR AWARDS

PG Bison U15 Player of the Tournament Rico du Plessis Gauteng
U17 Player of the Tournament Gust Greyvenstein Limpopo
Coca-Cola Khaya Majola U19 Player of the Tournament Jonathan Vandiar KwaZulu-Natal
Coca-Cola U19 Cricketer of the Year Richard Levi Western Province
Student Cricketer of the Year Gert Lotriet Tuks
Club Championships Player of the Tournament Maurice Aronstam PHSOB
Rural Cricketer of the Year Leslie du Piesanie EP Midlands
Deaf Cricketer of the Year Shamiel Howley Western Province
Intellectually Impaired Cricketer of the Year Keelan Doorsamy KwaZulu-Natal
SAA Provincial Amateur Cricketer of the Year Jean Symes Gauteng
Womens Cricketer of the Year Ashlyn Kilowan Western Province
Khaya Majola Amateur Cricket Award Maurice Aronstam PHSOB
Bakers Administrator of the Year Belinda Allie Eastern Province

  PROFESSIONAL AWARDS

  Operations Awards

Mutual & Federal Coach of the Year Gordon Parsons Highveld Lions
Mutual & Federal Groundsman of the Year Chris Scott Liberty Life Wanderers
Mutual & Federal Scorers Association of the Year Gauteng
Mutual & Federal Umpire of the Year Marais Erasmus Boland

  Domestic Awards

MTN Domestic Championships Cricketer of the Year Mornè van Wyk Gestetner Diamond Eagles
Standard Bank Pro20 Cricketer of the Year Mornè van Wyk Gestetner Diamond Eagles
SuperSport Series Cricketer of the Year Ryan McLaren Gestetner Diamond Eagles
Domestic Newcomer of the Year Lonwabo Tsotsobe Warriors
Domestic Players’ Player of the Year Mornè van Wyk Gestetner Diamond Eagles

  SA International Awards

Standard Bank ODI Cricketer of the Year Jacques Kallis
Castle Test Cricketer of the Year Ashwell Prince
SA Newcomer of the Year Paul Harris
SA Players’ Player of the Year Mark Boucher
SuperSport Fans Cricketer of the Year Makhaya Ntini
Mutual & Federal SA Cricketer of the Year Shaun Pollock

Gerald Majola (CEO, Cricket South Africa), Shaun Pollock and
Bruce Campbell (Managing Director, Mutual & Federal) Ashwell Prince, Castle Test Cricketer of the Year



INTERNATIONAL AND
DOMESTIC FIXTURES

The Protea’s first tour of the season was
severely compromised following the report
of the independent security consultant that
the risk to the team was at an unacceptable
level and that the Sri Lankan Government
were unable to guarantee the physical
security of the team given the situation in
Colombo. The team was consequently
withdrawn at the conclusion of the two Test
Match Series and prior to the commencement
of the One-Day International Series.
Ironically, none of the remaining matches
involving India were played following
torrential rains during this period.

The decision to withdraw the team from Sri
Lanka had the adverse consequence of leaving
the national team short of one-day international
match exposure prior to the ICC Champions
Trophy Event in India. This deficiency was
somewhat diminished by incorporating a tour
comprising three One-Day International
matches against Zimbabwe played at
Bloemfontein, East London and Potchefstroom
respectively.

The double round format pertaining to the
S u p e r S p o r t  S e r i e s ,  M T N  D o m e s t i c
Championship and single round format of
the Standard Bank Pro 20 remained
unchanged from the previous season, the only
notable change being the omission of the final
from the SuperSport Series. This amended
format proved highly successful giving effect
to a most competitive premier first class
competition. The number of matches in the
South African Airways three-day and one-
day Challenge were increased following the
inclusion of the five Associate Members.
The Namibia National Team was permitted
to participate in the competition which
enhanced the standard of the competition
considerably.

The following fixtures were scheduled:

South Africa to Sri Lanka
2 x Tests / * 7 x ODI’s  (July/Aug)
(* The 7 ODI’s were subsequently cancelled)

Zimbabwe to South Africa
3 x ODI’s (Sept)

India to South Africa
3 xTests / 1 Pro 20 / 5 ODI’s  (Nov/Dec/Jan)

Pakistan to South Africa
3 xTests / 1 Pro 20 / 5 ODI’s  (Jan/Feb)

MTN Domestic Championship
30 Preliminary /2xS-F’s/1xF  (Sept/Oct/Nov)

SuperSport Series
30 Preliminary Round  (Nov/Feb)

Standard Bank Pro 20
15 Preliminary/2xS-F’s/1xF  (Feb/Mar)

South African Airways Challenge
64 x Preliminary Round  (Oct/Mar)

South African Airways Challenge
1 x 4-Day Final/2xS-F’s/1xF  (Mar)

Domestic Under-19 3-Day Competition
24 x Preliminary Round (Nov/Dec/Jan)

Woman’s One-Day Challenge
88 x Preliminary Round (Oct/Apr)

Tournaments and Cricket Weeks
(Sept/Feb)

FUTURE TOURS PROGRAMME

There remains concern at the imbalance of home
and away matches allocated to certain member
countries. Additionally, there is further concern
that the time period allocated to some tours are
not sufficient to accommodate the scheduled
number of matches allocated to a series.
This anomaly becomes most apparent when
the scheduling of tours is negotiated with
touring full member countries.

A number of issues of a financial nature relating
to the Future Tours Programme warrant the
urgent attention of ICC Management and the
Executive Board. The ever increasing revenue
disparity amongst member countries along with
its associated potential for competitive
imbalance becomes a distinct probability.
CSA has expressed strong reservations
concerning the scheduling and financing
principles allied to the FTP. The main issues of
concern relate to the absence of equality and
fairness. The argument that the FTP was never
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The Cobras celebrate during the
MTN Domestic Championship final

Highveld Lions form a guard honour for Adam Bacher
during the final Standard Bank Pro20

Alfonso Thomas and Farhaan Behardien celebrate the wicket
of Andrew Tweedie during day 4 of the SuperSport Series
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intended to be entirely equal and fair needs to
be assessed against the manner in which it
impacts against other Members. There is an
implicit need to investigate the financial means
whereby revenue sharing and other related
policies can be introduced and utilized to
address the current revenue disparities.

A funding and scheduling policy committee
has been appointed by the ICC Executive Board
to review the current policies.

BROADCASTING OF DOMESTIC
FIXTURES

Although every effort is made to apportion the
broadcasting of matches equally amongst
Franchises, there remains discontent at the
apparent partiality shown towards SuperSport
sponsored Franchises. There was a notable
reduction in the number of matches scheduled
for live television coverage, which are depicted
hereunder:

SuperSport Series: 0 out of 30
MTN Domestic Championship: 17 out of 30
Standard Bank Pro 20 Series: 10 out of 15

The semi-finals and finals of the MTN Domestic
Championship and the Standard Bank Pro 20
Series were broadcasted, including the one-day
tour matches of Free State versus Zimbabwe
and the Rest of South Africa versus India.

ADMINISTRATIVE AND PLAYING
CONDITIONS

Venue Requirements

Numerous incidents relating to sub-standard
preparation and/or superintendence of
pitches and facilities at stadiums hosting
international and domestic matches were
investigated.

Additionally, unacceptable time losses during
high profile matches have been recorded
arising from situations such as inadequate
ground control and the failure to maintain
equipment or the absence thereof. The above
incidents have been referred to the Board
recommending that appropriate and effective
preventative measures are incorporated in
the hosting agreement pertaining to the venue
requirements of stadiums hosting matches on
behalf of Cricket SA (Pty) Ltd.

Over-Rates

The policy of imposing a deduction of match
points in respect of breaches of slow over-
rates in domestic matches is having the
desired effect. At the conclusion of the season
only one instance was reported where the
minimum requirement of 15 overs per hour
had not been achieved.

Domestic Playing Conditions

The playing conditions pertaining to the
SuperSport Series were amended to give effect
to the omission of the final and to reward the
top five teams financially.

REVIEW OF BOWLERS REPORTED FOR
ILLEGAL BOWLING ACTIONS

Following the 3rd. Test between Australia and
South Africa in January 2006, Johan Botha in
line with the ICC Regulations for the review of
bowler’s reported with illegal bowling actions
was required to submit for an independent
analysis, the results of which were as follows:

 Date Place Elbow Ext. Elbow Ext.
(Off-Break)   Doosra

Jan 2006 Perth, Australia 16.4° 15.3°
Mar 2006 Univ. Cape Town 18.3° 19.6°
June 2006 Univ. Cape Town 11.2° 15.2°
July 2006 Univ. Cape Town  2.6° 10.1°
Aug 2006 United Kingdom 17.2° 21.8°
Sept 2006 Univ. Cape Town  5.5° 6.9°
Nov 2006 Perth, Australia 12.3° 8.6°

Botha’s reassessment at the University of Western
Australia in November was determined as being
within the ICC tolerance limits of 15° for both
types of delivery and the suspension lifted.

Of concern is the huge disparity in the testing
procedure of the ICC’s Panel of Human
Movement Specialist in the United Kingdom.

During recent competitions and talent camps
held under the auspices of Cricket South Africa,
Jean Symes (Gauteng) and Aubrey Swanepoel
(Griqualand West) were reported for suspect
bowling actions.

In line with CSA’s policy for the review of
bowlers reported with suspected illegal bowling
actions, they will submit to an analysis of their
respective bowling actions at University of Cape
Town Sports Science Institute.

PITCHES AND OUT-FIELDS

At a meeting held on 27 September 2007
attended by the Head Groundsmen from all of
the Affiliates and Associates, a unanimous
decision was taken to discontinue the current
format of a Groundsman’s Association in favour
of a structure whereby the body as a whole
functioned in a collective forum of sharing
knowledge and experience in matters pertaining
to groundsmanship.

There exists grave concern over the current
over-utilization of pitches at stadiums and the
total absence of, or improper management of
the pitch table.  The above concerns are further
amplified in circumstances where the stadiums
in question are among those scheduled to stage
Test and One-Day International matches.
One of the criteria previously approved by the
Board in the appointment of International Match
venues is the suitability of pitch conditions
where the expectancy is that pitches are
designated at the commencement of a season,
and not utilized thereafter for the staging of
domestic or less consequential matches.

While adequate controls, funding and
governance issues apply to the Amateur and
Franchise aspects of cricket, the stadia appear
to fall in between the proverbial cracks.
This ultimately results in symptoms expressing



elsewhere which are generally detrimental to
cricket. It is the opinion of senior management
that the current structuring of cricket stadiums
in South Africa needs to be subject to a
detailed review insofar as the conditions of
stadia are concerned.

ICC INTERNATIONAL ELITE PANEL OF
MATCH REFEREES

Mike Procter continues to fulfill his duties as
the CSA appointed ICC Elite Match Referee
with distinction. His appointment to the Super
Eight round of the Cricket World Cup 2007
reaffirms his stature on the International circuit.

ICC INTERNATIONAL ELITE PANEL OF
UMPIRES

Rudi Koertzen has again proved his worth on
the ICC Elite Panel of Umpires gauged on the
status and frequency of appointments he has
been allocated during the season. He was again
nominated as ICC Umpire of the Year thereby
proving the high regard in which he is held in
the international arena.

It was beneficial to have Rudi available to
officiate in a few domestic fixtures where we
used his international experience and expertise
to transfer skills and build capacity with our
younger members.

ICC INTERNATIONAL PANEL OF UMPIRES

Brian Jerling and Ian Howell received ICC
appointments to officiate in Test Matches and
One Day Internationals abroad. Their
appointment to the ICC Cricket World Cup
2007 in the West Indies has proven that their

performances have been recognized.
Karl Hurter and Marais Erasmus received
appointments as television umpires during the
home Test and One-Day International Series
against Zimbabwe, India and Pakistan.

REFEREES PANEL

The Match referee’s panel was enlarged with
the inclusion of Devdas Govindjee and Enver
Mall, both of whom have played cricket under
the auspices of the Board.

FIRST CLASS AND EMERGING PANEL OF
UMPIRES

On the Franchise, Provincial and Associate
levels, the majority of our umpires performed
to acceptable standards. There is however a
growing concern that umpiring standards
are generally declining, and is a matter
earmarked for specialized attention during the
winter recess.

Rudi Koertzen, Marais Erasmus and Karl Hurter
were rewarded with appointments to the
various franchise finals.

Brad White and Laurence Willemse were
appointed to the four-day and one-day South
African Airways finals.

Shaun George represented Cricket South Africa
on the exchange program with New Zealand.
From preliminary feedback on his performance
is that he officiated with distinction.

Babalu Gcuma and Adrian Holdstock were
rewarded for their consistently good
performances during the National Club
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Umpires during the Standard Bank PRO20 series semi-final match between the Gestetner
Eagles and Highveld Lions at GoodYear Park in Bloemfontein

Jacques Kallis and Mark Boucher looking on
as a groundsman repairs the pitch



Championship tournament, and appointed to
officiate in the final. It must also be noted that
this is Gcuma’s second consecutive appointment
to the final at this tournament.

Whilst conceding that set transformation
objectives at the top echelon of umpiring in
South Africa have not been achieved, policies
and procedures have been initiated to ensure a
steady progression thereto.

Due to budgetary constraints the appointment
of umpires to some of national tournaments
were based on regionalization.

This concession will have the adverse effect
of retarding the process of identifying umpires
through the channel created over the past
seasons.

DISCIPLINARY MATTERS

International

Herschelle Gibbs was found guilty of having
breached Clause 3.3 of the ICC Code of Conduct
during the first Test against Pakistan at
SuperSport Park. The incident arose from
remarks made by Gibbs which were transmitted
through the stump microphone which were
regarded as being racially offensive.

He was sentenced to an initial two Test Match
suspension which was later altered to one Test
and two One-Day International matches following
the decision of the ICC Appeals Commissioner
to dismiss the appeal.  Shahid Afridi was found
guilty of having breached Clause 3.2 of the ICC
Code of Conduct and sentenced to a four ODI
match suspension. The incident arose during the
first One-Day International match played at
SuperSport Park where he threatened to assault
a spectator. It is worth noting that both charges
were laid by the ICC CEO Malcolm Speed, and
not the match officials.

Domestic

A total of eight disciplinary hearings were
convened reflecting a decrease in the number
of hearings over the previous season. Three
officials and five players were found guilty of
having breached various rules and regulations
of the Code of Conduct. The judicial procedure
in practicing a policy of “zero tolerance” would
appear to be having the desired effect. The
continuance of lodging “tactical” appeals to

obviate the detrimental effect of player
suspension remains an area of concern giving
rise to unnecessary administrative effort and
additional cost to the company.

We are indebted to Advocate Michael Kuper SC
for continuing to convene these hearings, despite
his tight time constraints.

ICC ANTI-RACISM CODE

Implementation of Code

Stadiums hosting international matches have
adopted and are conforming to the anti-racism
process insofar as regularly displaying the policy
statement upon electronic scoreboards. Stadium
officials have been made aware of the requisite

action to be taken in the event of spectator’s
engaging in conduct such as racial chanting,
abuse and offensive behaviour.

SECURITY AT GROUNDS

Twenty-six spectator ’s were evicted from
SuperSport Park during the first Test during the
course of the match for various indiscretions
ranging from - excess alcohol consumption,
general disturbance, streaking etc. Three of the
above were evicted for displaying the old South
African flag, and a further three as a direct result
of verbally abusing members of the Proteas team.

Following upon the Shahid Afridi incident, a
request has been forwarded to SuperSport Park
to investigate the possibility of erecting a
covering (similar to that of Liberty Life
Wanderers Stadium) to the stairway leading
from the players enclosure to the playing field.

SCORERS

Our Scorers again acquitted themselves in a
quiet and efficient manner. The appointment
of scorer ’s to International and Domestic
matches remains the function of the respective
Affiliates. Whereas there is a marked
improvement in the representation of scorers
appointed to the various matches, it is noted
that targets are not commensurate with laid
down expectancies at certain stadiums.

Training manuals have been produced, and
training courses are being conducted in the
various Provinces aimed at readdressing current
imbalances.  The policy of commitment to
excellence underpins the strategic planning of
the umpiring scoring and groundsmanship
structures wherein the base has been
considerably broadened, reflecting an ever
increasing appointment of officials from all
communities of South Africa.
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Mutual & Federal Scorers Association of the Year Gauteng

Rudi Koertzen was again nominated as ICC
Umpire of the Year thereby proving the high regard
in which he is held in the international arena
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The year in review has seen an even greater
emphasis placed on the integration of the
many, varied player and coach development
programmes of Cricket South Africa, in an
attempt to further align these aspects and
ultimately ensure a smooth flow in the overall
process of producing top-class players and
coaches throughout the country.

With this very much in the back of our minds,
extremely close working relationships have
been established between the respective CSA
departments and player-feeding systems that
will both create greater opportunities as well
as assist young, aspiring cricketers make the
transition from junior to senior cricket as quickly
and as successful as possible to help CSA’s
vision of making cricket a truly national sport
of winners..

STANDARD BANK NATIONAL
CRICKET ACADEMY

The 2006 intake was the first to take place under
the banner of Standard Bank and benefit
substantially from one of our major national

sponsors, and on behalf of the entire Academy
squad and coaching staff, sincere thanks and
appreciation to Standard Bank for their
commitment to, and magnificent support of,
this critical development programme. We are
indeed privileged to have such a superb sponsor

on board and trust that this too will prove to
be as successful and long-lasting as the other
Standard Bank initiatives within cricket.

A group of 16 players representing 7 provincial
affiliates arrived at the HPC in the second week
of May to undergo 4 months of intensive
training in all facets of the game, with the
activities designed and applied to assist the
cricketers gain a thorough understanding of
the basic requirements to play at first-class level.
The squad was superbly coached by Barney
Mohamed of Western Province, who completed
a second ‘spell’ at the Academy and received
specialist support from fitness trainer Rob
Walter and two of our more senior professional
coaches, Corrie van Zyl and Richard Pybus of
the Gestetner Diamond Eagles and Nashua
Titans respectively, both of whom have extensive
international coaching experience.

Former and current international cricketers like
Gary Kirsten, Allan Donald, Shafiek Abrahams,
Ray Jennings and Makhaya Ntini addressed
the group at various stages on a wide range of
cricket topics, while a wonderful opportunity

presented itself during the end-of-season
medical seminar for the national team
management to address the squad on the team
vision and playing philosophies of the Proteas.
Well-known personalities from other sports
codes were used from time to time to facilitate

Back L to R: Dean Elgar, Werner Coetsee, Pepler Sandri, Robert Frylinck and Hillroy Paulse
Middle L to R: Corne Linde, Keagan Africa, Craig Alexander, Abdul Hack Razak, Saidi Mhlongo, Farhaan Behardien
Front L to R: Dominic Telo Heino Kuhn, Ebrahim Barney Mohamed (Academy coach), Blake Snijman (Captain), Anton Ferreira (Academy Director), Riel De Kock, Abongile Sodumo

of the Standard Bank SA National Academy team
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certain modules of the life skills programme
t h a t  c o v e r s  a s p e c t s  l i k e  c o n f l i c t
management/respecting differences, sports law,
medication in sport and the use of drugs, media
training,  HIV/Aids awareness ,  e tc .
The psychological skills training and sports
nutritional packages are functions of the Sport
Science and Medical Unit at the HPC, as are the
other sciences and medical services such as
sports-vis ion,  physiotherapy,  in jury
management and rehabilitation.

The undoubted highlight of this particular
intake was the performance of our young guns
as they wrapped up the programme and tested
their skills against a highly-rated, seasoned
Australian Commonwealth Bank Centre of
Excellence touring side in late August. In what
turned out to be the ‘Clash of the Banks’, the
Standard Bank National Academy remained
unbeaten after a series of limited-overs and 4-
day matches against their more fancied
Commonwealth Bank opponents that produced
a couple of match-wining performances by a
number of our players with both ball and bat.
A few centuries and a 5-wicket haul or two

added to the ‘2006 Red Caps’ honours list and
it was a fitting way to end an exceptionally
successful 4-months.

The focus and aims of the Academy changed
slightly as a result of the introduction of the

franchise system and the subsequent
restructuring of the domestic competitions a
few years back and together with the launch of
the High Performance programme, the drive is
towards producing cricketers who are potential
Proteas-in-the making, ‘franchise-ready’ within
2 to 5 years.

A glance at the final 2006/7 domestic statistics
reflects favourably as far as this aim is concerned
and suggests that the programme is achieving
its goals. Academy graduates from various
intakes have dominated the respective franchise
and amateur inter-provincial competitions but
the outstanding performances by a number of
players from the past two Academy squads are
of real significance and worth noting.

The following were Academy candidates as
recently as 2005 and 2006 and have virtually
become household names in the SuperSport
Series, MTN Domestic Championship, Standard
Bank Pro20 or SAA Provincial Competitions:

 2005 2006

Vernon Philander Blake Snijman
Vaughn van Jaarsveld Heino Kuhn
JP Duminy Rob Frylinck
Faf du Plessis Werner  Coetsee
Lonwabo Tsotsobe Keagan Africa
Thandi Tshabalala Hillroy Paulse
Mario Olivier Dean Elgar
Mornè Morkel Farhaan Behardien
Aaron Phangiso

Academy ‘graduates’ featured prominently in
the past season’s batting and bowling averages.
Players such as Pieter Koortzen, Stephen Cook,
Quinton Friend, Friedel de Wet, Maurice
Aronstam, Jandre Coetsee, Con de Lange, Henry
Davids, Ryan and Adrian McLaren all passed
through these ranks and in fact, if one scans the
statistics you will notice that 19 of the top 20
batters and 16 of 20 bowlers in the Pro20, all 20
batsmen and 14 of the 20 bowlers in the MTN
competition are former Academy nominees.

A further, interesting statistic is that 86 of the
cricketers who were either contracted by CSA
or the six franchises this past season were
members of an Academy intake at some stage
or another. Since the inaugural intake in 1995,
a total of 215 highly talented, aspiring cricketers
have passed through the National Academy
that now already boasts a ‘Wall of Fame’
containing 46 players who have progressed to

19 of the top 20 batters and 16 of 20 bowlers in
the Pro20, all 20 batsmen and
14 of the 20 bowlers in the MTN competition
are former Academy nominees

Blake Snijman during the limited
over cricket match
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higher honours in the game by representing the
Proteas either in Tests  or One-Day
Internationals. The following are the most
recently capped Proteas; Paul Harris (2001),
Mornè Morkel, Vernon Philander and Thandi
Tshabalala (all 2005 intake).

The Academy would really struggle to achieve
its annual objectives without the magnificent
support it receives annually from the following
major sponsors and funders: Standard Bank,
Sport and Recreation South Africa and the
National Lottery. So many current and future
professional cricketers owe a great deal to these
institutions for the substantial financial
assistance they provide towards this particular
programme.

Standard Bank’s contribution forms part of its
commitment to the overall High Performance
Programme, of which the Academy is one
component, while the SRSA funds make it
possible for CSA to operate from the University
of Pretoria’s world-class facility in Hatfield,
Pretoria. The LOTTO grants are as a result of
CSA’s continued association with the University
of Pretoria and the Centres of Specialisation
programme, and what this essentially means
is that our young players benefit individually
and collectively from vital sport science and
medical services and crucial technical
equipment. They are all comprehensively
assessed and their progress is continually
monitored throughout to ensure that each player
is afforded every bit of support to maximise
their potential and personal growth.

The Academy is also fortunate to receive the
support of tremendously loyal suppliers, who
continue to make a positive and invaluable
contribution to the programme. We are
extremely proud of the business relationships
and friendships we have established with the
following individuals and companies over the
years and wish to express our heartfelt thanks
to Mr Rossco Barrat of Albion Sports, Mr Chris
Bryant at Cramptons, Mr Jason Wilkinson of
Martone Textiles, Mrs Angela van Vuuren of
ABI Pretoria, Mr Mohamed Dockrat at Sedgars
and our resident tailor, Mr Harshed Govind of
Mintex.

BAKERS COACHES ACADEMY

It was reported last year that the regional Bakers
coaching courses had been reintroduced
following the revision process in 2005 and
during 2006/7 the coaching course programmes
and annual coaching plans at the respective
affiliates/associates were gradually returning
to normal, although these did vary slightly from
province to province.

Internal restructuring or changes in personnel
had a significant impact at some of the regional
offices, and there could even be further
disruptions once the status and performance

of the associates has been reviewed. However,
the coach education programme is largely back
on track throughout the country and during
the past year, the focus here too was on the
integration of senior coaching activities and the
further development of previously qualified
Level III coaches.

• Bakers Level III Refresher Courses

Following the success of an ‘inaugural’ Level
III Refresher Course in September 2005, seven
similar refreshers were conducted during July
and August 2006 in the respective ‘franchise’
regions with the assistance of coaching stalwart
Harry Shapiro.

For the majority of the 155 Level III coaches
that attended these two-day courses, it was the
first time they had received any formal training
since qualifying as long as 12 or 13 years ago
and it was the perfect opportunity to introduce
the modern trends, methods and technology to
coaches who had not kept abreast with the latest
developments in the coaching field. As an added
benefit to the course itself, CD’s containing
video clips, slide shows, photographs and
relevant articles were produced and distributed
as reference material via the affiliates to each
coach that attended.

Of further significance was the fact that some
of our most senior franchise coaches and

Keagan Africa during the limited over cricket match
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administrators took the time and made the
effort to attend these forums and this had a
massive effect on the other attendees. Our
sincere thanks to the host Unions for their
magnificent efforts and wonderful organisation.

• Coaching Forums & Presentations

At the end of the 2005/6 season, the Franchise
coaches were invited to attend the
physios/fitness trainers’ seminar at the HPC,
to discuss  the standardisat ion and
implementation of fitness assessments and
injury protocols within the cricket pipeline,
from under 19 level to the professional ranks.

The forum included the National under 19 and
Academy coaches and provided an ideal
opportunity for the National Coach, Selection
Convenor, General Manager: High Performance
Cricket as well as the National Team fitness
trainer and physiotherapist to address vital
issues and plot a way forward.

After its introduction during the 2002 Academy
intake, the ‘Specialist Week’ has become an
annual event on the coaching calendar. This
forum previously consisted of the National
Team coaches and all the senior professional
coaches, but it was decided to invite the amateur
coaches to join the 6 franchise coaches at the
HPC this past year. Given the nature of the
information we would like filtered down into

the entire system, this invitation was further
extended to include the provincial amateur
managers as well. A full programme included
a host of speakers and presenters covering a
wide range of coaching-related topics, and a
number of discussion sessions with National
Team Management was also held so that the
coaches around the country had an
understanding of the National vision and
strategy going forward, especially with regards
the 2007 WC.

Coaching forums were again held in December
at the various national age-group tournaments;
in Oudtshoorn (Stand Bank U/13), Pretoria

(SASSU Week), Johannesburg (PG Bison U/15)
and Stellenbosch (Coca Cola Khaya Majola
Week). These gatherings provide an ideal
opportunity to meet with junior provincial
and university coaches to discuss and
highlight vital coaching aspects or any technical
issues.

The forums are designed to involve the coaches
and encourage interaction and these were
extremely well attended and again proved a
very worthwhile exercise for all concerned. An
added feature in Stellenbosch was a thoroughly
professional ‘Batting Master-Class’ presentation
by Gary Kirsten, aimed at the young batsmen
of each of the provincial teams attending the
Coca Cola Khaya Majola Week

The day at SuperSport Studios for media training
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• BMC Seminar

On Tuesday 27th June, we filmed a group of 13
Bakers Mini Cricketers with the intention of
producing a DVD that highlights the ABC’s;
agility, balance, coordination and speed skills
for our cricketers. Once again, with the help of
Harry Shapiro and the Tuks Telematic Learning
Department, we edited and produced a
wonderful 32-minute DVD that was presented
to the delegates at the annual Bakers Mini
Cricket Seminar, held at Sani Pass from 2nd to
5th July.

In addition to this, the coaching presentation
at the seminar included a practical session that
illustrated the application of equipment and
drills for Bakers cricketers/groups. The actual
presentation content was forwarded to the
provincial offices so that this information could
in turn be cascaded down to the various coaches
in the regions.

• Bakers Level II Course – Harare

In response to numerous requests in the past
from both Zimbabwe officials and private
parties to assist with such a coaching
qualification, Harry Shapiro and Paul Phillipson
(WPCA) travelled to Harare to conduct a
Bakers Level II course in association with the
ZCU during March for a group of 14 school
teachers, club coaches and a number of
player/coaches.

The feedback and reports that followed the
completion of the course suggested that it was
an extremely successful, high quality course
that has certainly ‘whet the appetite’ of many
others hoping to attend such a course in future.

• Coaching Resources and New Material

At the start of the season, the affiliates and
associates were each issued with Silicon Coach,
a software analysis package that was developed
in New Zealand and purchased on their behalf
by CSA. This software was first introduced at
the World Congress of Science and Medicine in
Cricket that was held in Cape Town in February
2003 and should assist the provinces greatly
with the technique analysis, error detection and
fault correction process in the overall skills
development of cricketers at all ages.

We are extremely grateful that the budget was
approved and the Unions have all expressed
their appreciation in this regard. Similar
packages were also distributed to the National
Team coaches as well as the 6 Franchises and
the High Performance Programme, so all key
areas have been catered for.

As a follow up to the revision process and the
production of the Bakers multimedia manual,
the coaching department has recently completed
its “Modern Cricket Drills” CD. The latest CSA
coaching resource, presented to the provincial
coaching managers at their meeting in March,

Standard Bank National Cricket Academy
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features Standard Bank Academy candidates
demonstrating the most common and frequently
used drills to practice and teach the various
technical skills. Copies of the CD, which contains
over 100 cricket drills, will hopefully be
distributed to coaches via their Unions’ offices
by the start of next season. Harry Shapiro has
put in an enormous amount of work with this
latest coaching project and coaches around the
country should benefit greatly from it.

A number of other resources have also been
circulated to the provincial coaching managers
during the year to complement their existing
library material. These include written manuals,
drills booklets, DVD’s featuring correct
techniques and refresher CD’s.

We have enjoyed wonderful support from
SuperSport, and in particular Mr Tex Texeira,
as far as video clips and match footage is
concerned. Highlights packages in DVD format
have assisted us greatly with these kinds of
resources as well as to have superb reference
material at the various coaching forums in
December.

• Provincial U/19 Competition

The re-introduction of the U/19 3-Day
competition was a huge, positive step for our
cricket. The CSA Board needs to be
congratulated and sincerely thanked for
ensuring that this vital component in the
development programme has made a welcome
return to the annual cricket calendar.

There are so many benefits to be derived from
this competition and apart from the obvious
advantage it offers the U/19 selection panel to
identify players performing in the longer format
of the game long before they participate at the
annual Coca Cola Khaya Majola Week, it is once
again addressing the essential, crucial
development of future First-Class and Test
players in cricket awareness aspects.

There was some fantastic cricket played during
late November and throughout December. To
see spinners operating with men around the
bat, batsmen having to adapt to ‘play the
situation’ (whether it be the last few overs before
a break or at the close of play, to avoid following-
on, to set a total/target in the third innings or
merely hanging in to save the match), bowlers
exposed to bowling longer spells (or returning
for a second/third spell after a long day in the
field), captains having to declare or change
tactics on the field without the help of the coach,
having to create time for a victory, etc. was
absolutely magnificent.

The lessons learnt far outweigh the results of
the individual matches and there is an
abundance of talent out there; an incredible
number of promising left-arm quickies, a
complete array of spinners (wrist and both

right- and left-arm finger variety), brilliant
glove-men and excitingly positive, attacking
batsmen who are prepared to hit the ball in
pursuit of runs and don’t nearly suffer from
fear of failure. It is our job to continue the
development of these players through the varied
national programmes and with the assistance
of the affiliates.

Conclusion

We were exceptionally fortunate to have Mrs
Marli van Schalkwyk join the coaching
department at the start of the year in review.
Marli’s personal qualifications and previous
working experience at Northerns Cricket Union
and the Nashua Titans ensured a smooth
transition into the CSA ranks.

Our gratitude is also extended to Vince van der
Bijl for his drive, commitment and support in
the execution of all the coaching activities.
Vince has been vigorous in his efforts in the last
18 months or so to align and integrate the
various activities ranging from school level to
the professional ranks and there has been a
noticeable shift in that direction.

The relationship CSA enjoys with the HPC
certainly strengthens from year to year and we
are indeed fortunate to have such a wonderful
partner as our nominated Centre of
Specialisation.  The general  sporting
environment together with the world-class
facilities and services make it an absolute
pleasure  to  operate  f rom and the
training/playing facility is as good as one will
find anywhere else in the world. If we can
achieve our vision of developing a national
cricketing ‘nerve centre’ in association with the
University authorities, CSA will certainly be
able to lay claim to being world leaders in
this field.

On behalf of all CSA stakeholders who make
use of the incredible resources available at the
HPC, a special word of thanks to its CEO, Mr.
Toby Sutcliffe and his entire staff for the fantastic
support we receive. From admin to restaurant
staff to the sport science and medical unit, each
HPC staff member is ever willing to assist and
make things as comfortable as possible for
visiting cricketers, coaches and officials. I would
also like to recognise the efforts of Heinrich
Malan and the Tuks Cricket Club for once again
ensuring brilliant net and pitch conditions
throughout the off-season. The visiting
Australian Centre of Excellence squad had
nothing but praise for the centre and we would
do well not to take such amenities for granted.

The year under reviews shows conclusively
that coaching in South Africa is dynamic and
is line with the policies and values of Cricket
South Africa.



The Standard Bank High Performance Cricket
Programme (HPP) had a very successful 2007.

The aims of the programme remain to:
• Make potential Proteas ODI and Test ready

within two years
• Act as a rehabilitation centre for Proteas

who lose form
• Support the transformation policy of CSA

by building capacity
• Help CSA live out its vision of making

cricket a “truly a national sport of winners”

Standard Bank made this programme, which
is the brainchild of CEO Gerald Majola, possible
with their generous sponsorship.

The results of their support are self evident and
they can feel proud of their contribution and
its effect.

CSA would also like to acknowledge Lotto,
together with additional support from the
Government, for their generous assistance to
the HPP.

The highlight of the 2006/7 year was the SA
Emerging Players Team, predominantly picked
from the High Performance Squad, which won
the inaugural 2006 Emerging Players
Quadrangular Tournament in Brisbane.
They played against formidable opponents who
included New Zealand, India and Australia.

The final against Australia was won off the last
ball, which Robin Peterson, who scored a
magnificent century, dispatched for four.

The tour was a resounding success-the team was
very well led by Neil Mc Kenzie, and the head
coach, Corrie van Zyl who with HP specialist
coach, Allan Donald did excellent work.

The tour was an important addition to the
programme and allowed players to show their
talent and temperament in the heat of battle.
The theory and the action and game plans that
had been worked on in the camps were tested
to the full. We have been invited back in 2007
to defend our title.

Squad members JP Duminy, Johan van der
Wath, Albie Morkel, Alfonso Thomas, and
Garnett Kruger were picked to play for the
Proteas during the season and were in the initial
World Cup 2007 squad of 30.

Other members such as Loots Bosman and
Robin Peterson played for SA during the season
and were picked to go to the World Cup. Thandi
Tshabalala was selected for the Proteas Standard
Bank Pro20 team, and Neil McKenzie led the
Lions with distinction and they won the
Standard Bank Pro20 competition.

Two specialist camps in each discipline were
held during the winter.

STANDARD BANK HIGH PERFORMANCE
CRICKET PROGRAMME
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The fast bowlers were led by HPC specialist
coach Allan Donald, with Sarel Cilliers and
Robin Jackman in support. Two of the bowlers,
Friedel de Wet (with 47 wickets) and Ryan
McLaren (with 52 wickets) were the pick of the
Supersport Series bowlers. Mornè Morkel
followed in his brother’s footsteps to earn his
first Test cap, and helped the Proteas to a
significant win against Pakistan.

Another HPP participant, Johan van der Wath,
played a significant part in the magnificent 438
victory against Australia.

Gary Kirsten, with Russell Domingo in support,
ran the two batting camps that were held.
Individual attention with a holistic programme
was the watchword. Hashim Amla had an
outstanding Test season for the Proteas and
Loots Bosman gained selection to the World
Cup team.

Shafiek Abrahams, with the help of Clive
Eksteen, led the successful spinning camps. In
addition, a special wrist spinner’s camp was
also held with coaches Terry Jenner, Denys
Hobson, Shafiek Abraham and Harry Shapiro.
This is part of the wider spin solution
programme that is being implemented. Thandi
Tshabalala, Maurice Aronstam, Johan Botha
(after his rehabilitation) and Werner Coetzee
all made good progress during the season.

The integration with the franchise coaches was
a special feature of the season-developing one
seamless pipeline that the talented players move
through on their continual learning and
improvement path to the Proteas. The ability
for the coaching community and their support
systems to work as one is the key to future
success.

The best example of this was the immediate
success of the Fitness and Physiotherapist two
day workshop held at the HPC in Pretoria.

The HPC coordinated and planned the two-
day symposium, led by Adrian le Roux, the
Protea fitness trainer, Shane Jabaar, the Protea

physiotherapist and Dr Shuaib Manjra,
chairman of CSA’s Medical Committee.

Coaches, fitness trainers and physiotherapists
from the franchises and some amateur teams
attended this invigorating workshop.

Due to the hectic playing programme
domestically and internationally, the fitness and
rehabilitation programmes needed refinement
and reaffirmation.

The progress made during the year was most
visible in the Protea team, as, when compared
to all the other international teams the Proteas
had fewer injuries through the season.

This had significant impact on their
performance. In the domestic game similar
results were seen.

Professional cricket today requires a coordinated
approach though all disciplines, both on and
off the field and specific individual programmes
for each HPP player.

The HPC is starting to perform this vital service
in its quest to provide Test and ODI ready
players to the Protea team. Key to this is to
develop a fully representative team so the
transformation process is central to the
programme.

The continued involvement of the Protea coach,
Mickey Arthur, the national selection convenor,
Haroon Lorgat, and a host of specialist speakers
on various topics added impetus to the
programme and importantly allows all in the
pipeline to understand the Protea strategy.

Lastly, I would like to record our thanks to
Coaching Manager Anton Ferreira and his
assistant, Marli van Niekerk, who played such
a crucial role in helping administer the
programme during the year under review.



The 2006/7 season marked the launch of the
Proteas brand campaign “Proud to be Your
Team”, which focused on an integrated
programme of advertising, promotions and
public relations aimed at bringing our cricket
heroes closer to their fans.

The campaign gained momentum during the
course of the season, culminating in a focused
four-week drive prior to the team’s departure
for ICC Cricket World Cup 2007.

The three-tiered strategy of know your hero,
meet your hero and support your hero was
launched with a television campaign consisting
of 20 individual player profiles, which served
to focus on each team member’s strengths,
attributes and achievements. Adverts were
filmed in English, Afrikaans and Xhosa and
combined behind-the-scenes footage with
memorable on-field action. The campaign was
supported in print, through adverts, interviews
and advertorials, as well as a school campaign,
including posters, diaries and “Proud to be
Your Supporter” competitions.

The promotional programme built on the success
of the previous season’s Protea roadshows and
was designed to reach different sections of the
target market. The activities included seven
Standard Bank coaching clinics with over six
hundred children from the development
programme; a Castle Lager tavern evening in the
Port Elizabeth township of New Brighton; various
shopping mall signing sessions; corporate golf
days and suiteholder cocktail parties.

Selected practice sessions were also opened to
the public who experienced behind-the-scenes
preparations with the Standard Bank ODI and
Castle Test squads.

Fans were also encouraged to participate in the
Proteas email campaign which achieved a
significant growth in volume. In all, fans were

given more opportunity than ever before to
interact with their heroes, while the team was
provided with the platform to demonstrate their
commitment to their supporters.

The ongoing challenge for SA cricket continues
to be the translation of the widespread interest
and support into “bums on seats”.

Almost 98% of the audience owns a TV, of which
91% prefer the convenience of following cricket
via this medium. The challenge is thus to ensure
the continued growth of the TV audience, while
filling our stadia across all events.

Considerable consumer research has been
conducted into reasons why fans attend live
cricket. These include: socialising and being part
of the atmosphere; sharing memorable moments;
added-value giveaways and competitions; and
to support and meet the players.

Taking these needs into account, the experiential
marketing strategy for the 2006/7 Summer
Series focused on providing spectators with an
exciting and affordable entertainment package
which delivered the desired stadium experience.

MTN marked their return to the cricket family
with a comprehensive programme of activities
aimed at encouraging match attendance. During
the sell-out MTN ODI Series against India and
Pakistan, over 170 000 fans benefited from
CSA/MTN giveaways, including Protea
fanbanas, clappers and SA flags. These
promotions not only enhanced the fans’
experience, but also provided an outlet for
expression of SA pride.

The MTN Fan Cam and SMS the Scoreboard
promotion were very successful interactive
platforms, while a variety of other competitions
and promotions, including the MTN VIP Zone
and Guard of Honour promotion for young fans,
all contributed to the enjoyment of the event.

The Proteas
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Proteas brand campaign “Proud to be Your Team” Fans with CSA/MTN fab banner giveaways



The limited-overs domestic product was re-
launched as the MTN Domestic Championship
and the brand re-packaged under the banner
“Show your true colours”. This included an
advertising and event activation campaign
which served to promote regional loyalty and
encourage friendly spectator rivalry.

CSA and SuperSport joined forces in a television
campaign featuring the franchise captains,
which was extended during the season with
regional crowd visuals. The rivalry angle was
reinforced with the distribution of over 10 000
team caps, clappers and flags, with future plans
to establish a potentially lucrative domestic
merchandising programme.

Another focus area was cricket education,
which was effectively conveyed in the MTN
Cricket Zone and was well supported by
children of all ages.

Another joint initiative between CSA and
SuperSport resulted in the development of a series
of coaching inserts, featuring SA cricketers sharing
their knowledge and insights into the game.

The two sell-out Standard Bank International
Pro20 matches once again provided fans with
a world-class sporting extravaganza, which has
set the standard for this ‘new generation’ brand
of cricket.

In the fourth season of the domestic Standard
Bank Pro20 Series, all attendance records were
broken as fans flocked to X-perience the fast and
furious cricket action. Recent research shows
that 90% of cricket fans believe Pro20 is an
outstanding enterta inment  product ,
transcending sport into the lifestyle category,
indicating that the positioning of the event as
“sportainment” has been a success

Pro20 has served as a very effective spectator
gateway into cricket for new fans, largely due
to its affordability, convenience, ease of
understanding and thrilling sportainment. It has
been very effective in capturing the imagination
of a new youth audience, particularly amongst
black fans. This bodes well for the ongoing
growth of the event as well as cricket in general.
The Pro20 format also attracts the most even
spread of fans across all ages, as a result of its
catering to a broad range of needs.

Various new event activations were introduced
during the Castle Test Series against India and
Pakistan, in an effort to increase stadium attendance.
The Castle “Test of the Best” Quiz was well
supported and served to both entertain and educate
the public. Over 1800 fans were also introduced to
the Test cricket experience when they won VIP
match-day packages via competitions run on
regional radio and in daily newspapers.

The second season of the Wisden Fan Club was
also once again a success as hundreds of fans were

treated to a memorable Test outing. Mini-test radio’s
were distributed to 5000 fans which provided for
live ball-by-ball coverage, and the Proteas were
available after play on one day of each Test to meet
and interact with their supporters.

Television audience ratings for Test cricket were
strong, with a predictable surge over the holiday
period. Stadium attendances also showed an
increase on 2005/6, particularly on weekends.
As 78% of the audience work full-time and 42%
of fans have children, the focus going forward
will continue to provide affordable weekend
family entertainment.

The 2007 Mutual & Federal SA Cricket Awards
once again provided an inspiring end-of-season
celebration of South African cricket, as the
achievements of players, officials and administrators
across all levels of the sport were recognised.

The prestigious Mutual & Federal SA Cricketer
of the Year was awarded to Shaun Pollock, who
ended the season as the number one ODI bowler
and all-rounder in the world.

A key objective of Cricket South Africa is to
broaden the fan base and position cricket as a
truly national sport of winners.

To this end, cricket has maintained its position,
after soccer, as the second most popular South
African sport for the sixth year in a row, across
both the adult and junior markets.

Makhaya Ntini’s status as a South African
sporting icon was further entrenched when he
was again voted the most popular sportsperson
in both the adult and junior categories (2006
BMI Sport Track),notably becoming the first
non-soccer player to do so.

His teammates also featured strongly in the
survey, with Shaun Pollock achieving top 10
status across all ages and race groups and
Jacques Kallis maintaining his Top 20 status
amongst adults and juniors.

The 2007/8 season kicks off with the inaugural
ICC World Twenty 20 being hosted in South
Africa. The event is ideally placed to grow the
audience even further and give SA cricket the
momentum it needs to propel the sport into the
truly national domain. We also look forward to
the ongoing growth of the Proteas brand, both
on and off the field, in our quest to remain
“Proud to be Your Team”.
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The 2006/7 season marked the launch
of the Proteas brand campaign “Proud to be
Your Team”, aimed at bringing our cricket
heroes closer to their fans.
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The 2006/7 season proved to be an extremely
successful period in Cricket South Africa’s
history.

This, in turn, has translated into valuable returns
for all CSA commercial partners.

A winning Proteas team is a winning formula
for all. As the Proteas climb the world ranking
ladder so does the value and interest in
seeking out and cementing commercial
interests from sponsors, suppliers and
broadcasters.

During the past season, the Proteas won all the
home series against the best Sub- Continent
sides in World Cricket.

There were resounding wins in the Castle Test
Series against India and Pakistan and also by
the Standard Bank One Day Team in the MTN
One Day International Series. The Standard
Bank One Day Team, towards the end of the
season, being crowned Number One in World
One Day Cricket, taking this mantle away from
the Australian Team.

The handover of the LG Plate was a
memorable moment and a fitting farewell for
the Proteas as they packed their bags and
departed to the West Indies to compete in the
ICC Cricket World Cup 2007.

Bridging the gap between the Proteas and the
franchise teams is the Standard Bank High
Performance Program based at the Pretoria
University campus. The matches between the
Standard Bank High Performance Team and
Australia were competitive and revealed
immense talent.

The camaraderie at the final dinner of the 2006/7
intake showed what an impact this program
has on the players both on and off the field.
CSA thanks Standard Bank for their

contributions to this vital area that feeds our
professional Teams.

The Titans won their first Super Sport Series
title after a competitive, tough season of first
class cricket. This competition and the strength
vs. strength franchise system has produced
quality cricket with mental toughness showing
through in all the teams.

Super Sport has invested in this first class system
for an extended period of time and Castle, the
Test Sponsors, is reaping this reward.

The first season of One Day Domestic Cricket
(ODD) for MTN proved to be a valuable
property. MTN secured the events rights to both
the domestic and international format.
The ODD and ODI are well linked to create a
valuable platform for MTN to leverage their
sponsorship.

The MTN ODD Championships set the one-
day season up as the competition was extremely
competitive with the Cape Cobras triumphing
over the Warriors in a tough encounter at Sahara
Park Newlands.

The competition was highlighted by close
fought encounters, with many players showing
the National Selectors their true colours in high
pressure situations. It was a wonderful

introduction for MTN in their first season back
into cricket in a new format.

The Standard Bank Pro 20 Series continues to
amaze and astound spectators, administrators
and sponsors alike. This season was no different.
Record crowd attendances and numerous last
ball finishes had many a heart rate, never mind
the players, racing to record levels.

Standard Bank took a calculated risk four years
ago and the Pro20 has evolved into a truly unique

SuperSport Series Standard Bank Pro20
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stand-alone product. It has not only changed the
commercial face of cricket in South Africa but
also the tempo and technical way players
approach the shortest version of the game.

CSA broadcast partners, SABC & SuperSport,
have also adapted to the ever fluid dynamics
of cricket. CSA is extremely proud to be
associated with both companies, who willingly
give of their time, air time and professional staff
to ensure that all sectors of the SA viewing
market get maximum exposure to a game that
crosses all South African thresholds.

This helps CSA develop and grow the game
and it is truly becoming a national sport of
winners.

The SAA Provincial Challenge, which comprises
three and one-day competitions, puts in place
a pipeline from grassroots right up to the Proteas
to produce a calibre of young players that know
exactly what is expected of them and how they
can get to the top.

These competitions form an important part of
this pipeline and will provide the link between
top provincial cricket and the franchises, which
in turn feed into the Proteas’ line-up. The success
of this competition has led to increased
sponsorship thereby leading to increased cricket
being played at this level.

The Coca Cola Khaya Majola U/19 Competition
comprises three and one-day formats. Richard
Levi, the captain of the SA Under-19 team, has
led his side to victory in the inaugural Cricket
South Africa Triangular Series. The achievement
of the SA Under-19 team against the more
seasoned cricketers is a testimony that the
leading work of the talent scouts, recently
introduced, and has paid dividends.

The CSA Under19 Competition is there to give
junior players a chance to make the upgrade
into senior provincial cricket and enables talent-
spotting for the Under19.

The PG Bison week again proved to be a major
success for all concerned and players,
administrators, parents and sponsors came
together to showcase the best talent the U/15
week can produce.

Standard Bank once again holds proud their
support of development cricket in the
Standard Bank Under /13 week, encouraging
this critical age group in learning cricket at
grass roots level. Their generous contribution
has led to Standard Bank attaining only the
highest praise for their well organized SB
Under/13 Week with more than just their
sponsorship of the game but also their
participation as well. Congratulations to
Standard Bank for a sterling job and
commitment to the “young cricketing youth.”

CSA partner Bakers have reached a milestone in
celebrating their 25 year association in cricket.
CSA is extremely honored to announce that
Bakers have extended their relationship for a
further three years. This is the longest partnership
under the commercial department banner.

Bakers Mini Cricket allows CSA to broaden the
base of cricket and expose children to softball
cricket in all regions of the country. The Bakers
partnership goes beyond the realm of social
responsibility, but to the core of what the
foundation our country is built on. They
embrace the CSA vision of making the game a
truly national sport of winners by giving kids
a real sporting chance and this introductory
level is the rock solid foundation our
development program is built on.

Part of the investment into the game is also the
contribution to the coaching program and this
forms the base from which all levels of cricket
are educated through in depth coaching courses.

CSA has partnerships with a number of
companies that contribute not only time, money
and product but loyalty to the Proteas and head
office. Budget (car rental), MTN (mobile
phones), RAM (courier), Choice (IT solutions),
CEE (formal clothing), Southern Sun (hotels),
Energade (sports drinks), Sahara (IT hardware),
Resolution (health and retirement), hummel
(technical sponsor), SAA (official carrier) are all
members of the cricket family and CSA is
extremely grateful for the contributions they
make to ensuring the Proteas have everything
they need to stay on top of their game.

Mutual & Federal, (M&F) are the proud
sponsors of the Annual Awards dinner and the
season launch. This has been a long and fruitful
relationship and the dinner in particular has
grown to be the “seen at” occasion of the cricket
and social calendar.

It is fitting that this report ends with the M&F
section as it has become tradition that they
conclude each cricket season. It is impossible
to emulate on paper the glitz and glamour of
the season-end dinner, but special tribute must
be paid to M&F for their continued support in
growing this event to what it has become today,
a truly spectacular occasion.

Finally, a tribute to everyone involved
partnering CSA, thank you and we look forward
to many years of solid mutually beneficial
relationships.

The Standard Bank Pro 20 Series continues to
amaze and astound spectators with record crowd
attendances and numerous last ball finishes
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During the year under review, South African
cricket reaffirmed its commitment to
developing cricket at amateur level and put
this as a priority for the seasons to come.

Consequently, a Presidential/CEO’s workshop
was held with all amateur cricket managers to
map out the way forward for all regions to
implement a common strategic plan.
The findings and recommendations of this
workshop were accepted by General Council,
and were then linked to the recommendations
of a similar workshop on professional cricket.

This was then forged into a pipeline from
grassroots cricket to the Proteas, with all regions
applying the same criteria for development.
A special emphasis has been placed on club
cricket, as a vital link between schools and
provincial levels of the game.

The pipeline, and its place in Cricket South
Africa’s new four-year plan, is outlined in the
CEO’s report in this publication. We in amateur
cricket are most encouraged that our input has
played a major role in the formation of this
strategic plan, and all amateur structures
throughout the country are committed to
implementing it successfully.

The operational projects that formed the bulk
of amateur development throughout the year
under review are outlined as follows:

UCBSA LEGACY PROJECT
Through Cricket Legacy 2003, CSA has been
able to implement quality programmes in many
previously disadvantaged areas.  This project
is addressing both the cricket and community
needs in areas where the beneficiaries have
taken ownership of each centre.

U19 CRICKET
A major step forward was the reintroduction
of the three-day U19 competition and it
provided incentives for the young players to
excel within their regions.

This competition was augmented with a talent-
spotting system that included six talent scouts.
In addition, a CSA Triangular Series was held
involving the CSA U19, SASSU and BUSA squads.
The SA U19 team won the tournament by
winning four out of a possible six games.
The quality of the players was reflected in the
emphatic ten wicket win achieved against
SASSU in their deciding encounter.

More than 100 players were evaluated
throughout this U19 programme and the role
of Ray Jennings in creating an environment for
excellence in player preparation and
performance can not be overstated.
He was particularly well supported by
Morgan Pil lay,  Henry Will iams and
Grant Morgan who made up the management
team.

NATIONAL CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP
This national club championship started on
20th September 2006.  Although this event has
been successfully organised for the last 18 years
and the final regularly televised, we have been
unable to secure sponsorship for this premier
Amateur Cricket event for the past two years.

Despite this, an outstanding championship was
held in Pretoria in September 2006 with many
of South Africa’s top players participating.
Pretoria High School Old Boys and the University
of Johannesburg, as in 2005, again competed in
the final.  This time UJ won by four wickets.
Sedgars Sport sponsored all of the Man of the
Match Awards, as well as the playing shirts for
both finalists.  Southern Sun sponsored a break-
away for the Player of the Week and this was
won by Maurice Aronstam of PHSOB.

ASSOCIATES’ CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP
The event took place in Witbank between
13- 17 September 2006. Our gratitude must be
extended to Ms. Hannie van Wyk and her LOC
in ensuring a flawless event.  All of the team
managers, players and officials expressed their
appreciation for the sterling efforts by the
Mpumalanga Cricket Union structures.

The University of Natal (KZN Inland) became
the inaugural winners of this event.  The other
participants were Academy 99 (Limpopo),
Igcuwa Eagles (Kei), Union Stars (SWD) and
Sasol CC (Mpumalanga). Consideration must
be given to host this event towards the end of
the season. This would give the winner of this
competition sufficient time to prepare for the
National Club Championship, normally held
in September of the same year.

RURAL CRICKET
The National Rural Cricket Week took place in
Potchefstroom in January 2007.  This event was
hosted by the North West Cricket Union.  The staff
of NWCU must be commended for the efficient
manner in which they dealt with the arrangements.

A SA Rural XI was announced at a Mayoral
function held at the end of the tournament.
The final of the Rural Cricket Provincial
competition was contested between Gauteng
and Boland at the Dick Fourie Cricket Ground
in Vereeniging.  Boland emerged as the winners
of this competition once again.

CSA WOMEN CRICKET COMMITTEE
The SA Women’s Cricket team had a highly
successful four-nil series win against Pakistan.
This result has much to do about the higher
intensity levels in the overall preparation of the
national squad.

Claire Cowan, the fitness trainer, has done well
to improve the overall fitness levels of the squad.
The CSIR further assisted with the game
analysis, which augmented the ability of the
coach to prepare for matches.
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The next preparation camp for the tour to Holland
and England will take place form 20 April – 22
April 2007 at the High Performance Centre.

GOVERNMENT FUNDING
LOTTO U19 TALENT SQUADS
Funds from Lotto have enabled CSA to embark
on an intensive programme to improve the
competitive levels of the top U19 players.

The programme includes:
• A three-day national competition
• The selection of talent squads to undergo

intensive training under Ray Jennings
•  Specialist training camps to be held at the

High Performance Centre
• An international tour by the national squad

A squad of 36 players were assembled at the HPC
between 27 -30 September 2006.  To ensure that
a quality system of monitoring and support is in
place, the talent scouts were invited to attend.
They will provide ongoing reports on player
progress to Jennings and convenor of selectors
Shafiek Abrahams.

The Lotto staff visited HPC to view the
processes and activities offered by the CSA
during these specialist camps and they were
most impressed with the manner in which
the funds were being spent. A tour to Malaysia
has been earmarked for September 2007 with
South participating in a triangular tournament
with the host nation and a visiting team from
an ICC full member country.

• Sport and Recreation South Africa.
Financial assistance was received from Sport
and Recreation South Africa (SRSA) and the
Kwa Zulu Natal Department of Sport and
Recreation.

Their assistance was primarily geared towards the
development programme for Women’s Cricket.

A Pro20 inter-provincial tournament sponsored
by SRSA was held at the HPC between 11-13
August 2006 with Western Cape Province
winning gold.  A squad of 15 members was
announced after this event. KZN Department
of Sport and Recreation co- funded a KZN
Invitation XI vs the Rest of SA match on the
22nd August 2006 at the Sahara Oval
Kingsmead.

CRICKET FOR THE DIFFERENTLY ABLED
Deaf Cricket
The Deaf Cricket Week took place in
Tshwane in April 2007.  The Amateur
Division of the Northerns Cricket Union
organised this week on behalf of DCSA and
Northerns Deaf Cricket won the event.  John
Matthew, the General Manager: Marketing
and Strategy of Transwerke committed his
company to a further three year sponsorship
of this week.

Blind Cricket
The national cricket week, normally planned
for April was postponed until September 2007.

Cricket for the Intellectually Impaired
Kwazulu-Natal Intellectually Imparied won
this year’s national competition A SASAII
National Team was selected to play in a
triangular series in England

SASSU CRICKET
The Tertiary Institutions’ Cricket Week provided
well-organised cricket competitions for the 490
students who participated in these weeks.
These weeks have taken place in Pretoria (A)
and Polokwane (B).

The final of the SASSU A Week was contested
between the hosts, University of Pretoria, and
University of Free State, with the former
triumphing as the tournament champion.
The Vaal University of Technology won the
SASSU B competition.

A challenge for these weeks remains the
demographics of teams which are not in line
with other CSA competitions.

Government Departments
The bi-lateral agreement between the
Governments of South Africa and the United
Kingdom that would pave the way for the
player exchange between South Africa and the
United Kingdom was signed earlier in 2007.

Other Departments
CSA played a pivotal role in the recreation of
the Security Cluster Cricket Week.  This event
has taken place in Bloemfontein on 30th March
2007.  The combined SA Forces XI played against
the SA Rural XI.  The latter won this encounter
by six wickets.

CSA- UNISA INITIATIVE
This initiative gained momentum in the year
under review, and many of South Africa’s top
professional players have been involved in
workshopping suitable UNISA courses for
themselves. UNISA is also providing courses
for administrators and ground staff.

This fits in well with CSA’s holistic approach
to the development of relevant stakeholders in
cricket. Players particularly need to build skills
and qualifications outside of cricket.

Conclusion
The year under review was characterised by
the heightened activity within Amateur cricket
in general.

The reintroduction of the three day U19
competition, the introduction of talent scouts
and the focus on club cricket were stand-out
actions that have left an indelible bench mark
for the way forward.
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School cricket is an important tier in the
national pipeline from grassroots to the
Proteas, with one of the biggest challenges
being the strengthening of the link between
school and club cricket.

Statistics show that many players are lost after
leaving school because they do not have a new
cricketing home to go to.

The pipeline, which features strongly in the
CEO’s report, shows that school and club cricket
are the engine room of development and we
have all pushed hard at this during the year
under review.

The pipeline also graphically illustrates that the
base of all South African cricket lies in the Bakers
Mini Cricket programme.

BAKERS MINI CRICKET

At the end of the current contract period, it is
correct and prudent that we reflect on the impact
that this iconic programme still has on cricket
in South Africa.

It is clear that Bakers Mini Cricket is
synonymous with the game of cricket’s
introductory phase, not only in the townships
but in all areas of our country.

While the programme is running smoothly,
we are going to have to improve the coaching
of basics at this early stage.

Too many incorrect batting grips and poor
bowling actions are evident at Bakers Mini
Cricket festivals, and one would have hoped
that the kids by this time would know the basics.

One of the very important events on the Bakers
Calendar are the tours by officials and sponsors
that take place annually and during the year
under review two were undertaken.

During May last year a delegation from the
sponsors and Cricket South Africa visited the
Boland province over a two-day period.
Towns that were visited included Paarl, Atlantis,
Moreesburg and Veldrif.

Local Bakers Mini Cricket volunteers pulled
out all the stops to showcase the programmes
in their areas.

In February this year the delegates visited areas
in Gauteng CSA and Bakers delegates viewed
programmes at Parkview Primary, St Davids,
Inanda, Alexandra Cricket Club, Lenasia,
Eldorado Park.

The seventh annual National Bakers Seminar
took place at the Sani Pass Hotel from 2-5 July.
Ninety delegates from all corners of the country
converged on the Drakensberg to workshop
further progress for this most valuable of all

cricket programmes in South Africa.
From Bakers Mini Cricket, players move to the
hard ball form of the game and the pinnacle at
this level are the annual national schools
age-group cricket weeks.

NATIONAL SCHOOLS CRICKET WEEKS

The six National weeks that took place under
the auspices of CSA were all well organized with
very few problems were experienced. It clear
that volunteers at this level are very active and
competent and the following events took place:

SWD celebrate during the PG Bison U15 Week match between SWD
and Griquas at the Wanderers Club

Adriano Dos Santos during the Coca Cola Khaya Majola U/19 Week at the
Coetzenburg stadium in Stellenbosch



Standard Bank U13 Week- Oudtshoorn

The week was extremely well organised by the
Honorary National Secretary Brian King and
Albertus Kennedy and his local committee.
The support and input from local government
and the people of the town were very good.

North West was the outstanding team, winning
all their games.

PG Bison- Johannesburg

Good facilities, great weather, excellent
standards and sound administration contributed
to a stand-out week.

Boland was the best team, winning all their games.

Boys U17-Bloemfontein

Bloemfontein again proved itself to be a perfect
venue for these tournaments with weather,
facilities and accommodation out of the top
drawer. Paul Guthrie (HOS) and Rafeek Ismael
(LOC) lead from the front.

This tournament formed part of the National
Schools Summer games and was well supported
by the Departments of Sport and Recreation
and Education.

Gauteng was the best team on view at this
tournament.

Girls U19- Kimberley

Good support was forthcoming from Griqua cricket
and once again Eugene Jacobs from Griqualand
West Cricket Board was in top administrative form.

The tournament also formed part of the National
Schools Summer Games and again the
Departments of Sport and Recreation and
Education were at the forefront.

Boland and Western Province were the
outstanding teams, both winning all their
games.

Rural U17 Week-Graaff Reinett.

The week is a new event on the schools calendar,
giving boys from the rural areas in this age
group a chance to play a higher level.

The week was very ably organised by Leon
Coetzee (HOS) and the region did CSA
extremely proud.

Coca Cola Khaya Majola Week- Stellenbosch

This tournament turned into a showpiece for South
African cricket, with thanks going to Morgan Pillay
(HOS) and the Boland Cricket Board.

The cricket was of a high standard but it is clear

that a relook at the sectional format
is now necessary.

Border won the platinum section,
with Free State proving too strong
for the teams in the Gold Group.

It was clear at all these weeks that
the standard of schools cricket in
South Africa is very high. The
perceived problem of a lack of top
spinners is certainly not evident at
this level. Quality spinners of all
sorts were seen in abundance at all
the weeks.

What was concerning and, will be
addressed, was the performance level of some
of the teams’ Black players. While all teams
meet the stipulated transformation targets
without any problem, the actual performance
levels in some teams needs a lot to be desired.

Overall, though, schools cricket during the year
under review shows without doubt that South
African cricket has a bright future indeed.
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Aasif Essack, Deen Kimmie, Robin Peterson and Shane Weisz
during the Bakers Mini Cricket Tournament

Quality spinners of all
sorts were seen in abundance
at all the weeks





C O R P O R A T E  G O V E R N A C E
S T A T E M E N T

GOOD GOVERNANCE

The General Council (“Genco”) of the United

Cricket Board of South Africa (“UCBSA”),

and the directors of Cricket South Africa

(Pty) Ltd, fully support the principles of the

code of corporate practice and conduct

recommended in the King II Report on

Corporate Governance. Genco is committed

to the principles of openness, integrity and

accountability as advocated in the King Report.

Genco aims to continuously improve the

implementation of corporate governance

principles at all levels of administration. An

independent Audit Committee continues to act

as an objective watchdog, monitoring and

enforcing good governance by ensuring that

effective internal management procedures and

systems are put in place.

Genco encourages transparency and

accountability in cricket administration to all

its stakeholders, including the effective

communication of policies, codes and values

in all aspects of administration.

The differentiation of roles and responsibilities

between policy-making and operational

decision-making has also evolved over the past

few years.

The legal structure, and administration, of

cricket in South Africa is divided into a

professional arm and an amateur arm.

GENERAL COUNCIL (AMATEUR ARM)

UCBSA is governed by a unitary General Council,

with 18 permanent members. The members are

drawn from 11 Affiliates, 3 Black African

representatives, elected by the Affiliates, and the

Management Committee (President, Vice-President,

Treasurer and Chief Executive Officer). Genco is

responsible for policy decisions and overall corporate

governance, with the day-to-day management

being delegated to the Chief Executive Officer.

The President, Vice President and Treasurer are

elected bi-annually and may serve a maximum

of two years.

Genco meets on a quarterly basis, with

additional meetings being called where

circumstances  necess i tate .  Effect ive

chairmanship by the President, and a formal

agenda, ensure that all issues requiring attention

are raised. Proceedings are conducted efficiently

and all appropriate matters are addressed at

each meeting. All necessary information is

supplied to members of Genco timeously. Genco

is supported by the secretariat and various

Genco sub-committees. Details on the activities

of these structures are discussed elsewhere

in this report. The members of Genco and

sub-committees are noted on page 49.

CRICKET SOUTH AFRICA (PTY) LTD

(PROFESSIONAL ARM)

The Board of Directors of CSA assume

responsibility for professional cricket. CSA has

13 directors. The directors are drawn from the

6 Franchises, 1 player representative, 2 externals

and the Management Committee.

GENCO SUB-COMMITTEES

Specific responsibilities are delegated to Genco

sub-committees with defined terms of reference,

as set out in their respective charters. The current

sub-committees are:

- Audit Sub-Committee

UCBSA and CSA share one audit committee.

The sub-committee comprises 3 members.

The members have the requisite skills,

knowledge and experience. The committee

aims to meet at least 3 times a year with special

meetings called as and when necessary.

The Chief Executive Officer and chairperson

of Finance sub-committee are required to

attend all the meetings of the committee as

invitees. In addition the General Manager :

Commercial & Finance and external auditors

attend the meeting as invitees.
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- Finance Sub-Committee

The committee comprises of the Treasurer,
CEO, General Manager : Commercial and
Finance, 2 Franchise/Affiliate CEO
representatives and 2 externals. The sub-
committee mainly assists in overseeing all
operationally related finance matters
including budgets. The committee meets 4
times annually.

- Remuneration Sub-Committee

This sub-committee is tasked to deal with
all aspects relating to remuneration across
cricket in South Africa. The sub-committee
comprises 3 members, namely 2 externals
and the chairperson of the Finance sub-
committee.

- Transformation Sub-Committee

This sub-committee reviews the UCBSA’s
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  p o l i c y,  a n d  i t s
implementation, and makes relevant
recommendations to general Council for
consideratin and decision. The sub-
committee comprises 5 members.

- Management Committee

The Manco Committee comprises the
President, Vice President, Treasurer of Genco
and Chief Executive Officer. The committee
meets as and when necessary to discuss
executive business and other matters raised
that affect SA Cricket generally.

Other Accountability and Audit related matters
detailed below

INTERNAL CONTROLS AND RISK

MANAGEMENT

Genco, and the CSA Board of Directors, are
responsible for the financial and operational
systems of internal control. Systems of
internal control have been put in place to
p ro v i d e  re a s o n a b l e  a s s u r a n c e  t h a t
transactions are concluded in accordance
with management's authority, that assets are
adequately protected against unauthorised
acquisition, use or disposition, and that

transactions are properly authorised and
recorded.

These controls are contained in established
policies and procedures documents.
Responsibility for the adequacy, extent and
operational implementation of these systems
lies with the Chief Executive Officer. The
effectiveness of the systems of internal control,
in operation, are monitored through reviews
and reports from managers and external
auditors. Major weaknesses identified by
external auditors are brought to the attention
of executive management and the Audit
Committee for consideration and remedial
action. In the year under review, the internal
audit function has performed independent
reviews and appraisals of operational activities.

EXTERNAL AUDIT

The external auditors provide independent
assurance via the Annual Financial Statements
related audit. This report appears in this
annual report.

ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH AND SAFETY

Members of Genco acknowledge their
responsibility to players, all employees of
UCBSA and the public for compliance with
occupational health and safety standards.
The Genco is committed to taking reasonable
precautions to ensure a safe environment
especially on the cricket field.

CODE OF ETHICS

The members of Genco, players and employees
of Cricket South Africa are required to observe
the highest ethical standards so as to ensure that
cricket, and business practices, are conducted
in a manner which is beyond reproach.
These principles are incorporated in a formal

Code of Ethics, which provides clear guidelines

regarding expected behaviour of all players

and employees.



Front row (left to right): Mr. Oupa Nkagisang; Ms. Kerri Laing; Prof. Hentie van Wyk (Treasurer); Mr. Gerald Majola (CEO);
Mr. Raymond Mali (President); Adv. Norman Arendse S.C. (Vice President); Mr. Charlie Robinson (Former Member);
Mr. Tim Khumalo; Mr. Keke Dali.

Back row (left to right): Dr. Mtutuzeli Nyoka; Mr. Max Boqwana; Mr. Ahmed Jinnah; Mr. Pieter Steffens; Dr. Logan Naidoo;
Dr. Peter Cyster; Mr. Vuyisile Mgadle; Mr. Albertus Kennedy; Prof. Fanie Gericke.

Not in picture: Mr. Mohamed Ebrahim; Mr. Raymond Uren; Mr Leon Crawley.

CSA SUB COMMITTEES

AUDIT COMMITTEE
Ms. Thandi Orleyn (Convenor)
Mr. John Blair
Mr. Patrick Maranya
The CEO, Treasurer and GM: Commercial &
Finance are required to attend all meetings as
invitees.

COMMERCIAL COMMITTEE
Mr. Paul Harris (Convenor)
Mr. Gerald Majola
Mr. Don McIntosh
Mr. Steve Elworthy
Mr. Alan Kourie
Ms. Ros Goldin

PROFESSIONAL CRICKET COMMITTEE
Mr. Gerald Majola (Convenor)
Mr. Vintcent van der Bijl
Mr. Haroon Lorgat
Mr. Mickey Arthur
Mr. Graeme Smith

MEDICAL COMMITTEE
Dr. Shuaib Manjra (Convenor)
Dr. Peter Cyster
Dr. P. Lekalakala
Mr. Shane Jabaar
Mr. Clinton Gäahwiler
Mr. Adrian le Roux
Mr. Anton Ferreira

SELECTION COMMITTEE
Mr. Haroon Lorgat (Convenor)
Mr. Joubert Strydom
Mr. Mustapha Khan
Mr. Mickey Arthur

GENERAL COUNCIL
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Front row (left to right): Prof. Hentie van Wyk, Mr. Gerald Majola, Mr. Raymond Mali (Chair), Adv. Norman Arendse
S.C., Mr. Charlie Robinson (Former Director).

Back row (left to right):  Mr. Paul Harris, Mr. Tony Irish, Mr. Andy O’Connor, Dr. Logan Naidoo.
Not in picture: Dr. Peter Cyster; Mr. Raymond Uren; Prof. Fanie Gericke; Ms. Thandi Orleyn; Mr Leon Crawley.

CSA SUB COMMITTEES

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE (MANCO)
Mr. Raymond Mali (President)
Adv. Norman Arendse S.C. (Vice President)
Prof. Hentie van Wyk (Treasurer)
Mr. Gerald Majola (CEO

FINANCE COMMITTEE (FINCO)
Prof. Hentie van Wyk (Convenor)
Mr. Ashraf Seedat
Mr. Peter Ingwersen
Mr. Gerald Majola
Mr. Jacques Faul
Mrs. Elise Lombard
Mr. Don McIntosh

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
Mr. Paul Harris (Convenor)
Ms. Thandi Orleyn
Prof. Hentie van Wyk

LEGAL AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
COMMITTEE
Adv. Norman Arendse S.C. (Convenor)
Mr. Raymond Mali

Prof. Hentie van Wyk
Mr. Gerald Majola
Mr. Graeme Smith

TRANSFORMATION REVIEW
COMMITTEE
Mr. Gerald Majola (Convenor)
Mr. Chris Day
Mr. Vuyisile Mgadle
Mr. André Odendaal
Mr. Ahmed Jinnah

AMATEUR CRICKET COMMITTEE
Mr. Raymond Uren (Convenor)
Mr. Nabeal Dien
Mr. Eugene Jacobs
Mr. Tim Khumalo
Mr. Albertus Kennedy
Ms. Kerri Laing
Mr. Maxwell Jordaan
Mr. Dennis Carlstein
Mr. Shaheed Khan
Mr. Nic Kock
Mr. Anton Ferreira
Mr. Niels Momberg

BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF CRICKET
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I am proud to report that the year under
review represents a successful year in all
aspects related to cricket’s finances, and
cricket’s best ever revenue year to date, with
a consolidated surplus, for 2006/07, of
R129.7 million.

Besides reserves increasing in line with targets
there have been numerous improvements in
the business of cricket as well as related
controls. Cricket is dynamic and constantly
requires innovative and creative financial
solutions to continue to support cricket as
best we can.

Cricket continues to embrace best practice.
In this respect a four-year profitability, and
cash flow, view is now a critical component
of assessing cricket’s long term stability, and
providing a reference point for understanding
short term decisions and their implications.
This longer term outlook also enables cricket
to be sustained on a year to year basis whilst
referencing to the four year viability as
opposed to short term matching of revenues
to costs.

Cricket, at national level in South Africa,
continues to be managed through two entities,
namely the United Cricket Board of South
Africa (“UCBSA”) and Cricket South Africa
(Pty) Ltd (“CSA”). As expected there is a
natural relationship between the two entities,
with the UCBSA focusing on amateur cricket
and CSA, which is 100% owned by the
UCBSA, responsible for the management of
professional cricket. In gross revenue terms
CSA generally earns substantially more than
the UCBSA as a result of superior commercial
opportunities.

To some degree, during a Cricket World Cup
year, this situation is different in that UCBSA
received significant dividends from the
International Cricket Council.

The main themes driving the 2006/07 year’s
financial results, versus 2005/06, are increased
international TV revenues and ICC CWC 2007
and ICC Champs related dividends. Expense
wise there was significantly more activity for
the Proteas resulting in increased tour costs
and remuneration – a large portion of the
remuneration increase being due to the
players benefiting from ICC CWC 2007 and
ICC Champs related commercial payments.

The 2006/07 financial year is the anchor
revenue year of the four year cycle. This above
average revenue, along with ongoing cost
control and a more favourable Rand exchange
rate in a year of large foreign exchange
receipts, has resulted in an expected bumper
year. However what one harvests in the good
years needs to tide one through the poor
revenue years, of which two successive poor
revenue years lie ahead.

In this vein it has been a priority to bulk up
reserves so that allocations to cricket entities,
and normal operating costs, can be sustained
in these lean years thereby reducing the risk
of funding or projects cuts.

The 2006/07 financial year represents the first
year in which CSA has incurred significant
income taxation charges. Related to this
situation CSA was kindly assisted by
Professor Kader Asmal in arranging a meeting
with Minister Trevor Manuel. The meeting
represented a watershed in South African

cricket, and in fact all other professional sports
codes, and was mentioned in the 2007 budget
speech by Minister Trevor Manuel. Essentially
CSA is looking to combine Amateur and
Professional revenues and expenses and
thereafter assess the income tax payable, a
situation more favourable than the current
scenario. Discussions with Treasury and SARS
are ongoing and we are looking forward to
phase these amendments in with effect from
cricket’s 2007/08 financial year. To secure this
favourable new dispensation may involve
collapsing a number of cricket entities,
originally solely created to comply with the
Tax Act, a change which will also improve
transparency and ease of understanding
across all spheres of cricket.

Another first are the consolidated financials.
The main obstacle to consolidating, in the
past, was the lack of a uniform account
structure between UCBSA and CSA. Now
that the standardized account structure has
been in place for two years one can
consolidate more easily. It is intended that all
Franchises, Amateur bodies and Stadium
entities move to a standardized account
structure for the 2008/09 financial year.

A large proportion of cricket payments
consist of the distribution of funds, or grants,
to member affiliates and franchises. In
addition to these monthly payments a
number of payments are made centrally that
benefit the member affiliates and franchises.
The total view is disclosed in the related
parties note.

Direct funding to Affiliates and Franchises
continues its upward trend. In addition the
principle of differentiated funding continues
to be an important aspect of such funding.
Spend on Amateur cricket at head office is
also up.

The Internal Audit function continues and
allows the Audit Committee to be aware of
concerns at both Head Office and in the
regions.

In conclusion I would like to emphasize the
contribution made to cricket by our sponsors,
suppliers and spectators. My sincere thanks
and admiration to Mr Gerald Majola, Mr Don
McIntosh and staff, members of the Finance
and Audit committees for their time and
valuable input during the past year.

2 0 0 6 / 0 7  F I N A N C I A L  Y E A R
- T R E A S U R E R ’ S  R E P O R T

UCBSA & CSA
Split of Combined 06-07
Operational Revenue

UCBSA
33%

CSA
67%

UCBSA & CSA
Split of Combined 06-07
Operational Expenses &
Distributions

UCBSA
36%

CSA
64%

Cricket’s best ever revenue year to date,
with a consolidated surplus, for
2006/07, of R129.7 million.
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UNITED CRICKET BOARD OF SOUTH AFRICA
STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY AND APPROVAL OF THE
CONSOLIDATED ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
for the year ended 30 April 2007

The General Council is responsible for the preparation and integrity
of the Consolidated Annual Financial Statements that fairly present
the state of affairs of the United Cricket Board of South Africa Group
(“UCBSA”), and other information contained in this annual report.

To enable the General Council to meet these responsibilities:

• The General Council sets policies and principles, and
management implements systems of internal control and
information systems in a cost effective manner, aimed at
providing reasonable assurance that assets are safeguarded and
the risk of error, fraud or loss is eliminated. These controls,
contained in established policies and procedures, include the
proper delegation of responsibilities and authorities within a
clearly defined framework, effective accounting procedures,
and adequate segregation of duties.

• The Finance Committee, under the leadership of the Treasurer
plays an important oversight role in all matters relating to
financial administration and internal control, accounting policies,
and reporting requirements.

• The Audit Committee, comprising independent external
members and constituted in terms of the requirements of sound
corporate governance practices, assists the General Council to
discharge its duties relating to the safeguarding of assets, the
operation of adequate systems and control processes, and the
preparation of annual financial statements in compliance with
all applicable legal requirements and accounting standards.

Based on the above and to the best of their knowledge and belief,
the General Council is satisfied that no material breakdown in the
operation of the systems of internal control and procedures has
occurred during the year under review.

The General Council believes that the UCBSA will be a going concern
in the year ahead and accordingly, the consolidated annual financial
statements continue to be prepared on a going concern basis.

It is the responsibility of the independent auditors to report on the
financial statements. Their report to the members of the UCBSA is
set out on page 54 of this annual report.

The consolidated annual financial statements are prepared in
accordance with the South African Statements of Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice.

The Consolidated Financial Statements of the United Cricket Board
of South Africa and its 100% subsidiary company, Cricket South
Africa has been presented together, over and above the separate
financial statements for the two entities.

The annual financial statements set out on pages 54 to 66 were
approved by the General Council on 11 July 2007 and are signed
on its behalf by:

PRESIDENT: N ARENDSE TREASURER: H VAN WYK

RE PORT OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITORS TO THE
MEMBERS OF THE UNITED CRICKET BOARD
OF SOUTH AFRICA

We have audited the consolidated annual financial statements of
the United Cricket Board of South Africa Group which comprise
the consolidated income statement for the year then ended,
the consolidated balance sheet as at 30 April 2007, the consolidated
statement of changes in reserves, the consolidated cash flow
statement for the year then ended, and a summary of significant
accounting policies and other explanatory notes, as set out on pages
55 to 66.  These financial statements are the responsibility of the
General Council.  Our responsibility is to express an opinion on
these financial statements based on our audit.

General Councils’ Responsibility for the Financial Statements

The general council are responsible for the preparation and fair
presentation of these financial statements in accordance with the
South African Statements of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice.
This responsibility includes: designing, implementing and
maintaining internal control relevant to the preparation and fair
presentation of financial statements that are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; selecting and applying
appropriate accounting policies; and making accounting estimates
that are reasonable in the circumstances.

Auditor’s Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial
statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance
with International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require
that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial
statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence
about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements.
The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including
the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial
statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk
assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the
entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements
in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on
the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also
includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting principles
used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by the
general council, as well as evaluation the overall financial statement
presentation.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient
and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Opinion

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements present
fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the United
Cricket Board of South Africa Group as at 30 April 2007, and of
its financial performance and its cash flows for the year then
ended in accordance with the South African Statements of
Generally Accepted Accounting Practice.

Deloitte & Touche

Per M Ajoodha
Partner

11 July 2007
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Restated
Notes 2007 2006

R’000 R’000

Revenue 385 944 212 899

Professional sponsorship - international 47 986 44 542
Amateur sponsorship - national 9 010 8 792
Professional sponsorship - Domestic 38 844 31 930
Amateur sponsorship - development 6 573 8 809
International TV income 118 470 41 042
Domestic TV income 27 016 26 040
Supplier program 9 693 8 274
International gates revenue 10 364 7 666
ICC distributions 102 623 2 460
Distribution received - 17 371
NLTDF (Lottery) grant 3 880 3 456
Sports and Recreation South Africa grants 2 850 4 750
Commissions earned 562 651
Sundry income 3 634 2 482
Affiliation fees 11 11
Event income 3 548 4 358
World cup 2003 legacy income 2 880 265

Cricket expenses (250 684) (194 495)

Administrative expenses (35 715) (32 043)
Amateur cricket (21 458) (14 716)
Sports and Recreation South Africa expenditure (850) (4 750)
Direct allocations to Amateur Bodies (35 065) (35 490)
Women’s cricket (1 976) (378)
Disabled Cricket (180) (130)
Domestic competitions funding (8 447) (8 202)
Parastatal grants (180) (110)
High performance programs (3 037) (965)
World cup 2003 legacy expenses (2 880) (265)
Cricket operations and umpires (3 097) (1 524)
Marketing (12 296) (7 694)
Direct allocations to franchise members (24 468) (21 462)
Cricket development (975) (2 495)
SA team’s tour costs (38 218) (29 419)
SA Teams remuneration expenses (51 475) (24 910)
TV production costs (10 367) (9 942)

Surplus before finance costs and investment income 3 135 260 18 404

Finance costs 4 (1 773) -
Investment income 4 7 100 7 709

Surplus before taxation 140 587 26 113

Taxation 5 (10 918) (9)

Surplus for the year 129 669 26 104
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UNITED CRICKET BOARD OF SOUTH AFRICA
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET

30 April 2007

Restated
Notes 2007 2006

R’000 R’000

ASSETS

Non-current assets 7 304 4 051
Property, plant and equipment 6 740 1 487
Long-term prepayment: ICC subscription 6 531 -
Investments 7 24 21
Deferred taxation 8 9 2 543

Current asset 251 434 120 546
Accounts receivable 10 91 062 45 969
Prepayment: ICC subscription 6 377 -
Cash and cash equivalents 11 132 348 54 789
WPCA loan 9 20 175 18 543
South African Revenue Services 1472 1245

Total assets 258 738 124 597

RESERVES AND LIABILITIES

Capital and reserves 204 657 74 988
Accumulated surplus 186 937 57 268
2003 ICC cricket world cup distribution funds 17 371 17 371
Trust funds 349 349

Current liabilities 54 081 49 609
Accounts payable 13 42 584 34 431
Provision 12 209 1 298
South African Revenue Services 11 288 2 824
Receipts in advance - 11 056

Total reserves and liabilities 258 738 124 597



2003 ICC
Cricket

Trust World Cup
funds distribution Accumulated

Note funds funds Total
R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000

Balance as at 30 April 2005 as previously stated 349 - 48 519 48 868

Fair value adjustment of investments 21 - - 16 16

Balance as at 1 May 2005 as restated 349 - 48 535 48 884

Net surplus for the year - - 26 104 26 104

Transfer from accumulated funds 17 371 (17 371) -

Balance as at 30 April 2006 349 17 371 57 268 74 988

Net surplus for the year - - 129 669 129 669

Balance as at 30 April 2007 349 17 371 186 937 204 657
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Restated
2007 2006

R’000 R’000

CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Surplus for the year 129 669 26 104

Adjustments for: (4 849) (5 936)
Depreciation 510 630
Loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment 299 -
Interest received (7 100) (4 200)
Fair value adjustment in provision (3) (3)
Decrease (increase) in provision (1 089) 180
Deferred taxation movement 2 534 (2 543)

Operating loss before working capital changes 124 820 20 168

(Increase) decrease in accounts receivable (45 093) 7 098
Increase in prepayment: ICC subscription (12 908) -
Increase in SARS payable 8 237 8 359
Increase in accounts payable 8 152 11 182
Decrease in receipts in advance (11 056) (54)
Decrease in amount due to 2003 ICC Cricket
 World Cup (South Africa) - (32 632)

Cash utilised in operating activities 72 152 14 212

CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Purchase of property, plant & equipment (62) (77)
Interest received 7 100 4 200
Increase in WPCA loan (1 632) (1 250)

Net cash generated from investing activities 5 406 2 873

NET INCREASE IN CASH AND  CASH EQUIVALENTS 77 559 16 994

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 54 789 37 795

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT END OF YEAR 132 348 54 789
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1. ACCOUNTING POLICIES

1.1 Basis of preparation

The consolidated annual financial statements have been prepared in terms of South African Statements of Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice. This is the first year that consolidated financial statements have been prepared for the United Cricket
Board of South Africa Group.

These financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention as modified by the revaluation of non-
trading financial asset investments, financial assets and financial liabilities held-for-trading, and financial assets designated
as fair value through profit and loss.  Non-current assets and disposal groups held-for-sale, where applicable, are stated at
the lower of its carrying amount and fair value less cost to sell.

The preparation of financial statements requires the use of estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of
assets and liabilities, and disclosures of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported
amounts of revenues and expenses during the reported period.  Although these estimates are based on management’s best
knowledge of current events and actions, actual results may ultimately differ from those estimates.

The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis.  Revisions to accounting estimates are recognised
in the period in which the estimate is revised if the revision affects only that period, or in the period of the revision and future
periods if the revision affects both current and future periods.

The principal accounting policies of the Board, which are set out below, have been consistently followed in all material respects.
The financial statements have been prepared on the historical cost basis, except for certain financial instruments that are stated
at fair value or amortised cost as appropriate.

1.2 Consolidated financial statements

The consolidated financial statements incorporate the assets, liabilities, income, expenses and cash flows of the Board and its
wholly owned subsidiary Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd as if they are a single economic entity. Control is achieved where the
board has the power to govern the financial and operating policies of an entity so as to obtain benefits from its activities. Inter-
company transactions and balances between the board and entities controlled by the board are eliminated on consolidation.
This is the first year of adoption.

1.3 Revenue

Revenue is recognised to the extent that it is probable that the economic benefits will flow to the entity and the revenue can
be reliably measured. Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable. Cash and settlement
discounts, rebates, VAT and other indirect taxes are excluded from revenue. Revenue comprises income from the sale of TV
rights, sponsorship revenue, event revenue, gate revenue and other revenue.  Revenue due in terms of contracts is recognised
according to the terms of the contract, while all other income is accounted for on an accrual basis or in accordance with the
relevant transactions or agreements

1.4 Investment income

Interest income is accrued on a time basis by reference to the principal outstanding and at the interest rate applicable.

1.5 Investments

Investments are carried at fair value as determined by reference to the quoted market values or other appropriate measures.

1.6 Taxation

The charge for current taxation is based on the results for the year as adjusted for items which are non-assessable or disallowed.
It is calculated using taxation rates that have been enacted or substantively enacted by the balance sheet date.

Deferred taxation is accounted for on all temporary differences arising from differences between the carrying amount of assets
and liabilities in the financial statements and the corresponding taxation bases used in the computation of taxable profit.  In
principle, deferred taxation liabilities are recognised for all taxable temporary differences and deferred taxation assets are
recognised to the extent that it is probable that taxable profits will be available against which deductible temporary differences
can be utilised.  Such assets and liabilities are not recognised if the temporary difference arises from goodwill or from the
acquisition of an asset, which does not affect either taxable or accounting income.

Deferred taxation liabilities are recognised for taxable temporary differences arising on investments in businesses except where
the company is able to control the reversal of the temporary difference and it is probable that the temporary difference will
not reverse in the foreseeable future.

Deferred taxation is calculated at the tax rates that reflect the tax consequences that would follow from the manner in which
the company expects to recover the carrying amount of its assets and liabilities. Deferred taxation is charged or credited in
the income statement, except when it relates to items credited or charged directly to equity, in which case the deferred taxation
is also dealt with in equity.

1.7 Property, vehicles and equipment

Property, vehicles and equipment (owned and leased) are stated at historical cost less accumulated depreciation and any
accumulated impairment losses.  Depreciation is charged so as to allocate the cost of assets less their residual values over their
estimated useful lives, using the straight-line method as follows:

Motor vehicles 4 years
Computer equipment 3 years
Office equipment 10 years
Furniture & fittings 10 years
Leasehold improvements over period of the lease
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UNITED CRICKET BOARD OF SOUTH AFRICA
NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

30 April 2007

1.7 Property, vehicles and equipment (continued)

All assets are reviewed periodically for impairment.

Useful lives, methods and residual values are reviewed at each balance sheet date. No depreciation is charged if the residual
values are more than the carrying value.
The gain or loss arising on the disposal of an asset is determined as the difference between the sales proceeds and the carrying
value of the asset and is recognised in income.

1.8 Impairment

At each balance sheet date, the company reviews the carrying amounts of its tangible assets to determine whether there is
any indication that those assets may be impaired.
If any such indication exists, the recoverable amount of the asset is estimated in order to determine the extent of the impairment
loss (if any).  Where it is not possible to estimate the recoverable amount of any individual asset, the recoverable amount is
determined for the cash-generating unit to which the asset belongs.

If the recoverable amount of an asset (or cash-generating unit) is estimated to be less than its carrying amount, the carrying
amount of the asset (cash-generating unit) is reduced to its recoverable amount.  Impairment losses are recognised as an
expense immediately.

Where an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the carrying amount of the asset (cash-generating unit) is increased to the
revised estimate of its recoverable amount, but so that the increased carrying amount does not exceed the carrying amount
that would have been determined had no impairment loss been recognised for the asset (cash-generating unit) in prior years.
 A reversal of an impairment loss is recognised as income immediately.

1.9 Leases

Leases for assets under which the risks and benefits of ownership are effectively retained by the lessor are classified as operating
leases.  Obligations incurred under operating leases are recognised in the income statement in equal instalments over the
period of the lease.

1.10 Foreign currencies

Transactions in foreign currencies are accounted for at the rates of exchange ruling on the dates of the transactions.  Monetary
assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are translated at the rates of exchange ruling at the balance sheet date.
Gains and losses arising from the settlement of such transactions are recognised in the income statement.

1.11 Post-employment benefit costs

The Board operates a defined contribution plan, the assets of which are generally held in a separate trustee-administered fund.
 The fund is funded by payments from employees and the Board.  The Board’s contributions are recognised in the income
statement during the period in which the employee renders the related service.

1.12 Financial instruments

Financial instruments carried on the balance sheet include cash and cash equivalents, investments, accounts receivables,
accounts payables and borrowings.  These instruments are initially measured at cost, including transaction cost, when the
company becomes a party to the contractual agreement. The financial instruments are subsequently measured as follows:

Cash and cash equivalents - measured at fair value.

Investments - measured at fair value.

Accounts receivables - stated at their nominal value and reduced by appropriate allowances for estimated irrecoverable amounts.

Accounts payables - stated at nominal values.

Borrowings - carried at original debt value less principal payments and amortisations.

1.13 Receipts in advance

Monies received which are not yet due, in terms of the contracts, are deferred and recorded as receipts in advance.

1.14 Borrowing costs

Borrowing costs are recognised in the income statement in the period in which they are incurred.

1.15 Provisions

Provision for leave is recognised as a present constructive obligation when, as a result of a past event, it is probable that an
outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation, and a reliable estimate of the
obligation can be made.

1.16 Cash and cash equivalents

Cash comprises cash on hand and demand deposits. Cash equivalents are short-term, highly liquid investments that are readily
convertible to known amounts of cash and that are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value.



2. SPORT AND RECREATION SOUTH AFRICA

Having seen the allocation of funds from Sport and Recreation South Africa, we are satisfied that the amounts were spent accordingly
(in accordance with para 4.11 of the Memorandum of Agreement).

Subsidies received and spent from Sport and Recreation South Africa

Categories
Restated

2007 2006
R’000 R’000

More people 850 2 250
More medals - 1 500
Special projects - 1 000

850 4 750

The current year subsidy from Sport and Recreation
South Africa was deposited on 4 April 2007.

All cricket related equipment purchased has been expensed.

3. SURPLUS BEFORE FINANCE COSTS AND INVESTMENT INCOME

Surplus before finance costs and investment income,
have been arrived at after charging the following items:

Auditors’ remuneration 316 480
- Fees 266 460
- Other 50 20

Depreciation 510 630

Governance costs 1 242 1 857
- Non-executive remuneration included in Governance costs 788 875
- Senior General Council office bearers
- Meeting fees 78 89
- Honoraria 570 538
- Other General Council office bearers
- Meeting fees - 140
- Honoraria 140 108

Operating lease charges
- Premises 264 198
- Equipment 369 501

Loss on disposal of property, vehicles and equipment 299 -

SA team remuneration costs 51 475 24 910
SA team tour costs 38 218 29 419
Salary and related employment costs:
- Administration related staff 12 918 11 321

4. FINANCE COSTS AND INVESTMENT INCOME

Net foreign exchange loss 1 773 -

Finance costs 1 773 -

Net interest received 7 100 4 200
Net foreign exchange gain - 3 509

Investment income 7 100 7 709
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Restated
2007 2006

R’000 R’000
5. TAXATION

South African normal taxation
Current taxation – current year 11 888 2 572

– prior year (3 504) (20)
Deferred taxation – current year 2 534 3 094

– prior year - (5 637)

10 918 9

Restated
2007 2006

% %

Reconciliation of rate of taxation

Taxation at standard rate 29,00 29,00
Taxable effect of expenses and income that are not deductible
     or taxable in determining taxable income (16,60) (18,72)
Recognition of deferred taxation asset - 6,48
Prior year adjustment (0,72) (0,02)
Intercompany elimination (3,91) (16,70)

Effective rate of taxation 7,77 0,03

The UCBSA is an association not for gain and public benefit organisation registered in terms of section 30 of the Income Tax Act, 1962.
Due to its public benefit organisation status, the receipts and accruals of the Board are not subject to South African income tax.

As evidenced by the cricket related comments in the 2007 Budget speech, discussions with the National Treasury are in progress.
The purpose of these discussions is to explore a more equitable income tax situation for cricket, and other sports, without having to
make a professional or amateur distinction. Any changes in this regard are only expected to be effective from the 2008 financial year.
The 2007 financial year taxation has been provided for in accordance with the accounting policy and consistent with prior years

Motor Computer Office Furniture & Leasehold
vehicles equipment equipment fittings improvements Total

R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000

6. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

2007

Cost
At beginning of year 319 4 976 227 720 2 289 8 531
Additions - 62 - - - 62
Disposals (88) (4 833) (165) (720) - (5 806)

At end of year 231 205 62 - 2 289 2 787

Accumulated depreciation

At beginning of year 218 4 799 70 472 1 485 7 044
Current year 58 129 23 71 229 510
Disposals (88) (4 801) (75) (543) - (5 507)

At year end 188 127 18 - 1 714 2 047

Carrying amount – 2007 43 78 44 - 575 740

Carrying amount – 2006 101 177 157 248 804 1 487

2006

Cost
At beginning of year 319 4 908 227 711 2 289  8 454
Additions - 68 - 9 - 77

At end of year 319 4 976 227 720 2 289  8 531

Accumulated depreciation

At beginning of year 146 4 564 47 401 1 256 6 414
Current year 72 235 23 71 229 630

At year end 218 4 799 70 472 1 485 7 044

Carrying amount – 2006 101 177 157 248 804 1 487

Carrying amount – 2005 173 344 180 311 1 033 2 041



Restated
2007 2006

R’000 R’000

7. INVESTMENTS

Comprise the following:

Unlisted Investment:
Central Cricket Franchise: 45 shares at cost - -
Listed investment:
Liberty International Plc – 166 shares at cost 2 2

2 2

Market value of listed investment 24 21

8. DEFERRED TAXATION

The movement in deferred taxation is as follows:

Balance at beginning of the year 2 543 -
Deferred taxation asset not recognised in prior year - 5 637
Income statement movement (2 534) (3 094)

Balance at end of the year 9 2 543

Analysis of deferred taxation by type of temporary difference:

Provisions 27 205
Receipts in advance - 2 371
Prepaid expenses (18) (33)

9 2 543

9. WPCA LOAN

Balance at beginning of the year 18 543 17 292
Interest accrued 1 632 1 251

Balance at end of the year 20 175 18 543

The loan arose out of a General Council decision to support Western Province
Cricket Association in the purchase of the Newlands Cricket Ground.

The loan is unsecured and bears interest at equivalent rates which the United Cricket
Board of South Africa would earn on the money market. The loan is repayable at the
discretion of General Council of the United Cricket Board of South Africa.

10. ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

Balance includes the following:

Trade receivables 26 663 32 435
ICC distributions 61 212 -
Other receivables 3 187 13 534

 91 062 45 969

11. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Call deposits 106 650 39 677
Bank balances and cash 25 698 15 112

132 348 54 789

12. PROVISION

Opening balance 1 298 1 764
Used during the year (1 850) (1 193)
Raised during the year 761 727

Closing balance 209 1 298

The provision relates solely to leave pay.
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Restated
2007 2006

R’000 R’000

13. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

Balance includes the following:

Trade payables 5 816 10 578
Accruals 35 479 23 422
Other payables 1 289 431

42 584 34 431

14. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

The United Cricket Board of South Africa and its subsidiary, Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd,
and other cricket related parties as disclosed below. The nature of the transactions has not
been disclosed as they are all cricket related.

Trading transactions

Transactions between related parties during the year were at arm's length.
The United Cricket Board of South Africa Group entered into the following
transactions with related parties:

Amount Amount
2007 Amount Amount included in included in

included in included in Accounts Accounts
Entity Description # Revenue Expenses receivable payable

R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000

Boland CU A 130 4 551 44 -
Border CU A 160 3 856 83 -
Eastern CU A 129 3 726 35 -
Eastern Province CB A 150 4 307 85 -
Free State CU A 129 3 996 52 -
Gauteng CB A 70 4 887 - -
Griqualand West CB A 101 4 022 40 -
KwaZulu Natal CU A 202 4 544 84 102
Northens CU A 195 5 874 53 -
North West CU A 134 3 901 37 -
Western Province CA A 189 4 418 92 73
Border Kei AM 38 1 468 128 -
Limpopo AM 53 1 949 - -
KZN Inland AM 35 1 888 - 2
Mpumalanga AM 38 1 560 - -
South West Districts AM 63 1 894 - -
Gauteng Strikers s21 PS 8 841 3 766 45 28
Boland (Pty) Limited PS - 423 - -
Border Bears (Pty) Limited PS - 787 - -
Easterns (Pty) Limited PS 5 477 - -
Jumbos Cricket (Pty) Limited PS 1 845 1 790 - -
Cricket Free State (Pty) Limited PS 68 1 361 - -
Griqua Diamonds (Pty) Limited PS - 536 - -
KZN (Pty) Limited PS 2 628 1 022 - 1
Titans Cricket (Pty) Limited PS 2 960 2 045 - -
North West Dragons (Pty) Limited PS 9 726 - -
Western Province (Pty) Limited PS 4 606 2 555 - -
Central Cricket BFN (Pty) Ltd F - 5 329 - -
Cricket Eastern Cape (Pty) Limited F - 5 415 - 159
Eastern Titans (Pty) Limited F - 5 678 - -
KZN (Pty) Limited F - 6 413 - 61
New Heights Cricket (Pty) Limited F - 5 365 - 2
Western Cape Cricket (Pty) Limited F - 5 554 - -
Gauteng Cricket Board A - 133 - -
United Cricket Board of South Africa HC - 48 119 - -
Cricket South Africa (Pty) Limited S 48 119 - - -

70 897 154 202 778 428

#  The abbreviations represent the following;
A- Affiliate, F- Franchise, S- Subsidiary, AM- Associate member, HC- Holding company, PS- Professional (Stadium)
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Amount Amount
2006 Amount Amount included in included in

included in included in Accounts Accounts
Entity Description # Revenue Expenses receivable payable

R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000

Boland CU A 26 3 841 - -
Border CU A 26 3 962 - -
Eastern CU A 26 3 688 - -
Eastern Province CB A 26 3 821 - -
Free State CU A 26 3 564 3 -
Gauteng CB A 26 3 865 - 5
Griqualand West CB A 26 3 655 - -
KwaZulu Natal CU A 51 4 269 - 1
Northens CU A 57 4 212 53 -
North West CU A 26 3 705 31 -
Western Province CA A 26 3 933 - -
Border Kei A 152 1 359 - 18
Limpopo A 24 1 770 177 -
KZN Inland A 24 1 583 114 -
Mpumalanga A 24 1 427 114 -
South West Districts A 24 1 581 114 -
Boland (Pty) Ltd PS - 355 - -
Border Bears (Pty) Ltd PS - 413 - 96
Easterns (Pty) Ltd PS 3 412 3 65
Jumbos Cricket (Pty) Ltd PS 1 410 1 085 - 3
Cricket Free State (Pty) Ltd PS 162 1 038 - -
Gauteng Strikers s21 PS 8 223 2 691 - 28
Griqua Diamonds (Pty) Ltd PS - 282 - -
KZN (Pty) Ltd PS 2 206 5 027 - 160
Titans Cricket (Pty) Ltd PS 1 961 1 143 - 4
North West Dragons (Pty) Ltd PS - 407 - -
Western Province (Pty) Ltd PS 3 671 1 634 - 145
Central Cricket Franchise BFN (Pty) Ltd F 85 4 518 - 162
Cricket Eastern Cape (Pty) Ltd F 1 4 055 - 119
Eastern Titans (Pty) Ltd F 27 4 718 - 51
New Heights Cricket (Pty) Ltd F - 4 208 - 18
Western Cape Cricket (Pty) Ltd F 18 4 304 - 21
United Cricket Board of South Africa HC - 40 012 - -
Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd S 40 012 - - -

58 369 126 537 609 896

#  The abbreviations represent the following;
A- Affiliate, F- Franchise, S- Subsidiary, AM- Associate member, HC- Holding company, PS- Professional (Stadium)

The amounts outstanding are unsecured and will be settled in cash.  No guarantees have been given or received.  No expense has
been recognised in the period for bad debts or doubtful debts in respect of the amounts owed by related parties.

Details of the Western Province loan have been disclosed under note 9.

2007 2006
R’000 R’000

Compensation of key management personnel

The CEO is an executive director and his remuneration was as follows:
Short-term benefits 1 582 1 458

All remuneration, including that of management and staff, is reviewed and approved by
the Remuneration Committee having regard to the performance of individuals and market trends.

15. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

Interest rate and liquidity risk
The United Cricket Board of South Africa is financed from its working capital.  In the ordinary course of business, the entity
receives cash from its operations and is required to fund its own working capital.

Foreign currency risk
The entity is exposed to foreign currency risk on certain amounts received from its sponsors and other benefactors. The Financial
Committee reviews its foreign cash flows annually.

14. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS (continued)



15. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (CONTINUED)

Credit risk management
Potential concentrations of credit risk consist principally of accounts receivable.  At the year end, the entity considers that there
are no significant concentrations of credit risk against which adequate provision has not been made.

Fair value
All financial instruments have been recognised in the balance sheet at fair value.  There is no difference between their fair values
and carrying values.

16. CHANGES IN ACCOUNTING POLICIES

In the previous year, the United Cricket Board of South Africa did not consolidate the results of Cricket South Africa. This policy
has now been revised and these two entities are consolidated in the current year. This is in line with AC131, “Business Combinations”
and AC132, “Consolidated Financial Statements and Accounting for Investments in Subsidiaries” which require that Cricket South
Africa (Pty) Ltd controlled by the United Cricket Board of South Africa be consolidated. The consolidated financial statements
incorporate the assets, liabilities, income, expenses and cash flows of the United Cricket Board of South Africa and Cricket South
Africa as if they are a single economic entity.

17. KEY ASSUMPTIONS CONCERNING THE FUTURE AND KEY SOURCES OF
ESTIMATION UNCERTAINTY

As required to be disclosed in terms of AC 101 - Presentation of Financial Statements there are no significant assumptions made
concerning the future and other sources of estimation uncertainty that have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to
the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial period.

18. CRITICAL JUDGEMENTS IN APPLYING ACCOUNTING POLICIES

In the process of applying the Board’s accounting policies, which are described in note 1, management did not need to make any
judgements that had a significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial statements.

19. RETIREMENT BENEFIT INFORMATION

Retirement benefits are provided for employees by means of provident fund to which the Board contributes.  The fund is governed
by the Pension Funds Act of 1956.  All employees contribute to a fund.

The fund in operation at 30 April 2007 was the United Cricket Board of South Africa Provident Fund administered by Liberty Life.
This is a defined contribution plan where the retirement benefits are determined with reference to the employee’s contributions.
No actuarial valuation is required.

2007 2006
R’000 R’000

Provident fund contributions 1 566 1 244

20. COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES

Management of the United Cricket Board of South Africa is not aware of any contingent liabilities
and commitments at year end other than the operating lease commitment disclosed in note 20.

21. OPERATING LEASE COMMITMENTS

Minimum lease payments under operating leases for equipment recognised as
an expense in the year 369 501

At the balance sheet date, the Board has outstanding commitments under non-cancellable
operating equipment leases to external parties, which fall due as follows:
Within one year 166 607
Between two to five years 144 128

310 735

22. IMPACT OF ADOPTING SOUTH AFRICAN STATEMENTS OF
GENERALLY ACCEPTED ACCOUNTING PRACTICE

The board has adopted the South African Statements of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice in the 2007 financial year and
its effect has been applied retrospectively. The impact of the adoption is shown below:

Previously stated Adjustment Restated
R’000 R’000 R’000

Income statement 2006
Fair value gain on investments - 3 3
Net profit for the year 26 110 3 26 113

Statement of changes in reserve
Accumulated funds as at 30 April 2005 45 519 16 48 535
Accumulated funds as at 30 April 2006 57 249 19 57 268

Balance Sheet
Investments 2005 2 16 18
Investments 2006 2 19 21

Although consolidated financial statements were not prepared previously, the “previously stated” figures are for illustrative
purposes to disclose the effect on the opening balances had consolidated financial statements been prepared.
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UNITED CRICKET BOARD OF SOUTH AFRICA STATEMENT
OF RESPONSIBILITY AND APPROVAL OF THE ANNUAL
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
for the year ended 30 April 2007

The General Council is responsible for the preparation and integrity
of the Annual Financial Statements that fairly present the state of
affairs of the United Cricket Board of South Africa (“UCBSA”), and
other information contained in this annual report.

To enable the General Council to meet these responsibilities:

• The General Council sets policies and principles, and
management implements systems of internal control and
information systems in a cost effective manner, aimed at
providing reasonable assurance that assets are safeguarded and
the risk of error, fraud or loss is eliminated. These controls,
contained in established policies and procedures, include the
proper delegation of responsibilities and authorities within a
clearly defined framework, effective accounting procedures,
and adequate segregation of duties.

• The Finance Committee, under the leadership of the Treasurer
plays an important oversight role in all matters relating to
financial administration and internal control, accounting policies,
and reporting requirements.

• The Audit Committee, comprising independent external
members and constituted in terms of the requirements of sound
corporate governance practices, assists the General Council to
discharge its duties relating to the safeguarding of assets, the
operation of adequate systems and control processes, and the
preparation of annual financial statements in compliance with
all applicable legal requirements and accounting standards.

Based on the above and to the best of their knowledge and belief,
the General Council is satisfied that no material breakdown in the
operation of the systems of internal control and procedures has
occurred during the year under review.

The General Council believes that the UCBSA will be a going concern
in the year ahead and accordingly, the annual financial statements
continue to be prepared on a going concern basis.

It is the responsibility of the independent auditors to report on the
financial statements. Their report to the members of the UCBSA is
set out on page 68 of this annual report.

The annual financial statements are prepared in accordance
with the South African Statements of Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice.

The Consolidated Financial Statements of the United Cricket Board
of South Africa and its 100% subsidiary company, Cricket South
Africa will be presented together, over and above the separate
financial statements for the two entities.

The annual financial statements set out on pages 68 to 80 were
approved by the General Council on 11 July 2007 and are signed
on its behalf by:

PRESIDENT: N ARENDSE TREASURER: H VAN WYK

REPORT OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITORS
TO THE MEMBERS OF THE UNITED CRICKET BOARD OF
SOUTH AFRICA

We have audited the annual financial statements of the United
Cricket Board of South Africa which comprise the income statement
for the year then ended, the balance sheet as at 30 April 2007,
the statement of changes in reserves, the cash flow statement for
the year then ended, and a summary of significant accounting
policies and other explanatory notes, as set out on pages 69 to 80.
These financial statements are the responsibility of the General
Council. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial
statements based on our audit.

General Councils’ Responsibility for the Financial Statements

The general council are responsible for the preparation and fair
presentation of these financial statements in accordance with the
South African Statements of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice.
This responsibility includes: designing, implementing and
maintaining internal control relevant to the preparation and fair
presentation of financial statements that are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; selecting and applying
appropriate accounting policies; and making accounting estimates
that are reasonable in the circumstances.

Auditor’s Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial
statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance
with International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require
that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial
statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence
about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements.
The procedures selected depend on the auditor ’s judgment,
including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of
the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making
those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control
relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the
financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of
expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal
control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of
accounting principles used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates made by the General Council, as well as evaluation the
overall financial statement presentation.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient
and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Opinion

In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of the United Cricket Board of South
Africa as at 30 April 2007, and of its financial performance and its
cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with the South
African Statements of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice.

Deloitte & Touche

Per M Ajoodha
Partner

11 July 2007
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Restated
Notes 2007 2006

R’000 R’000

Revenue 146 816 62 481

Development sponsorship 6 573 8 809

Supplier program 1 531 1 135

National sponsorship 9 010 8 792

Sports and Recreation South Africa grants 2 850 4 750

Lottery grant 3 880 3 456

World Cup 2003 legacy income 2 880 265

2003 ICC Cricket World Cup distribution - 17 371

ICC distributions 102 623 2 460

Administration fees recovered:

  Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd 14 18 964 15 039

Affiliation fees 11 11

Sundry income 494 393

Cricket expenses (91 006) (82 923)

Administrative expenses (24 345) (23 065)

Amateur cricket (21 458) (14 716)

Cricket development programs (975) (2 495)

Cricket operations and umpires (3 097) (1 524)

Sport and Recreation South Africa expenditure 2 (850) (4 750)

World Cup 2003 legacy expense (2 880) (265)

Women’s cricket (1 976) (378)

Parastatal grants (180) (110)

Disabled cricket (180) (130)

Direct allocations to amateur bodies (35 065) (35 490)

Surplus (deficit) before investment income 3 55 810 (20 442)

Investment income 4 35 030 27 117

Surplus for the year 90 840 6 675
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Restated
Notes 2007 2006

R’000 R’000

ASSETS

Non-current assets 247 295 231 480

Long-term loan: Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd 6 240 000 230 000

Property, vehicles and equipment 7 740 1 459

Long-term prepayment: ICC subscription 6 531 -

Investments 8 24 21

Current assets 272 099 207 725

Short-term portion of loan: Cricket South Africa

(Pty) Ltd 6 65 285 170 135

WPCA loan 9 20 175 18 543

Accounts receivable 10 68 235 8 051

Prepayment: ICC subscription 6 377 -

South African Revenue Services 1 472 1 245

Cash and cash equivalents 11 110 555 9 751

Total assets 519 394 439 205

RESERVES AND LIABILITIES

Reserves 514 510 423 670

Non-distributable reserve 371 522 371 522

Trust funds 349 349

2003 ICC Cricket World Cup Distribution funds 17 371 17 371

Accumulated funds 125 268 34 428

Current liabilities 4 884 15 535

Accounts payable 13 4 767 11 695

Provision 12 117 960

Receipts in advance - 2 880

Total reserves and liabilities 519 394 439 205



2003 ICC
Cricket

Non- Trust World Cup
distributable funds distribution Accumulated

reserve funds funds Total
Note R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000

Balance as at 30 April 2005 as previously stated 371 522 349 - 45 108 416 979

Fair value adjustments of investments 21 - - - 16 16

Balance at 1 May 2005 as restated 371 522 349 - 45 124 416 995

Net surplus for the year - - - 6 675 6 675

Transfer from accumulated funds 17 371 (17 371) -

Balance as at 30 April 2006 371 522 349 17 371 34 428 423 670
Net surplus for the year - - - 90 840 90 840

Balance as at 30 April 2007 371 522 349 17 371 125 268 514 510
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Restated
2007 2006

R’000 R’000

CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Surplus for the year 90 840 6 675

Adjustments for: (35 095) (26 393)

Depreciation 493 598
Loss on disposal of property, vehicles and equipment 288 -
Decrease in provision (843) (158)
Fair value adjustment on investments (3) (3)
Interest received (35 030) (26 830)

Operating surplus (loss) before working capital changes 55 745 (19 718)

(Increase) decrease in accounts receivable (60 184) 266
Increase in prepayment ICC subscription (12 908) -
(Increase) decrease in South African Receiver of Revenue (227) 5 656
(Decrease) increase in accounts payable (6 928) 5 373
Decrease in amount due to 2003 ICC Cricket
   World Cup (South Africa) - (28 387)
Decrease in receipts in advance (2 880) (265)

Cash utilised in operating activities (27 382) (37 075)

CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Purchase of office property, vehicles and equipment (62) (68)
Interest received 35 030 26 830
Decrease in long-term loan:
    Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd 94 850 16 077
Increase in WPCA loan (1 632) (1 250)

Net cash generated from investing activities 128 186 41 589

NET INCREASE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 100 804 4 514

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 9 751 5 237

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT END OF YEAR 110 555 9 751
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1. ACCOUNTING POLICIES

1.1 Basis of preparation

The principal accounting policies of the Board, which are set out below, comply with the South African Statements of Generally
Accepted Accounting Practice.  The Board has adopted SA GAAP with effect from 1 May 2006 which differs from prior year in
that consolidated financial statements and fair value of investments are now applied.  There was no material impact on the financial
statements as a result of these changes in accounting policies.  Comparatives have been restated where appropriate

These financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention as modified by the revaluation of non-trading
financial asset investments, financial assets and financial liabilities held-for-trading, and financial assets designated as fair value
through profit and loss.  Non-current assets and disposal groups held-for-sale, where applicable, are stated at the lower of its
carrying amount and fair value less cost to sell.

The preparation of financial statements requires the use of estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets
and liabilities, and disclosures of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported amounts
of revenues and expenses during the reported period.  Although these estimates are based on management’s best knowledge of
current events and actions, actual results may ultimately differ from those estimates.

The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis.  Revisions to accounting estimates are recognised
in the period in which the estimate is revised if the revision affects only that period, or in the period of the revision and future
periods if the revision affects both current and future periods.

The principal accounting policies of the Board, which are set out below, have been consistently followed in all material respects.

1.2 Revenue

Revenue is recognised to the extent that it is probable that the economic benefits will flow to the United Cricket Board of South
Africa and the revenue can be reliably measured. Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable.
Cash and settlement discounts, rebates, VAT and other indirect taxes are excluded from revenue. Revenue comprises income from
the sale of TV rights, sponsorship revenue, event revenue, gate revenue and other revenue.  Revenue due in terms of contracts is
recognised according to the terms of the contract, while all other income is accounted for on an accrual basis or in accordance with
the relevant transactions or agreements.

1.3 Investment income

Interest income is accrued on a time basis by reference to the principal outstanding and at the interest rate applicable.

1.4 Investments

Investments are carried at fair value as determined by reference to the quoted market values or other appropriate measures.

1.5 Property, vehicles and equipment

Property, vehicles and equipment (owned and leased) are stated at historical cost less accumulated depreciation and any accumulated
impairment losses.  Depreciation is charged so as to allocate the cost of assets less their residual values over their estimated useful
lives, using the straight-line method as follows:

Motor vehicles 4 years
Computer equipment 3 years
Office equipment 10 years
Furniture & fittings 10 years
Leasehold improvements over period of the lease

All assets are reviewed periodically for impairment.

Useful lives, methods and residual values are reviewed at each balance sheet date. No depreciation is charged if the residual values
are more than the carrying value.
The gain or loss arising on the disposal of an asset is determined as the difference between the sales proceeds and the carrying
value of the asset and is recognised in income.

1.6 Impairment

At each balance sheet date, the company reviews the carrying amounts of its tangible assets to determine whether there is any
indication that those assets may be impaired.

If any such indication exists, the recoverable amount of the asset is estimated in order to determine the extent of the impairment
loss (if any). Where it is not possible to estimate the recoverable amount of any individual asset, the recoverable amount is
determined for the cash-generating unit to which the asset belongs.

If the recoverable amount of an asset (or cash-generating unit) is estimated to be less than its carrying amount, the carrying amount
of the asset (cash-generating unit) is reduced to its recoverable amount.  Impairment losses are recognised as an expense immediately.

Where an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the carrying amount of the asset (cash-generating unit) is increased to the revised
estimate of its recoverable amount, but so that the increased carrying amount does not exceed the carrying amount that would
have been determined had no impairment loss been recognised for the asset (cash-generating unit) in prior years.  A reversal of
an impairment loss is recognised as income immediately.

1.7 Leases

Leases for assets under which the risks and benefits of ownership are effectively retained by the lessor are classified as operating
leases.  Obligations incurred under operating leases are recognised in the income statement in equal instalments over the period
of the lease.
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1.8 Foreign currencies

Transactions in foreign currencies are accounted for at the rates of exchange ruling on the dates of the transactions. Monetary
assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are translated at the rates of exchange ruling at the balance sheet date.
Gains and losses arising from the settlement of such transactions are recognised in the income statement.

1.9 Post-employment benefit costs

The Board operates a defined contribution plan, the assets of which are generally held in a separate trustee-administered fund.
The fund is funded by payments from employees and the Board.  The Board’s contributions are recognised in the income statement
during the period in which the employee renders the related service.

1.10  Financial instruments

Financial instruments carried on the balance sheet include cash and cash equivalents, investments, accounts receivables, accounts
payables and borrowings.  These instruments are initially measured at cost, including transaction cost, when the company becomes
a party to the contractual agreement. The financial instruments are subsequently measured as follows:

Cash and cash equivalents - measured at fair value.

Investments - measured at fair value.

Accounts receivables - stated at their nominal value and reduced by appropriate allowances for estimated irrecoverable amounts.

Accounts payables - stated at nominal values.

Borrowings - carried at original debt value less principal payments and amortisations.

1.11  Receipts in advance

Monies received which are not yet due, in terms of the contracts, are deferred and recorded as receipts in advance.

1.12  Borrowing costs

Borrowing costs are recognised in the income statement in the period in which they are incurred.

1.13  Provisions

Provision for leave is recognised as a present constructive obligation when, as a result of a past event, it is probable that an outflow
of resources embodying economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation, and a reliable estimate of the obligation can
be made.

1.14  Cash and cash equivalents

Cash comprises cash on hand and demand deposits. Cash equivalents are short-term, highly liquid investments that are readily
convertible to known amounts of cash and that are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value.

2. SPORT AND RECREATION SOUTH AFRICA

Having seen the allocation of funds from Sport and Recreation South Africa, we are satisfied that the amounts were spent accordingly
(in accordance with para 4.11 of the Memorandum of Agreement).

Subsidies received and spent from Sport and Recreation South Africa

Categories

2007 2006
R’000 R’000

More People 850 2 250
More Medals - 1 500
Special projects - 1 000

850 4 750

The current year subsidy from Sport and Recreation South Africa was deposited on 4 April 2007.

All cricket related equipment purchased has been expensed.



Restated
2007 2006

R’000 R’000

3. SURPLUS (DEFICIT) BEFORE INVESTMENT INCOME

Surplus (deficit) before investment income, have been arrived at after
charging the following items:

Auditors’ remuneration: 127 242
- Fees 122 242
- Other 5 -

Depreciation 493 598

Governance costs 1 242 1 857
- Non-executive remuneration included in Governance costs 525 634
- Senior General Council office bearers
- Meeting fees - 23
- Honoraria 385 363
- Other General Council office bearers
- Meeting fees - 140
- Honoraria 140 108

Operating lease charges
- Premises 264 198
- Equipment 369 501

Loss on disposal of property, vehicles and equipment 288 -

Salary and related employment costs:
- Administration related staff 8 946 8 107

4. INVESTMENT INCOME
Interest received  - external 5 875 1 857

- Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd 29 155 24 973
Net foreign exchange gain - 287

Investment income 35 030 27 117

5. TAXATION

The UCBSA is an association not for gain and a public benefit organisation registered in
terms of section 30 of the Income Tax Act, 1962. Due to its public benefit organisation status,
the receipts and accruals of the Board are not subject to South African income tax.

6. LOAN: CRICKET SOUTH AFRICA (PTY) LTD

Balance at beginning of the year 400 135 416 212
Interest accrued 29 155 24 973

429 290 441 185
Less: Repaid (124 005) (41 050)

Balance at end of the year 305 285 400 135

Consisting of:
Subordinated portion of the loan 240 000 230 000
Current portion of the loan 65 285 170 135

Balance at end of the year 305 285 400 135

The loan arose out of the sale to Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd of an intangible financial asset, which represented the value of
future economic benefits of sponsorship agreements ceded by the United Cricket Board of South Africa to Cricket South Africa
(Pty) Ltd.  The intangible financial asset gave rise to a corresponding non-distributable reserve, amounting to R371 521 841.

The loan is unsecured and bears interest at a rate of 4.5% below the prime overdraft rate.  The loan is repayable by mutual agreement
between the United Cricket Board of South Africa and Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd.

The United Cricket Board of South Africa has deferred its right to claim or accept payment of R240 million (2006: R230 million)
of this loan until the assets of Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd, fairly valued, exceed its liabilities.  At 30 April 2007, there was a
deficit in shareholders’ equity of Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd of R238 091 935 (2006: R221 925 890).
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Motor Computer Office Furniture & Leasehold
vehicles equipment equipment fittings improvements Total

R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000

7. PROPERTY, VEHICLES AND EQUIPMENT

2007

Cost
At beginning of year 319 4 884 227 706 2 289 8 425
Additions - 62 - - - 62
Disposals (88) (4 755) (165) (706) - (5 714)

At end of year 231 191 62 - 2 289 2 773

Accumulated depreciation

At beginning of year 218 4 723 70 470 1 485 6 966
Current year 58 113 23 70 229 493
Disposals (88) (4 723) (75) (540) - (5 426)

At year end 188 113 18 - 1 714 2 033

Carrying amount – 2007 43 78 44 - 575 740

Carrying amount – 2006 101 161 157 236 804 1 459

2006

Cost
At beginning of year 319 4 816 227 706 2 289  8 357
Additions - 68 - - - 68

At end of year 319 4 884 227 706 2 289 8 425

Accumulated depreciation

At beginning of year 146 4 519 47 400 1 256 6 368
Current year 72 204 23 70 229 598

At year end 218 4 723 70 470 1 485 6 966

Carrying amount – 2006 101 161 157 236 804 1 459

Carrying amount – 2005 173 297 180 307 1 033 1 990

Restated
2007 2006

R’000 R’000

8. INVESTMENTS

Comprise the following:

100% shareholding in subsidiary company:
Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd – 100 shares at cost of R1 each - -

Listed investment:
Liberty International Plc – 166 shares at cost 2 2

2 2

Market value of listed investment 24 21
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Restated
2007 2006

R’000 R’000

9. WPCA LOAN

Balance at beginning of the year 18 543 17 292
Interest accrued 1 632 1 251

Balance at end of the year 20 175 18 543

The loan arose out of a General Council decision to support Western Province Cricket
Association in the purchase of the Newlands Cricket Ground.

The loan is unsecured and bears interest at equivalent rates which the United Cricket
Board of South Africa would earn on the money market. The loan is repayable at the
discretion of General Council of the United Cricket Board of South Africa.

10. ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

Balance includes the following:

Trade receivables 6 787 5 733
ICC Distributions 61 212 -
Other receivables 236 2 318

68 235 8 051

11. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Call deposits 105 006 5 029
Bank balances and cash 5 549 4 722

110 555 9 751

12. PROVISION

Opening balance 960 1 118
Used during the year (1 424) (650)
Raised during the year 581 492

Closing balance 117 960

The provision relates solely to leave pay.

13. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

Balance includes the following:

Trade payables 1 170 2 796
Accruals 2 308 8 496
Other payables 1 289 403

4 767 11 695
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14. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

The United Cricket Board of South Africa and its subsidiary, Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd, and other cricket related parties
as disclosed below. The nature of the transactions has not been disclosed as they are all cricket related.

Trading transactions

Transactions between related parties during the year were at arm's length. The United Cricket Board of South Africa entered
into the following transactions with related parties:

2007 Amount Amount
             Amount Amount included in included in

included in included in Accounts Accounts
Revenue Expenses receivable payable

Entity Description R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000

Boland CU Affiliate 130 4 551 44 -
Border CU Affiliate 160 3 856 83 -
Eastern CU Affiliate 129 3 726 35 -
Eastern Province CB Affiliate 150 4 307 85 -
Free State CU Affiliate 129 3 996 52 -
Gauteng CB Affiliate 70 4 754 - -
Griqualand West CB Affiliate 101 4 022 40 -
KwaZulu Natal CU Affiliate 202 4 063 84 102
Northens CU Affiliate 195 5 874 53 -
North West CU Affiliate 134 3 901 37 -
Western Province CA Affiliate 189 4 418 92 73
Border Kei Associate member 38 1 468 128 -
Limpopo Associate member 53 1 949 - -
KZN Inland Associate member 35 1 888 - 2
Mpumalanga Associate member 38 1 560 - -
South West Districts Associate member 63 1 894 - -
Gauteng Strikers s21 Professional - Stadium 39 42 45 -
Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd Subsidiary 48 119 - - -

49 974 56 269 778 177

             2006

Boland CU Affiliate 26 3 841 - -
Border CU Affiliate 26 3 962 - -
Eastern CU Affiliate 26 3 688 - -
Eastern Province CB Affiliate 26 3 821 - -
Free State CU Affiliate 26 3 564 3 -
Gauteng CB Affiliate 26 3 865 - 1
Griqualand West CB Affiliate 26 3 655 - -
KwaZulu Natal CU Affiliate 51 4 078 - 1
Northens CU Affiliate 57 4 200 53 -
North West CU Affiliate 26 3 705 31 -
Western Province CA Affiliate 26 3 933 - -
Border Kei Associate member 152 1 359 - 18
Limpopo Associate member 24 1 770 177 -
KZN Inland Associate member 24 1 583 114 -
Mpumalanga Associate member 24 1 427 114 -
South West Districts Associate member 24 1 581 114 -
Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd Subsidiary 40 012 - - -

40 602 50 032 606 20

Cricket South Africa (Proprietary) Limited

Included in the above is a fee of R18 964 000 (2006:R15 039 000), in respect of certain administrative services performed by the
United Cricket Board of South Africa for Cricket South Africa (Pty) Limited. This amount recouped is an appropriate allocation
of costs incurred by the relevant administration departments. The balance relates to interest received on the long term-loan
(refer note 6).

The amounts outstanding are unsecured and will be settled in cash.  No guarantees have been given or received. No expense has
been recognised in the period for bad debts or doubtful debts in respect of the amounts owed by related parties.

Details of the Western Province loan have been disclosed under note 9.

2007 2006
R’000 R’000

Compensation of key management personnel

The CEO is an executive director and his remuneration
was as follows:
Short-term benefits 1 582 1 458

All remuneration, including that of management and staff, is reviewed and approved by the Remuneration Committee having
regard to the performance of individuals and market trends.
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15. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

Interest rate and liquidity risk
The United Cricket Board of South Africa is financed from its working capital.  In the ordinary course of business, the entity
receives cash from its operations and is required to fund its own working capital.

Foreign currency risk
The entity is exposed to foreign currency risk on certain amounts received from its sponsors and other benefactors. The Financial
Committee reviews its foreign cash flows annually.

Credit risk management
Potential concentrations of credit risk consist principally of accounts receivable.  At the year end, the entity considers that there
are no significant concentrations of credit risk against which adequate provision has not been made.

Fair value
All financial instruments have been recognised in the balance sheet at fair value.  There is no difference between their fair values
and carrying values.

16. KEY ASSUMPTIONS CONCERNING THE FUTURE AND KEY SOURCES OF
ESTIMATION UNCERTAINTY

As required to be disclosed in terms of AC 101 - Presentation of Financial Statements there are no significant assumptions made
concerning the future and other sources of estimation uncertainty that have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to
the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial period.

17. CRITICAL JUDGEMENTS IN APPLYING ACCOUNTING POLICIES

In the process of applying the Board’s accounting policies, which are described in note 1, management did not need to make any
judgements that had a significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial statements.

18. RETIREMENT BENEFIT INFORMATION

Retirement benefits are provided for employees by means of provident fund to which the Board contributes. The fund is governed
by the Pension Funds Act of 1956.  All employees contribute to a fund.

The fund in operation at 30 April 2007 was the United Cricket Board of South Africa Provident Fund administered by Liberty Life.
This is a defined contribution plan where the retirement benefits are determined with reference to the employee’s contributions.
No actuarial valuation is required.

2007 2006
R’000 R’000

Provident fund contributions 655 242

19. COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES

Management of the United Cricket Board of South Africa is not aware of any
contingent liabilities and commitments at year end other than the operating
lease commitment disclosed in note 20.

2007 2006
R’000 R’000

20. OPERATING LEASE COMMITMENTS

Minimum lease payments under operating leases for equipment
recognised as an expense in the year 369 501

At the balance sheet date outstanding commitments under non-cancellable
operating equipment leases to external parties, which fall due, are as follows:

Within one year 166 607
Between two to five years 144 128

310 735



21 IMPACT OF ADOPTING SOUTH AFRICAN STATEMENTS OF
GENERALLY ACCEPTED ACCOUNTING PRACTICE

The board has adopted the South African Statements of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice in the 2007 financial year and
its effect has been applied retrospectively. The impact of the adoption is shown below:

Previously stated Adjustment Restated
R’000 R’000 R’000

Income statement 2006
Fair value gain on investments - 3 3
Net profit for the year 6 672 3 6 675

Statement of changes in reserve
Accumulated funds as at 30 April 2005 45 108 16 45 124
Accumulated funds as at 30 April 2006 34 409 19 34 428

Balance Sheet
Investments 2005 2 16 18
Investments 2006 2 19 2 1
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DIRECTORS’ APPROVAL OF THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

The annual financial statements set out on pages 83 to 94 are the
responsibility of the directors.

The directors are responsible for selecting and adopting sound
accounting practices, for maintaining an adequate and effective
system of accounting records, for safeguarding of assets, and for
developing and maintaining a system of internal control that, among
other things, will ensure the preparation of financial statements
that achieve fair presentation.

To the best of their knowledge and belief, the directors are
satisfied that no material breakdown in the operation of the
systems of internal control and procedures has occurred during
the year under review.

After conducting appropriate procedures, the directors are
satisfied that the company will be a going concern for the
foreseeable future and have adopted the going concern basis in
preparing the financial statements.

It is the responsibility of the independent auditors to report on
the financial statements. Their report to the member of Cricket
South Africa (Proprietary) Limited is set out on page 82 of this
annual report.

The annual financial statements are prepared in accordance with
South African Statements of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice.
The annual financial statements are based on appropriate accounting
policies that are consistently applied and supported by reasonable
and prudent judgements and estimates.

The annual financial statements set out on pages 81 to 94 were
approved by the board of directors on 11 July 2007 and are signed
on its behalf by:

N ARENDSE ( DIRECTOR)            H VAN WYK  (DIRECTOR)

CRICKET SOUTH AFRICA
(PROPRIETARY) LIMITED

ANNUAL FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

(Registration No: 2002/002641/07)



REPORT OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITORS TO THE MEMBER
OF CRICKET SOUTH AFRICA (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED

We have audited the annual financial statements of Cricket South
Africa (Proprietary) Limited, which comprise the directors’ report, the
income statement for the year then ended, the balance sheet as at 30
April 2007, the statement of changes in equity, the cash flow statement
for the year then ended, and a summary of significant accounting
policies and other explanatory notes, as set out on pages 82 to 94.

Directors’ Responsibility for the Financial Statements

The directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation
of these financial statements in accordance with the South African
Statements of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice, and in the
manner required by the Companies Act of South Africa. This
responsibility includes: designing, implementing and maintaining
internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of
financial statements that are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error; selecting and applying appropriate
accounting policies; and making accounting estimates that are
reasonable in the circumstances.

Auditor’s Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial
statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance
with International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require
that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial
statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence
about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. The
procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including
the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial
statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk
assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the
entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements
in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on
the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control.

An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting
principles used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made
by the directors, as well as evaluation of the overall financial statement
presentation.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient
and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Opinion

In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of the company as at 30 April 2007,
and of its financial performance and its cash flows for the year then
ended in accordance with the South African Statements of Generally
Accepted Accounting Practice, and in the manner required by the
Companies Act of South Africa.

Emphasis of matter

Without qualifying our opinion above, we draw attention to note
12 of the annual financial statements in which the United Cricket
Board of South Africa has undertaken to provide financial
assistance in order for the company to continue as a going
concern, by subordinating a portion of its loan account in favour
of other creditors until such time as the assets, fairly valued,
exceed liabilities.

Deloitte & Touche

Per M Ajoodha
Partner
11 July 2007

CRICKET SOUTH AFRICA (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED
DIRECTORS’ REPORT
for the year ended 30 April 2007

The directors have pleasure in presenting their report for the year
ended 30 April 2007.

NATURE OF BUSINESS AND OPERATIONS

The company’s main business is the promotion, funding and
management of the commercial and professional aspects of cricket
in South Africa.

REVIEW OF RESULTS FOR THE YEAR

The results of the company and the state of its affairs are fully set
out in the accompanying financial statements.

SHARE CAPITAL

The company has an authorised capital of 120 ordinary shares of
R1 each, of which 100 have been issued. All issued shares are held
by the holding company, the United Cricket Board of South Africa.

DIVIDENDS

No dividends were declared or recommended during the year
(2006– Rnil).

DIRECTORS

The directors of the company during the financial year and up to
the date of this report have been:

N Arendse (Appointed 8 November 2006)
A Connor
L Crawley (Appointed 8 November 2006)
M Ebrahim (Appointed 8 November 2006)
F Gericke
P K Harris
T Irish
M G Majola (Chief Executive Officer)
S Makosana(Resigned 8 November 2006)
R R Mali
V Mgadle
L Naidoo
N Orleyn
C Robinson (Resigned 8 November 2006)
H A Van Wyk

SECRETARY

There has been no appointment to the position of secretary to the
company. All secretarial matters are dealt with by the office of the
Chief Executive Officer.

Business address Postal address
Wanderers Club P O Box 55009
21 North Street Northlands
Illovo 2116
Johannesburg

GOING CONCERN

The directors are of the opinion that the company is a going concern.
The company is profitable after adjusting for the impairment and
amortisation of intangibles.

SUBSEQUENT EVENTS

No events have occurred between the financial year end and
the date of this report that materially affect the financial position
of the company.
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Restated
Notes 2007 2006

R’000 R’000

Revenue 258 092 165 457

International gates revenue 10 364 7 666
Commissions earned 562 651
International sponsorship 47 986 44 542
Domestic sponsorship 38 844 31 930
International TV income 118 470 41 042
Domestic TV income 27 016 26 040
Supplier program 8 162 7 139
Event income 3 548 4 358
Other income 3 140 2 089

Expenses (178 642) (126 611)

Administrative expenses (11 370) (8 978)
Administration fees incurred: UCBSA 16 (18 964) (15 039)
Domestic competitions funding (8 447) (8 202)
High performance programme (3 037) (965)
Marketing expenses (12 296) (7 694)
Direct allocations to franchises (24 468) (21 462)
SA Teams tour cost (38 218) (29 419)
SA Teams remuneration expenses (51 475) (24 910)
TV production costs (10 367) (9 942)

Profit before investment income,
finance costs amortisation and impairment 2 79 450 38 846

Investment income 3 1 225 5 565
Finance costs 3 (30 927) (24 973)

Profit before impairment and amortisation charges 49 748 19 438

Impairment of intangible asset 4 (24 216) -

Profit before amortisation charges 25 532 19 438

Amortisation of intangible asset 4 (31 689) (46 440)

Loss before taxation (6 157) (27 002)

Taxation 5 (10 918) (9)

Loss for the year (17 075) (27 011)
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Restated
Notes 2007 2006

R’000 R’000

ASSETS

Non-current assets 70 860 129 327
Intangible asset 4 70 851 126 756
Office furniture and equipment 6 - 28
Investment 7 - -
Deferred taxation 8 9 2 543

Current assets 44 620 82 956
Accounts receivable 9 22 827 37 918
Cash and cash equivalents 10 21 793 45 038

TOTAL ASSETS 115 480 212 283

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

Capital and reserves (239 002) (221 927)
Share capital 11 - -
Accumulated loss (239 002) (221 927)

Non-current liability
Loan: United Cricket Board of South Africa 12 240 000 230 000

Current liabilities 114 482 204 210
Accounts payable 14 37 817 22 737
Short term portion of loan: United Cricket Board of South Africa 12 65 285 170 135
South African Revenue Service 11 288 2 824
Provision 13 92 338
Receipts in advance - 8 176

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 115 480 212 283
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Share Accumulated
capital loss Total

R’000 R’000 R’000

Balance as at 30 April 2005 - (194 916) (194 916)

Loss for the year - (27 011) (27 011)

Balance as at 30 April 2006 - (221 927) (221 927)

Loss for the year - (17 075) (17 075)

Balance as at 30 April 2007 - (239 002) (239 002)
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2007 2006
R’000 R’000

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Loss for the year (17 075) (27 011)

Adjustments for: 86 151 66 897
Amortisation of intangible asset 31 689 46 440
Impairment of intangible asset 24 216 -
Loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment 11 -
(Decrease) increase in provision (246) 338
Depreciation 17 32
Interest received (1 225) (2 343)
Interest paid 29 155 24 973
Deferred taxation movement 2 534 (2 543)

Operating profit before working capital changes 69 076 39 886

Adjustments for working capital changes:
Decrease in accounts receivable 15 091 6 832
Increase in South African Revenue Service 8 464 2 703
Increase in accounts payable 15 080 5 809
(Decrease) increase in receipts in advance (8 176) 211
Decrease in amount due to 2003 ICC World Cup (SA) - (4 245)

Cash generated from operations 99 535 51 196

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Sale of investment - -
Purchase of office furniture and equipment - (9)
Interest received 1 225 2 343

Net cash inflow from investing activities 1 225 2 334

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Decrease in loan account (94 850) (16 077)
Interest paid (29 155) (24 973)

Net cash outflow from financing activities (124 005) (41 050)

NET (DECREASE) INCREASE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS (23 245) 39 491

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year 45 038 32 558

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE END OF THE YEAR 21 793 45 038



1. ACCOUNTING POLICIES

1.1 Basis of preparation

The principal accounting policies of the entity, which are set out below, comply with the South African Statements of Generally
Accepted Accounting Practice.

These financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention as modified by the revaluation of non-trading
financial asset investments, financial assets and financial liabilities held-for-trading, and financial assets designated as fair value
through profit and loss. Non-current assets and disposal groups held-for-sale, where applicable, are stated at the lower of its
carrying amount and fair value less cost to sell.

The preparation of financial statements requires the use of estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets
and liabilities, and disclosures of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported amounts
of revenues and expenses during the reported period. Although these estimates are based on management’s best knowledge of
current events and actions, actual results may ultimately differ from those estimates.

The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates are recognised
in the period in which the estimate is revised if the revision affects only that period, or in the period of the revision and future
periods if the revision affects both current and future periods.

The principal accounting policies of the entity, which are set out below, have been consistently followed in all material respects.

1.2 Revenue

Revenue is recognised to the extent that it is probable that the economic benefits will flow to Cricket South Africa (Proprietary)
Limited and the revenue can be reliably measured. Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable.
Cash and settlement discounts, rebates, VAT and other indirect taxes are excluded from revenue. Revenue comprises income from
the sale of TV rights, sponsorship revenue, event revenue, gate revenue and other revenue. Revenue due in terms of contracts is
recognised according to the terms of the contract, while all other income is accounted for on an accrual basis or in accordance with
the relevant transactions or agreements.

1.3 Investment income

Interest income is accrued on a time basis by reference to the principal outstanding and at the interest rate applicable

1.4 Taxation

The charge for current taxation is based on the results for the year as adjusted for items which are non-assessable or disallowed.
It is calculated using taxation rates that have been enacted or substantively enacted by the balance sheet date.

Deferred taxation is accounted for on all temporary differences arising from differences between the carrying amount of assets
and liabilities in the financial statements and the corresponding taxation bases used in the computation of taxable profit.
In principle, deferred taxation liabilities are recognised for all taxable temporary differences and deferred taxation assets are
recognised to the extent that it is probable that taxable profits will be available against which deductible temporary differences
can be utilised. Such assets and liabilities are not recognised if the temporary difference arises from goodwill or from the acquisition
of an asset, which does not affect either taxable or accounting income.

Deferred taxation liabilities are recognised for taxable temporary differences arising on investments in businesses except where
the company is able to control the reversal of the temporary difference and it is probable that the temporary difference will not
reverse in the foreseeable future.

Deferred taxation is calculated at the tax rates that reflect the tax consequences that would follow from the manner in which the
company expects to recover the carrying amount of its assets and liabilities. Deferred taxation is charged or credited in the income
statement, except when it relates to items credited or charged directly to equity, in which case the deferred taxation is also dealt
with in equity.

1.5 Office furniture and equipment

Office furniture and equipment (owned and leased) are stated at historical cost less accumulated depreciation and any accumulated
impairment losses. Depreciation is charged so as to allocate the cost of assets less their residual values over their estimated useful
lives, using the straight-line method. The following rates are used for the depreciation of property, plant and equipment:

Computer equipment 3 years
Furniture & fittings 10 years

All assets are reviewed periodically for impairment.

Useful lives, methods and residual values are reviewed at each balance sheet date. No depreciation is charged if the residual values
are more than the carrying value.

The gain or loss arising on the disposal of an asset is determined as the difference between the sales proceeds and the carrying
value of the asset and is recognised in income.

1.6 Impairment

At each balance sheet date, the company reviews the carrying amounts of its tangible and intangible assets to determine whether
there is any indication that those assets may be impaired. If any such indication exists, the recoverable amount of the asset is
estimated in order to determine the extent of the impairment loss (if any). Where it is not possible to estimate the recoverable
amount of any individual asset, the recoverable amount is determined for the cash-generating unit to which the asset belongs.

If the recoverable amount of an asset (or cash-generating unit) is estimated to be less than its carrying amount, the carrying amount
of the asset (cash-generating unit) is reduced to its recoverable amount. Impairment losses are recognised as an expense immediately.
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Where an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the carrying amount of the asset (cash-generating unit) is increased to the revised
estimate of its recoverable amount, but so that the increased carrying amount does not exceed the carrying amount that would
have been determined had no impairment loss been recognised for the asset (cash-generating unit) in prior years. A reversal of
an impairment loss is recognised as income immediately.

1.7 Foreign currencies

Transactions in foreign currencies are accounted for at the rates of exchange ruling on the dates of the transactions. Monetary
assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are translated at the rates of exchange ruling at the balance sheet date.
Gains and losses arising from the settlement of such transactions are recognised in the income statement.

1.8 Post-employment benefit costs

The company operates a defined contribution plan, the assets of which are generally held in a separate trustee-administered fund.
The fund is funded by payments from employees and the company. The company’s contributions are recognised in the income
statement during the period in which the employee renders the related service.

1.9 Intangible asset

Intangible assets are stated at cost less accumulated amortisation and any accumulated impairment losses. The intangible asset
is being amortised on a straight line basis over a period of 8 years. It is reviewed for impairment periodically. The useful life and
method of amortisation is reviewed every year.

1.10  Financial instruments

Financial instruments carried on the balance sheet include cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivable, accounts payable and
borrowings. These instruments are initially measured at cost, including transaction costs, when the company becomes a party to
the contractual agreement. The financial instruments are subsequently measured as follows:

Cash and cash equivalents – measured at fair value.

Accounts receivable – stated at their nominal value and reduced by appropriate allowances for estimated irrecoverable amounts.

Accounts payable – stated at nominal values.

Borrowings – carried at original debt value less principal payments and amortisations.

1.11  Receipts in advance

Monies received which are not yet due, in terms of the contracts, are deferred and recorded as receipts in advance.

1.12  Borrowing costs

Borrowing costs are recognised in the income statement in the period in which they are incurred.

1.13  Provisions

Provision for leave is recognised as a present constructive obligation when, as a result of a past event, it is probable that an outflow
of resources embodying economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation, and a reliable estimate of the obligation can
be made.

1.14  Cash and cash equivalents

Cash comprises cash on hand and demand deposits. Cash equivalents are short-term, highly liquid investments that are readily
convertible to known amounts of cash and that are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value.

2007 2006
R’000 R’000

2. PROFIT BEFORE INVESTMENT INCOME, FINANCE COSTS,
AMORTISATION AND IMPAIRMENT

Profit before investment income, finance charges, amortisation and impairment have
been arrived at after charging the following items:

Auditor’s remuneration: 189 238

- Fees 144 218
- Other services 45 20

Depreciation 17 32
Loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment 11 -

Directors’ emoluments
For services as non-executive directors
- Meeting fees 79 66

Selector honorariums 186 175

Salary and related employment costs
- Administration and related staff 3 972 3 214
- Players, team management and other non-permanent staff 51 475 24 910



2007 2006
R’000 R’000

3. INVESTMENT INCOME AND FINANCE COSTS

Interest received
- external 1 225 2 343
Net foreign exchange gain - 3 222

Investment income 1 225 5 565

Interest paid
- United Cricket Board of South Africa 29 155 24 973
Net foreign exchange loss 1 772 -

Finance costs 30 927 24 973

4. INTANGIBLE ASSET

Intangible asset at cost 371 522 371 522
Accumulated amortisation (217 558) (185 869)
Accumulated impairment (83 113) (58 897)

Carrying amount 70 851 126 756

Accumulated amortisation and impairment
Balance at beginning of year 244 766 198 326

Charge for the year 55 905 46 440
Amortisation 31 689 46 440
Impairment 24 216 -

Balance at end of year 300 671 244 766

The intangible asset was purchased from the United Cricket Board of South Africa
and represented the value of future economic benefits of the sponsorship
agreements ceded to Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd.

5. TAXATION

South African normal taxation
Current taxation - current year 11 888 2 572

- prior year (3 504) (20)
Deferred taxation - current year 2 534 3 094

- prior year - (5 637)

10 918 9

Reconciliation of rate of taxation % %

Taxation at standard rate 29,00 29,00
Taxable effect of expenses that are not deductible in determining taxable income (263,22) (49,98)
Recognition of deferred taxation asset - 20.95
Prior year adjustment 56,90 -

Effective rate of taxation (177,32) (0,03)

As evidenced by the cricket related comments in the 2007 Budget speech, discussions
with the National Treasury are in progress. The purpose of these discussions is to
explore a more equitable income tax situation for cricket, and other sports, without
having to make a professional or amateur distinction. Any changes in this regard are
only expected to be effective from the 2008 financial year. The 2007 financial year taxation
has been provided for in accordance with the accounting policy and consistent with prior years.
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6. OFFICE FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT

Computer Furniture &
equipment fittings Total

R’000 R’000 R’000
2007

Cost
At beginning of the year 92 14 106
Disposals (78) (14) (92)

At end of the year 14 - 14

Accumulated depreciation
At beginning of the year 76 2 78
Charge for the year 16 1 17
Disposals (78) (3) (81)

At end of the year 14 - 14

Carrying amount – 2007 - - -

Carrying amount – 2006 16 12 28

2006

Cost
At beginning of the year 92 5 97
Additions - 9 9

At end of the year 92 14 106

Accumulated depreciation

At beginning of the year 45 1 46
Charge for the year 31 1 32

At end of the year 76 2 78

Carrying amount – 2006 16 12 28

Carrying amount – 2005 47 4 51

2007 2006
R’000 R’000

7. INVESTMENT

Central Cricket Franchise: 45 shares at cost of R1 each - -

The investment was sold to the Griqualand West Cricket Union affiliate on 1 May 2006.

8. DEFERRED TAXATION

The movement in deferred taxation is as follows:

Balance at beginning of the year 2 543 -
Deferred taxation asset not recognised in prior year - 5 637
Income statement movement (2 534) (3 094)

Balance at end of the year 9 2 543

Analysis of deferred taxation by type of temporary difference:

Provisions 27 205
Receipts in advance - 2 371
Prepaid expenses (18) (33)

9 2 543



2007 2006
R’000 R’000

9. ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

Balance includes the following:

Trade receivables 19 876 26 702
Other receivables 2 951 11 216

22 827 37 918

10. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Call deposits 1 644 34 648
Bank balance and cash 20 149 10 390

21 793 45 038

11. SHARE CAPITAL

Authorised
120 Ordinary shares of R1 each - -

Issued
100 Ordinary shares of R1 each - -

The unissued shares remain under the control of the directors until
the next annual general meeting.

12. LOAN: UNITED CRICKET BOARD OF SOUTH AFRICA

Balance at beginning of the year 400 135 416 212
Interest accrued 29 155 24 973

429 290 441 185
Less: Repaid (124 005) (41 050)

Balance at end of the year 305 285 400 135

Consisting of:
Subordinated portion of the loan 240 000 230 000
Current portion of the loan 65 285 170 135

Balance at end of the year 305 285 400 135

The loan arose out of the sale to Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd of an intangible financial
asset, which represented the value of future economic benefits of sponsorship agreements
ceded by the United Cricket Board of South Africa to Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd.

The loan is unsecured and bears interest at a rate of 4.5% below the prime overdraft rate.
The loan is repayable by mutual agreement between the United Cricket Board of South Africa
and Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd.

The United Cricket Board of South Africa has deferred its right to claim or accept payment of
R240 million (2006: R230 million) of this loan until the assets of Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd,
fairly valued, exceed its liabilities.

13. PROVISION

Opening balance 338 646
Used during the year (426) (543)
Raised during the year 180 235

Closing balance 92 338

The provision relates solely to leave pay.
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2007 2006
R’000 R’000

14. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

Balance includes the following:

Trade payables 4 646 7 782
Accruals 33 171 14 926
Other payables - 29

37 817 22 737

15. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT

Interest rate and liquidity risk

Financing is received from the United Cricket Board of South Africa.  In the ordinary course of business, the company receives
cash from its operations and is required to fund its own working capital.

Foreign currency risk

The company is exposed to foreign currency risk on the amounts received, mainly from sponsors and broadcasters. The Financial
Committee reviews its foreign cash flows annually.

Credit risk management

Potential concentrations of credit risk consist principally of accounts receivable. At the year end, the company considers that there
were no significant concentrations of credit risk against which adequate provision has not been made.

Fair value

All financial instruments have been recognised in the balance sheet and there is no
difference between their fair value and carrying values.



16. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd has relations with its holding company, the United Cricket Board of South Africa, and other cricket
related parties as disclosed below.  The nature of these transactions have not been disclosed as they are all cricket related.

Trading transactions

Transactions between related parties during the year were at arm’s length.  During the year Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd entered
into the following transactions with related parties:

2007 Amount Amount    Amount Amount
included in included included in included in

revenue in expenses accounts accounts
receivable payable

Entity Description R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000

Boland (Pty) Ltd Professional - Stadium - 423 - -
Border Bears (Pty) Ltd Professional - Stadium - 787 - -
Easterns (Pty) Ltd Professional - Stadium 5 477 - -
Jumbos Cricket (Pty) Ltd Professional - Stadium 1 845 1 790 - -
Cricket Free State (Pty) Ltd Professional - Stadium 68 1 361 - -
Gauteng Strikers s21 Professional - Stadium 8 802 3 724 - 28
Griqua Diamonds (Pty) Ltd Professional - Stadium - 536 - -
KZN (Pty) Ltd Professional 2 628 1 022 - 1
Kwa-Zulu Natal Cricket Union Affiliate - 481 - -
Titans Cricket (Pty) Ltd Professional - Stadium 2 960 2 045 - -
North West Dragons (Pty) Ltd Professional - Stadium 9 726 - -
Western Province (Pty) Ltd Professional - Stadium 4 606 2 555 - -
Central Cricket Franchise BFN (Pty) Ltd Franchise - 5 329 - -
Cricket Eastern Cape (Pty) Ltd Franchise - 5 415 - 159
Eastern Titans (Pty) Ltd Franchise - 5 678 - -
KZN (Pty) Ltd Franchise - 6 413 - 61
New Heights Cricket (Pty) Ltd Franchise - 5 365 - 2
Western Cape Cricket (Pty) Ltd Franchise - 5 554 - -
Gauteng Cricket Board Affiliate - 133 - -
United Cricket Board of South Africa Holding Company - 48 119 - -

20 923 97 933 - 251

2006

Boland (Pty) Ltd Professional - Stadium - 355 - -
Border Bears (Pty) Ltd Professional - Stadium - 413 - 96
Easterns (Pty) Ltd Professional - Stadium 3 412 3 65
Jumbos Cricket (Pty) Ltd Professional - Stadium 1 410 1 085 - 3
Cricket Free State (Pty) Ltd Professional - Stadium 162 1 038 - -
Gauteng Strikers s21 Professional - Stadium 8 223 2 691 - 28
Griqua Diamonds (Pty) Ltd Professional - Stadium - 282 - -
KZN (Pty) Ltd Professional 2 206 1 281 - -
Kwa-Zulu Natal Cricket Union Affiliate - 191 - 4
Titans Cricket (Pty) Ltd Professional - Stadium 1 961 1 143 - 4
North West Dragons (Pty) Ltd Professional - Stadium - 407 - -
Western Province (Pty) Ltd Professional - Stadium 3 671 1 634 - 145
Central Cricket Franchise BFN (Pty) Ltd Franchise 85 4 518 - 162
Cricket Eastern Cape (Pty) Ltd Franchise 1 4 055 - 119
Eastern Titans (Pty) Ltd Franchise 27 4 718 - 51
KZN (Pty) Ltd Franchise - 3 746 - 160
New Heights Cricket (Pty) Ltd Franchise - 4 208 - 18
Western Cape Cricket (Pty) Ltd Franchise 18 4 304 - 21
Northerns Cricket Union Affiliate - 12 - -
United Cricket Board of South Africa Holding Company - 40 012 - -

17 767 76 505 3 876
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United Cricket Board of South Africa

Included in the above is a fee, of R18 964 000 (2006:R15 039 000), in respect of certain administrative services performed by the
United Cricket Board of South Africa for Cricket South Africa (Pty) Ltd. This amount is an appropriate allocation of costs incurred
by the relevant administration departments. The balance relates to interest incurred on the long term loan (refer note 12).

The amounts outstanding are unsecured and will be settled in cash.  No guarantees have been given or received other than the
subordination agreement disclosed in note 12.  No expense has been recognised in the period for bad debts or doubtful debts in
respect of the amounts owed by related parties as all amounts are recoverable in full.

Investments with related parties as disclosed in note 7.

All remuneration, including that of management and staff, is reviewed and approved by the Remuneration Committee having
regard to the performance of individuals and market trends.
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17. RETIREMENT BENEFIT INFORMATION

Retirement benefits are provided for employees by means of provident funds to which the company contributes. The funds are
governed by the Pension Funds Act of 1956.  All employees contribute to the funds.

The funds in operation at 30 April 2007 were the United Cricket Board of South Africa Midas Provident Fund and the United
Cricket Board of South Africa Provident Fund, both administered by Liberty Life.  These are defined contribution plans where
the retirement benefits are determined with reference to the employee’s contributions.  No actuarial valuations are required.

2007 2006
R’000 R’000

Provident fund contributions 911 1 001

18. KEY ASSUMPTIONS CONCERNING THE FUTURE AND KEY SOURCES OF ESTIMATION UNCERTAINTY

As required to be disclosed in terms of AC101 - Presentation of Financial Statements, there are no significant assumptions made
concerning the future and other sources of estimation uncertainty that have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to
the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial period.

19. CRITICAL JUDGEMENTS IN APPLYING ACCOUNTING POLICIES

In the process of applying the entity’s accounting policies, which are described in note 1, management did not need to make any
judgements that had a significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial statements.

20. COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES

Management of Cricket South Africa is not aware of any contingent liabilities and commitments  at year end.
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CSA MOURNS THE DEATH OF PERCY SONN

Former President of the then United Cricket Board of South
Africa (UCBSA) and current President of the International
Cricket Council (ICC), Percy Sonn, who underwent surgery,
passed away in hospital in Cape Town.

Gerald Majola, CEO of CSA, said in a statement issued in
Johannesburg today: "Percy Sonn will be mourned
throughout the cricketing world as one of the best
administrators the game has known.

"He was one of the pioneers of non-racial cricket in South
Africa, and was an administrator at the highest levels for
more than four decades. It was a great tribute for South
African and world cricket that he was able to rise from

playing as a youngster in the dusty streets of the townships
to the highest office in world cricket.

"Percy Sonn fought apartheid as both a cricketer and a civil
rights lawyer with vigour and great courage. He was equally
energetic and effective in bringing about cricket unity in
South Africa with the formation of the United Cricket Board
of South Africa (UCBSA) in 1991 after more than 100 years
of division on racial lines. He also played a major role in the
formation of a democratic South Africa, and was a founder
leader of the Scorpions in the fight against crime.

"He brought to the ICC as both Vice President and President
the whole South African cricket experience, which has
become a vital element in the globalisation of the game. He
played a major role in assisting emerging cricket nations,
and history will record the vital part he has played in the
emergence of Africa as a major cricketing continent.

"On a personal level, he was my mentor as CEO of Cricket
South Africa and I will miss him greatly, as will all cricket
structures in South African and world cricket."

President Thabo Mbeki, President of the Republic of South
Africa: “Percy Sonn will be remembered for his passion for
justice, and his outstanding role in the management and
unification of cricket”

BOB WOOLMER

Robert Andrew “Bob” Woolmer (14 May 1948) – 18 March
2007) was an international cricketer, professional cricket
coach and commentator.

He played 19 Tests and six ODIs for England and later
coached Warwickshire, South Africa and Pakistan.

During his playing career, he joined the breakaway group
run by Kerry Packer and also took part in South African
rebel tours in 1982. After retiring from first-class cricket in
1984, he emigrated to South Africa where he coached cricket
and hockey. He went on to coach Warwickshire and then
South Africa where he was instrumental in building the
Proteas into a formidable international outfit.

On 18 March 2007 Woolmer died suddenly in Jamaica, just
a few hours after the Pakistan team’s unexpected elimination
at the hands of Ireland in 2007 Cricket World Cup.

Shortly afterwards Jamaican police announced that they
were opening a murder docket. However, three months later
it was confirmed that Woolmer had died of natural causes.

He is survived by his wife Gill and two sons.

GARTH CUDDUMBEY

Born 5/9/53 Queenstown, Eastern Cape. Died 7/8/07 after
a long illness. Educated at Gelvandale High School and PE
Technicon. Played for EP SACB 1975 – 1988, astute right
handed opening batsman and regularly also kept wicket.
66 First Class Matches, 2235 runs with an average of 20.13,
highest score 106 EP vs Transvaal (SACB), 1984/85.

Umpired in 15 First Class, 17 Domestic Limted Over and
1 Standard Bank Pro20. Debut – EP B vs Easterns, Port
Elizabeth, 1998/99.

Garth was also a very keen hockey player.

MNINAWA WILFRED KHOVU

Mninawa Wilfred Khovu, affectionately known as Nkala,
was born at Mxhelo Village on 10 May 1940.  His sporting
career blossomed at Newell High School in Port Elizabeth.
He excelled in both rugby and cricket, culminating in him
being capped for provincial cricket in 1958 and receiving
national colours in 1969. He served as a coach, administrator
and was employed by Eastern Province Cricket Board
between 1997 and 2003 when he retired as a Port Elizabeth
township co-ordinator. Nkala will be sorely missed by those
who knew and served with him.

He was one of the pioneers of
non-racial cricket in South Africa,

and was an administrator at
the highest levels for more

than four decades.
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SPONSORS & SUPPLIERS

TEAM SPONSORS

DEVELOPMENT SPONSORS

PRODUCT SUPPLIERS

OFFICIAL SUPPLIERS

BROADCASTERS

EVENT SPONSORS



The United Cricket Board is proud to have a development programme that is taking
cricket to all the people of South Africa, creating a legacy for generations to come.

Taking Cricket development to new places.
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